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ABSTRACT
A NATIONAL SURVEY OF MEDIUM RANGE EFFECTS OF TRAINING
IN RE-EVALUATION COUNSELING
(September 1977)
Marianne Simon
M.Ed.
,
University of Massachusetts/Amherst
Ed. D.
,
University of Massachusetts/Amherst
Directed by: Dr. John W. Wideman
This dissertation is a pilot study of the medium range effects of Re-
evaluation Counseling. Re-evaluation Counseling is a lay, peer, educational-
therapeutic system, involving over 35,000 people around the world. The
research question which the study examines is: How does people’s understanding
and application of Re-evaluation Counseling theory change over time ?
Chapter I provides a description of Re-evaluation Counseling (or R.C.),
a statement of the research question, and an overview of the study.
Chapter II provides an analysis of nine different dimensions of Re-
evaluation Counseling, and compares R.C. with five current therapies along
those nine dimensions. The therapies with which R. C. is compared are those
with which people most often compare R. C. when they first hear the theory
explained. They are: Gestalt Therapy, Transactional Analysis, Client-
Centered Therapy, Primal Therapy and Rational-Emotive Therapy. The
dimensions examined are: (1) Interpersonal support, community (2) Political
and social Implications (3) Goals (4) Assumptions about people (5) What went
vi
wrong: why people behave irrationally or neurotically (G) The process of
change, healing, cure (7) The relationship between thinking and feelings
(8) The relationship between irrational or neurotic behavior and the person
exhibiting it (9) The relationship between counselor and client.
Chapter III is an explanation of the methodology used in selecting the
sample, gathering the data, and analyzing the data. The interviewees in the
sample were located in eight cities where R.C. Communities exist; four on the
West Coast: Los Angeles, Santa Barbara, San Francisco and Seattle; and
four on the East Coast: Rochester, Boston, Morrisville, Pa., and Washington,
D. C. Volunteers were sought who had been in R. C. for 4-8 months, for two
years, and for three years and over. They were interviewed by the author,
and the interview was taped and transcribed in its entirety. They were asked a
general opening question, ,rWhat is your understanding of the theory of Re-
evaluation Counseling as you see it operating in your life?" followed by a request
for changes that had occurred in their understanding and/or application of the
theory in twenty-three different areas of their lives. These twenty-three areas
are: (1) use of drugs, stimulants, depressants, etc. (2) food habits (3) health,
care of oneself (4) sleep, energy, waking (5) use of time, organization of one’s
day (6) creativity (7) study, scholarship, learning (8) buying habits, money
(9) child care (10) love and sex (11) friendship (12) family (parents and siblings)
(13) recreation (14) politics (15) work (16) religion (17) beauty and order
(18) racism (19) sexism (20) decoration of self, dress, hair (21) thinking
(22) responsibility- -for self, feelings, others, the world (23) discharge in
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everyday life. The opening question plus six of the areas are analyzed for
this dissertation. The six areas analyzed are: Politics, Racism, Sexism,
Love and Sex, Discharge, Thinking.
Chapter IV consists of the analysis and discussion of the data. It is
divided into seven sections: one for each of the areas analyzed (above) plus
the opening question. Each section contains relevant aspects of R. C. theory,
descriptions of the sub-categories used in examining the data, quotations from
the interviews, a table of data and discussion of the data.
Chapter V describes various implications of the study. First the model
human being, the theory of personality presented in R. C. literature, is
combined with the findings of this study to generate a more detailed model of
the undistressed human. Next, the chapter provides a look at the strengths and
limitations of the study. The third section of the chapter describes the impact
of the study on the typist. The final sections deal with suggestions for further
research in Re-evaluation Counseling, and implications of the study for other
disciplines and areas.
The Appendix includes two complete interviews plus an excerpt from a
third interview, as well as a Bibliography and materials used in gathering the
data.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This study is concerned with investigating the effectiveness of certain
aspects of Re-evaluation Counseling. In this chapter, the reader will find a
general description of Re-evaluation Counseling, its purpose, theory and
process; a statement of the problem which the study examines; the methodology
of the study and a rationale for the procedures being used; an outline of the
dissertation; an examination of the potentials and contributions of the study;
and a glossary of terms which have a particular meaning in R. C. usage.
The reader is invited to note the particular use of personal pronouns.
The feminine pronouns, ’’she" and "her" are used throughout the study, except
where quotes are included which use the masculine pronouns. This usage is
an effort to rectify the impression given in language that all persons are male.
However, the feminine pronoun in the text refers equally to males as well as
females.
Description of Re-evaluation Counseling
There is a peer self-help movement burgeoning rapidly in this country
and > abroad. In the two and a half decades since its beginnings, it has spread
2through most of the states in this country, into Central and South America, and
across the ocean to many countries in Europe and Asia, and to Australia. It
now numbers around 35,000 participants. It is called Re-evaluation Counseling,
and its supporters believe it has brought powerful evidence into their lives
that they can recover their full humanness and take charge of their own lives.
Re-evaluation Counseling, or R. C.
,
has a theoretical structure which
is spelled out carefully in the writings of its founder, Harvey Jackins. Jackins
lias also worked out a very particular, unique, easily transmissible practice
which allows people to become fully functioning members of the Re-evaluation
Counseling community within a relatively brief period of involvement.
These two aspects of R. C. make it highly accessible to those not
professionally trained in psychology, therapy or counseling; in fact to people
in all walks of life and of all ages. There is nothing exclusive, esoteric or
abstruse about it, nor is there a class structure within R. C.; i.e., people
can exercise the kind of leadership which their abilities and interests make
possible. There are no initiates who have "made it" and become gurus or
dispensers of solutions and cures. Everyone in R. C. , including the teachers,
is involved in the same counseling process, for as long as she is part of the
community.
Re-evaluation Counseling is an educational-therapeutic process that
teaches skills for living and for learning from life. Those skills are designed
to enable one to celebrate the totality of oneself and others, to live
rationally
and zestfully in relationship to the environment and to other people,
to extend
3one's creativity into all the actions and interactions of a day, and to respond
freshly, appropriately and flexibly to each moment of living. R.C. aims to
go beyond the restorative function of therapy, which it includes, to the
educational-political function of creating a world in which people interact with
thought and awareness with their environment and with each other. This is a
taxing and exciting endeavor, and one that the author proposes to explore in
this study.
Theory and Process of Re-evaluation Counseling.
"Re-evaluation Counseling is a process whereby people, regardless of
age, education or experience, can learn how to exchange effective help with
each other in order to free themselves from the effects of past distress
experiences.
"Re-evaluation Counseling theory provides a model of what a human
being can be like in the area of her interaction with other human beings and her
environment. The theory assumes that everyone is bom with tremendous
intellectual potential, natural zest and lovingness, but these qualities have
become blocked and obscured in adults as the result of accumulated distress
experiences (fear, hurt, loss, pain, anger, embarrassment, etc.) which
begin in childhood.
"The child could recover from distress spontaneously by virtue of the
natural process of emotional discharge (crying, trembling, raging, laughing,
etc.). However, this natural process is usually interfered with by well-
4meaning adults and older children ("Don't cry", "Don’t be a sissy", etc.)
who erroneously equate the emotional discharge (the healing of the hurt) with
the hurt itself.
"When adequate emotional discharge can take place, the person is freed
from the rigid pattern of behavior and feeling left by the hurt. The basic,
loving, cooperative, intelligent and zestful nature is then free to operate.
"In recovering and using the natural discharge processes, two people
take turns counseling and being counseled. The one acting as the counselor
listens, draws the other out and permits, encourages, and assists emotional
discharge. The one acting as client talks and discharges and re-evaluates.
With experience and increased confidence and trust in each other, the process
works better and better.
"In the R. C. Fundamentals Class:
Lectures on thecry outline the scope of counseling knowledge.
Demonstrations of counseling techniques are given during
class on all levels of counseling.
Students team up and exchange counseling with each other in
practice sessions outside of class time.
Discussions of those practice sessions are held in class and the
successes and difficulties evaluated by the students and instructor.
"The person who learns to co-counsel well in such a Fundamentals
Class will become part of an existing community of co-counselors locally
which
has close ties with other such communities in the United States
and abroad.
5Co-counselors in these communities share many ongoing co-counseling
activities. nl
When people come into the R. C. community, they are expected to read
the theory, which is contained in four books plus a large number of periodicals. 2
The theory is discussed in classes, in the R. C. quarterly publication, 3 which
everyone subscribes to, and is generally kept before people’s attention in
different ways. Co-counselors are urged to live their lives "as if" they were
already fully in charge of their behavior, "as if" they were already rational,
zestful, loving, cooperative, "as if" their distress were not compelling them
to behave in unsatisfactory ways. Because of the way the process of R. C.
works, the expectation is that: (1) the longer one counsels, the less one’s
distress determines one's behavior. There is also the expectation that:
(2) the less distressed one is, the more clearly, creatively and "objectively"
(i.e. without the intervention of one's personal bias) one thinks. The
implication of statement (2) is that one would see the theory through fewer and
fewer veils as one counseled longer. The implication of statement (1) is
that one would be able to act more freely on that understanding the longer one
counseled.
Problem
To date there has been no known research published on this promising
mode of education-therapy. This study is therefore an exploratory, pilot
effort to gather data on Re-evaluation Counseling, based on the following
Gresearch question: How does people's understanding and application of R. C.
theory change over time?
It is the intent of R. C. training to enable people to improve the quality
of their living by applying the theory to their daily interactions and decisions.
The expectation is that the better they understand the theory, the more versatile
and effective will be their application of it. It remains to be seen whether that
intent and expectation appear in the data for this study, and whether the data
reveal learnings that are common to people at different levels of experience
in R.C.
Methodology
Data on the hypothesis were collected by open ended questioning of
volunteers from the R.C. community. The only eligibility requirement for
volunteers was what is expected of all community members: that they attend
class regularly (once a week) and that they counsel a minimum of one hour
each way, each week. The author sought a proportion of men and women which
reflects the proportion in the communities, some spread of age and race, and
some inclusion of teachers, in selecting from the volunteers. The rationale
for using volunteers (as opposed to inviting the participation of particular
counselors) was threefold: (1) It is very much in keeping with R. C. policy,
which encourages each person to be in charge of herself, and expects
maximum responsibility from everyone. (2) It places the least burden on the
R.C. community for providing interviews. (3) It does not reflect the possible
bias of a person who would be selecting interviewees. It does mean, however.
7that the respondents are self-selected and may not reflect the responses of a
randomly selected group within the R. C. community. There may be a
systematic bias which causes some to volunteer to be interviewed while others
do not.
Volunteers were sought who had differing amounts of experience in
R.C. from the East Coast communities and from the West Coast communities
in order to obtain a geographic cross-section. The experience units selected
as appropriate and useful for observing change are 4-8 months, 2 years and
3 years and over.
The procedure was to interview volunteers individually, using a tape
recorder to gather all the data. A 10 minute mini-counseling session was
offered to interviewees before the interview, with two purposes in mind: first,
it was a way of giving them something in exchange for what they gave (mutuality),
which is a basic principle of R. C. ; and second, it was a way of trying to
minimize any distress they may have had around being interviewed and coming
from the possibility of the interviewer reminding them of someone, which
could distort the interview. (In R. C.
,
co-counselors take as much time as
they need to, to sort out any identity confusions they may have with one
another. If the counselor reminds the client of someone in her life, she will
spend time checking out similarities and differences so that she brings minimal
inappropriate expectations into the counseling relationship.)
The next step was to collect some personal data in order to have avail-
able certain important variables, such as age, sex, religion, politics, race,
8profession, marital status, prior exposure to psychological or personal growth
experiences, and some background data on the community the intorviewee
lives in.
Finally, the interviewee was asked the major question, which is: "What
is your understanding of the theory of Re-evaluation Counseling in terms of
how you see it operating in your life.?" The purpose of asking such an open-
ended question was to give the most room for full and spontaneous responses.
After the interviewee responded as completely as she wanted to that first
question, certain areas were focused on; e.g.
,
,rWhat changes have you seen
in your thinking; in your discharging in daily life; in your relationship to other
races; to politics; to sexism; to love and sex, etc." (See Appendix A for
complete interviews).
The data gathered from the interviews were analyzed for similarities
within experience units, i. e.
,
according to the time one has been in counseling.
Responses from different experience units were compared to see if there are
learnings that are common to people who have been in counseling for certain
lengths of time, and if so, what those learnings are.
Outline of Dissertation
The outline of the dissertation is as follows:
Chapter I - Introduction
Chapter II - Review of the Literature: Comparison of R.C.
with five contemporary schools of psychology
9Chapter III - Description of the methodology of this study
Chapter IV - Report of the findings of this study
Chapter V - Discussion of findings and conclusion; implications
for further study
Contribution of this Study
The major contribution of this study is the presentation and examination
of data on peopled perception of the impact of Re-evaluation Counseling on
their lives and the generation of specific hypotheses about R.C. which
can then be tested. Since, as yet, there has been no known systematic
collection and analysis of data about R. C.
,
this is a first step in checking out
what are the self-reported effects of involvement in Re-evaluation Counseling.
It is hoped that this can be significant to the R. C. community, and also to other
counseling fields in the following ways: (1) The examination of the natural
history of people's development through the use of this particular educational-
therapeutic experience can be a model for a similar examination vis-a-vis
other educational-therapeutic experiences. (2) Hypotheses concerning the
process of growth in understanding and applying theory to living may well have
implications for other educational-therapeutic situations. (3) The data may
also have educational implications for the teaching of R. C. and/or for teaching
in general. (4) The author's particular interest and concern is with the
generation of more hypotheses/research questions about Re-evaluation
Counseling, which, in the author's opinion, deserves a great deal of research
and investigation.
10
GLOSSARY
(1) Intelligent—capable of learning from experience and of creating a new,
appropriate response for every moment.
(2) Zestful—the resources of the total organism are available for each
moment in time.
(3) Loving—committed to others’ re-emergence.
(4) Thinking
—
(a) information is received through all the sense receptors
(b) it is compared and contrasted with all relevant information already
on file in the memory bank
(c) a brand new, appropriate response is created
(5) Feeling—organismic response to pleasurable or hurtful experience
Feelings are associated with:
(a) the inherent nature of the human. These feelings include zest, love
and physical well-being: all enjoyable.
(b) reactions to interference with that inherent state. These interferences
might be impositions from the culture, from people and from physical
accidents. Such reactions (distressed feelings) include embarrassment,
fear, grief, anger, boredom, physical pain and discomfort. Distressed
feelings need to be discharged.
(6)
Validation—appreciation
11
(7) Discharge--a physiological process of releasing the tension caused by
painful emotion or physical pain. The process is manifested by laughing,
crying, trembling, sweating, yawning, storming, and non-repetitive
talking (the first telling of an experience).
(8) Distress—painful emotion, physical pain or discomfort.
(9) Rational—employing intelligent behavior; responding from thinking, not
feelings.
(10) Irrational—responding from compulsive behavior patterns derived from
past experiences and not appropriate to the present.
(11) Direction—a verbal phrase, or physical action which contradicts irrational
behavior or feelings and points one towards the reality of one’s essential
or re-emerging self.
(12) Re-emergence—the restoration of the full human functioning with which
each person was inherently endowed: intelligent, zestful, loving.
(13) Distress pattern (or "pattern'’)—set of rigid, repetitive, compulsive
feelings, assumptions and behaviors, stemming from early, undischarged
distress experiences.
(14) Distress recording (or "recording")—brain activity providing a verbatim
replay of a distress experience (or a part of it).
(15) Re stimulate—trigger a distress recording into activity.
With this introduction to the purpose and method of the study and to the
terms used in describing the process, the reader can now move on to a more
detailed orientation to Re-evaluation Counseling.
12
FOOTNOTES—CHAPTER I
1
Present Time. Back cover of every issue. Rational Island Publishers
Seattle, Washington.
2
Harvey Jackins, "The Human Side of Human Beings. Rational Island
Publishers, Seattle, Washington, 1965.
3
Harvey Jackins. The Human Situation. Rational Island Publishers,
Seattle, Washington, 1973.
4
Harvey Jackins and others. Rough Notes from Liberation I and II,
Rational Island Publishers, Seattle, Washington, 1976.
5
Harvey Jackins, The Elementary Co-Counselors Manual . Rational
Island Publishers, Seattle, Washington, 1962.
6
Present Time. Rational Island Island Publishers, Seattle, Washington,
current list of periodicals.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE:
COMPARISON OF R.C. WITH FIVE CONTEMPORARY
SCHOOLS OF PSYCHOLOGY
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to orient the reader to Re-evaluation
Counseling by presenting it in a contemporary setting of related theories and
practices. Within the chapter a conceptual way of understanding what R.C.
is about is presented: what it is like and what it is not like. This will help
the reader to make sense out of the study and the results of the study.
In this chapter, R.C. is compared and contrasted with five established
schools of therapy-counseling. Each of these schools is designed to help free
people to live a responsible, productive, happy life, which is also an aim of
R.C. Although R. C. is in effect a therapy, it fits also into the category of
education, and is officially represented as an educational process because:
(1) Its clientele consists of well
-functioning people. (2) It is a way of living
that one can learn by being trained in R.C. theory and practice. (3) It is
learned in a class, and is communicated to the students by a teacher, rather
than a therapist. There is no therapist in R. C. Therefore, it would have
been possible to orient the reader to R. C. through, a study of educational
14
theories; or even through political theory (as this chapter indicates). However,
a comparison with the therapies listed below appears to be the most useful,
since R. C. is often perceived as a therapy.
It is easy to identify the therapies that have some concepts in common
with R. C. In sharing R. C. theory with interested people, there are always
certain therapies which are brought up for comparison, as people ask, "But
isn't that just like.
. .
?" The ones most commonly mentioned are Gestalt
,
Transactional Analysis, Client-Centered Therapy, Primal Therapy
,
and
Rational-Emotive Therapy. It is instructive to note where the concepts merge
and where they differ. Because of limitations of time and space, other
therapies, less frequently mentioned, are not included.
The research into the therapies was conducted in the following way:
after doing basic reading in each discipline, and writing the relevant in-
formation, at least one practitioner of each therapy was asked to review and
correct the information and fill in the gaps. The aim was to be accurate and
to include what was essential, without being all-inclusive. There was also an
effort made to use the language specific to each therapy in writing about it,
explaining words where necessary. It was very important to the author not
to misrepresent the therapies or their creators. The author has experienced
how frustrating it is to hear someone misrepresent R.C. out of ignorance or
lack of care. Therefore, every effort was made to check out all information
with a great deal of care.
15
In this chapter ihe five abovementioned therapies are briefly described
and compared, along nine specific issues, with R. C. Ihe nine issues were
selected because they are central to R. C. Since Re-evaluation Counseling
is the focus of the study, it seemed appropriate to use its issues as the basis
of comparison. The nine issues are:
(1) Interpersonal support, community
(2) Political and social implications
(3) Goals
(4) Assumptions about people
(5) What went wrong: why people behave irrationally or neurotically
(6) The process of change, healing, cure
(7) The relationship between thinking and feelings
(8) The relationship between irrational or neurotic behavior and the
person exhibiting it
(9) The relationship between counselor and client
Each of the ten sections that follows (i.e., the basic descriptions
of the therapies followed by the nine issues for comparison) is laid out in the
following way:
(1) The position of R. C. is stated, followed by the position of
Gestalt, T.A.
,
Client-Centered, Primal and Rational-Emotive
therapies.
(2) The reader is requested to hold in mind what is said about R. C.
in the first paragraph of each section, so that one can make one’s
16
own comparisons as one reads. However, special similarities
and differences between R. C. and a particular therapy will be
mentioned along with the description of that therapy’s position.
BASIC DESCRIPTIONS
Re-evaluation Counseling
"Re-evaluation Counseling is a process whereby people, regardless
of age, education or experience, can learn how to exchange effective help with
each other in order to free themselves from the effects of past distress
experiences.
"Re-evaluation Counseling theory provides a model of what a human
being can be like in the area of her interaction with other human beings and
her environment. The theory assumes that everyone is born with tremendous
intellectual potential, natural zest and lovingness, but these qualities have
become blocked and obscured in adults as the result of accumulated distress
experiences (fear, hurt, loss, pain, anger, embarrassment, etc.) which
begin in childhood.
"The child could recover from distress spontaneously by virtue of
the natural process of emotional discharge (crying, trembling, raging,
laughing, etc.). However, this natural process is usually interfered with by
well-meaning adults and older children ("Don’t cry", "Don’t be a sissy",
etc.) who erroneously equate the emotional discharge (the healing of die
hurt) with the hurt itself.
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'When adequate emotional discharge can take place, the person is
freed from the rigid pattern of behavior and feeling left by the hurt. The
basic, loving, cooperative, intelligent and zestful nature is then free to
operate.
"In recovering and using the natural discharge processes, two people
take turns counseling and being counseled. The one acting as the counselor
listens, draws the other out and permits, encourages, and assists emotional
discharge. The one acting as client talks and discharges and re-evaluates.
With experience and increased confidence and trust in each other, the process
works better and better.
"In the R.C. Fundamentals Class:
Lectures on theory outline the scope of counseling knowledge.
Demonstrations of counseling techniques are given during class
on all levels of counseling.
Students team up and exchange counseling with each other in
practice sessions outside of class time.
Discussions of these practice sessions are held in class and
the successes and difficulties evaluated by the students and
instructors.
"The person who learns to co-counsel well in such a Fundamentals
Class will become part of an existing community of co-counselors locally
which lias close ties with other such communities in the United States
and
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abroad. Co counselors in these communities share many ongoing co-
counseling activities.
"
Gestalt Therapy— Fritz Peris
Gestalt therapy is concerned with helping people reclaim the aspects
of their personality that they have rejected or disowned, and helping them to
let go of the "shoulds" they’ve adopted under the pressure of family or societal
disapproval. The aim of the therapy is to help people attain self-support, get
rid of social roles and be real, stay in the here and now, and allow their
excitement and energy to flow into ongoing spontaneous activity, rather than
detouring into anxiety about the future, or obsessive thoughts about the past.
Transactional Analysis—Eric Berne
"The basic interest of T. A. is the study of ego states, which are
coherent systems of thought and feeling manifested by corresponding patterns
of behavior. Each human being exhibits three types of ego states:
"(1) Those derived from parental figures. • • called the Parent.
(2) the ego state in which he appraises his environment objectively. . .
called the Adult.
(3) Each person carries within a little boy or girl. . • called the
Child." 2
Effective communication between persons takes place when there are parallel
or mutual transactions between ego states and it ceases when there are not.
A basic concern of T. A. is how people structure their time. Ways of
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structuring time are identified and located on a continuum whose poles are
withdrawal (where there is no communication) and intimacy (where the
communication is open and free). One time structure on the continuum is a
set of transactions labeled "games". A game is defined as a transaction:
(1) with an ulterior motive
(2) that is repetitive
(3) that has a pay-off at the end that prevents intimacy.
Another construct in T. A. is "scripts"
—
pre
-conscious life plans by
which the person structures long periods of time, in fact, her whole life.
Scripts are generally written in childhood under the influence of the famil y,
The aim of therapy is to free people from the compulsion of their games and
their scripts and allow them to live freely in the present, with a choice of
what ego state prevails at any given time.
Client-Centered Therapy—Carl Rogers
Client-Centered Therapy proceeds from an assumption that the
relationship between the counselor and the client is the key to therapeutic
change. If the counselor provides, and the client receives, unconditional
positive regard, empathic understanding and congruent behavior, the client
will experience her feelings more fully, her self-concept will become more
open to experience and to change, and her behavior will alter constructively.
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Primal Therapy—Arthur Janov
The dominant thesis of Primal Therapy is that neurotic behavior stems
from profound pain which was incompletely experienced, i.e.
,
cut off from
consciousness, because it was unbearable to the defenseless infant. Had the
infant gone on experiencing the pain (from an unmet need—pain which increased
proportionately the longer the need was unmet), she would have died. So the
brain shut down, cutting off sensation from consciousness and preserving
her life. What ensued was tension. When tension from repressed pain
accumulated to a certain critical point, the person became neurotic, i.e.,
more unreal than real.
The therapy aims to reverse the process by allowing and encouraging
the client to relive the painful experiences which, to the adult, are no longer
necessarily overwhelming. This reliving, called the ’’Primal", allows the
client to reconnect sensation and consciousness and thereby to become again
more real than unreal.
Rational-Emotive Therapy—Albert Ellis
Rational-Emotive Therapy is based on an assumption that one’s
emotional or psychological disturbances are largely a result of irrational
or illogical thinking. One can rid oneself of unhappiness, ineffectuality and
disturbance by maximizing one’s rational and minimizing one’s irrational
thinking. The irrational thinking is a product of oneself in relationship to the
early environment, though not necessarily caused by the environmental
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experience. It comes from one’s ability to think "crookedly", and is maintained
in the present by repetition. It is this maintenance in the present that the
therapy essays to interrupt. The client is helped to hear the internalized
sentences by which she sustains negative emotions. She is then helped to
change those sentences into rational ones, and to follow up her straight
thinking with effective action.
INTERPERSONAL SUPPORT. COMMUNITY
Re-evaluation Counseling
One of the helpful conditions for re-emergence is the presence and
active support of a community of co-counselors, not only locally but world-
wide. It is the consistent, ongoing support of one’s peers, given in ways that
are most beneficial, as determined by the client, that makes the difficult
work of change easier. It is the extra safety provided by the loving, thought-
ful attention of a group of one’s peers that helps one to look at and feel those
parts of one's history that have been too frightening to look at and feel by
oneself alone.
The existence of the world-wide R. C. community is also a very
important part of each counselor's sense of being supported. The feelings
of isolation that so many people grow up with are profoundly contradicted
by the knowledge (reinforced by personal contact at workshops) that there
are co-counselors actively counseling all over the world. The existence of
an international R. C. community pushes into awareness the fact that each
counselor belongs not only to her family and her community, but to the world.
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Here R.C. is distinctly dilferent from the therapies, which see
community as a rational evolution of therapy, rather than as a starting point
for it. Some of the difference springs quite naturally from the fact that, since
everyone in R. C. is counselor as well as client, the responsibility that people
have toward each other is that of counselor as well as that of co-members of
a group. (All of the therapies under discussion take place in groups as well
as one-to-one). And since there are as many counselors as clients, there
is plenty of attention available for the tough times when people need attention.
Even more fundamental is the fact that R. C. is based on a co-operative,
collective, collaborative model of living and thinking, rather than on a
competitive, individualistic model. Interdependence is viewed not as a logical
ethical choice based on survival, i. e.
,
"because I need you, I'd better help
you". It is viewed as a natural function of being human, i.e.
,
human beings
are born loving, co-operative and communicative, therefore it is natural to
be interdependent, to be in connection with others. Feelings of loneliness
are the result of distress experiences often caused by a malfunctioning
society: those feelings are not inevitably part of being human. They are a
distress coming from mistreatment in a competitive, individualistic culture.
Other therapies generally teach that one must learn to live with and accept
feeling lonely. In contrast, R.C. holds that those are not feelings one needs
to learn to live with—they are feelings one needs to discharge. The undistressed
human feels cared for, whether alone or in company.
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This feeling of being cared for is encouraged in R.C. by having support
extended to community members outside of class, in the ways they need and
ask for. One person may need a morning phone call to give her the boost she
needs on a self-disciplined project. Another may need to phone people when
she»s wanting to eat, in order to stay on a careful diet. Another may need
co-counselors to come to the hospital daily after an operation to help her
discharge the physical and emotional pain. This organized support outside
of class is a unique feature of the R. C. community. It is why the word
"community" is used. It is not a group of people sharing living space; in
fact, people are specifically and firmly requested NOT to socialize with
co-counselors whom they have met in the R. C. community. R. C. relation-
ships have a specific and single purpose: to help R.C. members re-emerge
by thinldng and caring about each other, and helping each other discharge.
The R.C. concept of how a group functions is also unique. "The
group" in R. C. is a class where people are learning theory and practice, or
a support group, where people are discharging distress related to a particular
oppressive life situation (experiences of racism, sexism, anti-semitism, etc.).
Class members do not give feedback to the person who is acting as client,
as they do in T.A. and Client-Centered Therapy, nor do they share relevant
experiences and feelings, as they do in Gestalt. Instead, everyone acts as
counselor, in terms of giving support, appreciation, thought and attention to
the client, and often to the counselor as well.
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A few words need to be said here about feedback. In R.C. there are five
equivalents to feedback:
(1) Validation, i.e., thoughtful appreciation, particularly in an area
where a person downgrades herself.
(2) Offering a "direction", i.e.
,
a phrase that the person can
remember and follow, or an action; which points her in the
direction of her goodness and sufficiency, rather than toward her
acquired distressed behavior.
(3) Giving information, e.g. "Women are not naturally less articulate
than men; that's a result of conditioning".
(4) Interrupting rigid behavior, e.g., if someone habitually speaks in an
inaudible voice, asking her to speak loud and clear.
(5) Self-estimation, i.e. , a process engaged in by a group of co-
workers that consists of four steps:
(a) the person estimates her competencies, achievements and
positive characteristics
(b) the person estimates the directions in which she needs and
wants to go and the changes and improvements desirable for
her better functioning
(c) others estimate and appreciate her skills, gifts and achievements
(d) others suggest desirable improvements and directions in which
she needs to go, and offer assistance in doing this.
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The crucial common denominator of all these processes is that the focus is
on the recovery of humanness and a direction out of the pattern (i.e.
,
out of the
rigid, repetitive, distressed behavior), rather than on the pattern itself.
In other words, the focus is on the person, not on the pattern. Generally, if
any one of these options is enacted with real awareness, attention and thought,
the person at the receiving end will discharge.
In order to be effective, the person using any of the above options needs
to:
(1) share her best thinking, rather than play a distress recording
at the recipient
(2) have her attention on the recipient, rather than on her own
feelings, in order to ascertain whether communication is taking
place and whether the recipient needs to discharge.
In some cases, the person communicating may need to do extensive discharge
before and during the communication, to maintain her clear thinking and
attention. That discharge process will help assure that the communication
does not come from highly distressed feelings. These alternatives to feedback
avoid the inefficiency and destructiveness of feedback as it is practiced in many
group situations.
To return to the counseling process in the R.C. class: one or more
class members actively counsel the client. Often the teacher, as the most
experienced counselor in the class, will do the counseling, but the client
always lias the option of working with whomever she wants. If other members
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of the class feel restimulated, i.e., If strong feelings come up while the
client is being counseled, they are free to discharge, also, as long as they
don’t distract attention from the person acting as client. Neighbors in the
circle will put an arm around the discharging class members and give support
and closeness. The important thing is that everyone in the group is expected
either to pay full attention or to discharge, but not to drift off or withdraw.
After a session, a client’s material is not discussed or referred to,
except with the client’s permission, when the teacher uses the demonstration
to teach from. If group members want to appreciate the client and counselor,
they do so. The teacher also regularly takes her turn acting as client in
class, with another class member counseling her. The R. C. class is
structured so that all members will discharge their painful feelings and act
on their best, loving thinking.
The Re-evaluation Counseling Community, as an international
organization, is characterized by a distinctive mixture of peerness and
hierarchy: peerness in die process of counseling and the functioning of the
communities, and hierarchy in the organization of the community. This
polarity comes to focus in the person and role of die community founder,
Harvey Jackins. Jackins is responsible for die distinctive insights at the
root of R. C. theory, and he presents the birdi of R. C. as a direct result
of his personal experience. However, die basic formulations of the theory
and of the operating principles of die community wore worked out through
the indispensable help of devoted co-counselors who, using die R. C.
process
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of giving attention and encouraging discharge, enabled Jackins to produce die
pioneer statements of R. C. theory.
Other co-counselors from the community at large have contributed to
the growth and deepening of the theory. The thinking of the area reference
people plays a vital part in the creation of the Guidelines for the Re-evaluation
Counseling Communities3 (the by-laws by which the communities run), and the
thinking of the community regarding racism, sexism and other liberation issues
has been received, appreciated and incorporated into R. C. theory and practices.
Policy decisions in R. C. are reached by using the counseling process. The
best and clearest thinking in the community is elicited and pooled, and by
consensus, is adopted as policy.
Jackins has remained an omni-present influence in the community, hi
the organization of the international community, he has been the "International
Reference Person". Jackins' groundbreaking articles on theory and policy are
featured prominently in every issue of the community quarterly, Present Time,
which all community members read. The International Reference Person is
the final arbiter, also, on occasions when local or regional disputes reach such
proportions that they can be resolved only through outside mediation. (Because
of the growing confidence and independence of local leaders, those occasions
are increasingly rare.)
All area reference people must be approved by the International
Reference Person after being recommended by their communities. All teachers
must also be approved and certified by both the International Reference Person
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and the Area Reference Person, in order to teach R.C. In his tenure as
International Reference Person, Jackins has offered concrete help and support
to leaders and teachers and community members through phone calls, a wide-
spread correspondence, regional and international workshops, and occasional
community visits.
In an environment where R. C. exists with dozens of other therapies,
disciplines and life-styles, Jackins has been especially sensitive to distinctions
becoming blurred and individuals becoming careless and syncretic: he has
exercised a rigorous supervision over the development of R.C. theory.
Widespread publicity through media articles and interviews has been almost
non-existent due to Jackins' efforts to avoid misrepresentation, fadism and
distortion. There is some evidence that his insistence on the necessity for
correct theory and practice has been justified through the experience of
communities where slipshod practices and policy have caused difficulties among
co-counselors. This attention to purity and correctness is generally shared by
other leaders, and seems to be generally accepted by the membership, perhaps
because of awareness of some problems caused by occasional lapses.
As a result of the scrupulous concern for "correctness” the R.C.
community throughout the world is characterized by a remarkable homogeneity.
Co-counselors from Vermont or California have described how they have been
able to attend class and co-counsel in Brussels or London as though they had
never left homo.
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Generally, the R.C. community seems to accept and respect the
discipline of the theory and the policies, probably for profoundly existential
reasons* Co-counselors throughout the world say they have experienced how
their lives have been changed through their involvement with R. C. theory and
practice, and they feel the theory is consistently validated by experience. The
basic value and reality of Re-evaluation Counseling is the process, and it is
involvement in that process that binds the community together, provides
essential support, and inevitably guarantees the appropriate distribution of
power and responsibility.
Gestalt Therapy
After a client has worked with the therapist, group members are
encouraged to share feelings or experiences which might be helpful to the
client. During the time the client is working, other members watch, and are
sometimes used to interact with the client. Although their attention is
obviously being used, it is never mentioned as a therapeutic tool. There is,
however, a value attached to peers interacting with each other as well as
with the therapist. Peris saw the value in community, and established a
therapeutic community in Vancouver, However, outside of Vancouver,
Gestalt therapy was not community-oriontcd. A community is not seen as
essential to the therapeutic process.
Transactional Analysis
Depending upon who the leader is, she may have much or little to do.
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Berne's idea of a group is to have the members increasingly active and the
leader decreasingly so. Members can give persmission, hold each other to
decisions, call each other on games, and support each other within the group
in working in a chosen direction.
Client-Centered Therapy
The Rogerian therapist aims to be congruent and authentic. The more
congruent she is, the more she shares herself with her clients and the more
she is experienced as a peer in the group. Rogers assumes that people in a
group will function wisely and well and be naturally therapeutic for each
other, so group members share leadership with the therapist. Rogers
believes that the acceptance by group members of one another is more
powerful than acceptance by the therapist. He also believes that as people
act in an open and trusting way with each other in a group, die basic human
feeling of alienation will be overcome.
Primal Therapy
The Primal group is generally unstructured. Members offer each
other feedback and are expected to be "real" with their feelings, both sharing
them and acting on them. Although there is no organized support in or out of
the group, it may happen and does that people live and work and socialize
together outside of the group. Eventually people can "sit" for each other while
they have a Primal outside of die group. This approaches a peer model.
Also, after a year or so in a group, the therapist may have a Primal in the
group, acting as a peer.
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Rational
-Emotive Therapy
The therapist does not become emotionally involved with clients nor
does she respond to them in a personal kind of way. She rarely brings up her
own problems, though she might use them as examples of how solutions might
be achieved. Group members give constant feedback to each other. Although
there is no organized support system, group members tend to become con-
cerned with each others* problems and to see each other outside of the group.
The group session is highly structured, with the therapist doing the directing,
and with one problem being discussed at a time.
POLITICAL AND SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Re-evaluation Counseling
R. C. is implicitly revolutionary both in theory and practice. The
revolutionary implications are in:
(1) The R. C. view of the nature of humanity
(2) The operating concepts of the communities
(3) The attitude towards and use of finances
(4) The ways R. C. is dealing with liberation and oppression
(5) The way R. C. attempts to build in poorness and counter elitism
(6) The political stance
(1) The R. C. view of the nature of humanity
The dominant style of our culture is competitive and individualistic,
hi sharp contrast, R. C. theory assumes that people are loving and cooperative
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by nature, and the practice of co-counseling demands cooperative, loving
behavior in order to work (in R. C. love is not seen as sentimental, but as
strong and thoughtful). There is no place for a competitive or individualistic
mode in co-counseling.
(2) The operating concepts of the communities
Most institutions in our culture are strongly elitist and hierarchical
in structure and functioning, with the major benefits accruing to the leader-
ship. In sharp contrast, the R.C. community is based on collaborative
thinking and collective action, within parameters defined by the theory and
interpreted by the International Reference Person, in conjunction with the
leaders of the various geographic areas. (For more on this topic, see
previous section INTERPERSONAL SUPPORT. COMMUNITY, p. 21
.)
These parameters are set forth in the Guidelines for die Re-evaluation
Counseling Communities.4 reviewed and amended each year at an international
meeting of area reference people. They are the policies which guide the
functioning of the communities and are designed to insure rational community
relationships, and, as a result, to promote the safety needed for each co-
counselor to work towards her own, and others’, re-emergence. The Guide-
lines present an interesting political model, consistent with the theory, which
attempts:
(a) to deal directly with issues of elitism, hierarchy, and all the
the oppressive ways in which most of us have experienced authority
in our lives.
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(b) to assure long term change by pushing people to act in
ways contrary to their conditioning. The tension that
results is released in discharge. Discharge de-conditions
people so they are no longer bound by their old social roles
and behaviors. The organizational structure, combined with
discharge, prevents people from falling back into their
conditioning.
(3) The attitude towards and use of finances
(A) One of the symptoms of oppression in our culture is the
enormous inequity in the distribution of money. In sharp
contrast, the R. C. communities are attempting to deal with
this inequity in various ways.
(a)) The five therapies outlined in this study, as well as other
therapies not mentioned here, involve burdensome financial
obligations for those who seek them out. In constrast,
R. C. fees are comparable to those of educational ventures,
rather than to those of therapy. Co-counseling sessions
are free, because one returns time and attention in kind,
not in money. Class fees range nationally somewhere
between $3-$10 per class, and are set by the individual
teacher. There is experimentation going on with sliding
scales, to accommodate very different standards of living.
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(b) Third world and working class people are particularly
oppressed in the area of money. R. C. has a structure for
collecting money and making it available through outreach
funds for third world and working class people who want to
participate in the R. C. community and don't have the
financial resources to do so.
(B) Financial subsidies often involve control over one's policies.
The R. C. community is self-funding, and does not depend on
any external sources of money. This keeps the community as
the source of power.
(C) The numerous journals which the R. C. community puts out
rest on the thoughtful contributions of an increasing number of
co-counselors. These journals are aimed at affecting many
areas of our culture where oppression abounds. They also
have been organized financially with the intention of being
rapidly self-sustaining.
4. The way R. C. is dealing with liberation and oppression
Oppression, a severe cultural pattern, is a major target of R. C. The
entire international community is putting attention on liberation in all its
forms.
(a) The experiences people have as oppressors and oppressed are
subject to much discharge and re-evaluation, and ways of
freeing persons from the hurts coming from both positions
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are being examined and tried continually. Much thought is
being given to the most effective ways of helping people to
discharge those hurts. (See Chapter IV, sections on
Racism and Sexism, pp. 102
,
122.)
(b) Since rational action is one of the basic conditions for
re-emergence, people are also paying continual attention to
ending their roles as oppressor or oppressed, and inter-
rupting, whenever possible, other people’s oppressive
behavior.
It is clear from the theory, that only through liberation
from rigid roles of all kinds can one become what one really
is and was bom to be. It is also important to recognize that
people cannot become free if they are discharging the hurts
of oppression in session and then going out and getting hurt
again daily in an oppressive society. People need to work
toward ending oppression in the world if they ever expect
to free themselves from the hurtful effects of that oppression.
Discharge is not enough. People must also change their
environment.
(5) The way R.C. attempts to build in peerness and counter elitism
Our society puts all kinds of artificial obstacles in the way of the
emergence of natural leadership, e.g. , class barriers, money, education,
position, etc.
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(a) In its efforts to structure peerness into human interactions,
the R. C. community is struggling with a process of allowing
and encouraging everyone to rise to her full potential. This
is done by eliminating the traditional academic credentials
for teachers and leaders, and by urging everyone to take
part in the functioning and leadership of the community.
It is also done by encouraging everyone to contribute her
thinking to the local and international publications.
(b) Abdicating thinking to the leader, which has become a daily
part of the institutional authoritarianism of American life,
is discouraged, and looked upon as one of the cultural
distresses that everyone needs to discharge and act against.
(G) The political stance
(a) The R. C. process frees people to move toward humane
social involvement. In the specific political sense, R. C.
is careful to avoid partisanship and identifies with no
ideology or party. It has a one-point program: re-emergence.
How people get there, where they put their support, what
they work for, has to be a choice they make as they continually
think about what they're doing, how they're living and what's
happening in their world. People are never asked to support
a specific candidate or a specific program, nor does the
R.C. community, as a community, take any official stands
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on particular issues. No commitment beyond the use of
R.C. for tho re-emergence of oneself and others is required
of any community member. Members are encouraged to
meet, discuss and publish in an effort to achieve rational
positions "on all issues facing humanity, including the most
controversial ones".^ None of the positions reached are
binding on other members of the community, however. The
emphasis on discharging; thinking clearly, taking personal
stands on important issues, and behaving rationally,
inevitably leads to more and more humane social action and
involvement.
(b) One of the ways in which the R. C. community becomes
political is in its process of recruiting new members. New
co-counselors almost always come into R. C. because they
know someone who is in it. That person may have spoken
to them about it, or that person may be conducting herself
in a way that arouses interest in her friends, and makes
them want to learn what she has learned. People who are
in R.C. are encouraged to invite their sharpest, clearest
friends into the community. Particularly, co-counselors
have been urged to invite political activists into the
community, so that such people can get the support they need
to do their work, and so that they can keep discharging and
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thinking more clearly all the time. This, it is hoped, will
minimize political action dictated by distress and hurt,
rather than by careful thought. If we want a society that is
more and more humane, then it is important to help provide
the change agents who have the know-how and interest to
make needed changes, with the support and caring that will
enable them to do it rationally. This can be a great contri-
bution of the Re-evaluation Counseling Community.
Gestalt Therapy
The theory and practice are not concerned with social or political
change, other than what would automatically happen as people become more
themselves. Peris’ political position, as expressed personally and in his
theory, is anarchistic.
Transactional Analysis
The theory doesn't deal with society or institutions, although it includes
an understanding of the power of society in molding people. Script theory
includes cultural scripting, which comes from the culture and is perpetuated
by the family. In regard to oppression, the major focus is on the oppression
of children by their parents. Although the theory doesn’t focus on social
issues, in practice T. A. is being used by all kinds of institutions—one finds
it in education, public relations, management, the women's movement, etc.
It is used in places where people provide service to people, and are trying to be
more humane.
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Client-Centered Therapy
Rogers has no plan for social change* He does believe, however,
that if people will function as facilitators in all the groups in which they
interact, giving unconditional positive regard, empathic understanding and
being congruent, they will be therapeutic, and desirable change will result.
Thomas Gordon, a follower of Rogers' ideas, has tried to program social
change through parent and teacher training.
Primal Therapy
Janov has no place in his theory for social or political change. However,
personally he is very concerned about society, and devotes the final chapter
of his book, The Primal Revolution
,
6 to an analysis of society and his hope
that real people will force a real society to emerge. There is no mention in
his works of people's hurts being attributable to the culture. The causes are
seen as personal.
Rational-Emotive Therapy
Clients are encouraged to make many changes in their lives, but the
focus is on personal changes rather than institutional or political changes.
One of the basic reasons why these therapies fail to include attention
to social and political change, as opposed to individual change, is that all are
strongly influenced by the individualistic climate in which they were developed.
Thinking outside of one's conditioning requires a great deal of effort and
support. These therapists have each moved beyond the therapeutic limitations
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of their training, but not beyond the political and social limitations of their
environment. Jackins sees the human condition set in the larger context of
society and the universe. He attempts to be not only a therapist-educator,
but a social philosopher.
GOALS
Re-evaluation Counseling
Re-evaluation Counseling has a one-point program to which those who
join subscribe: it is re-emergence, their own, and each other’s. Re-emergence
refers to the reclaiming of one’s large, flexible, creative intelligence, one’s
zest, and one’s capacity for having loving, cooperative, communicative
relationships with others. Re-emergence has social as well as personal
implications. (See previous section.)
The individual co-counselor is, in practice, encouraged and assisted
in setting, maintaining, reviewing and extending a detailed system of goals,
ranging from individual goals to family, nation and universe goals; and on a
time scale including goals for the week, month, year, two years, lifetime
and forever. Attention to goal-setting is urged for co-counseling sessions,
classes and workshops.
Goals for the R. C. Community have been described as: the complete
re-emergence of every human being on earth; the ending of all oppression
everywhere; loving, benign mastery of the universe (in the sense of acting
on one’s full power).
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Gestalt
Gestalt places a high priority on a person’s self-sufficiency, and on her
awareness that the resources she keeps seeking externally are really internal.
"Everything the person disowns £his holes or incompleteness! can be re-
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covered. " "Maturing is the transcendence from environmental support to
self-support". ^ In addition. Peris states: "to grow up means to be alone,
and to be alone is the prerequisite for maturity and contact" Maturity and
contact are prerequisites of relationship—an important human goal.
Another emphasis of Gestalt is on living in the here and now. "Nothing
exists except the here and now".^ Peris states that one’s potential is based
upon living and reviewing every second afresh, which makes one unpredictable.
He says that the only thing that should control is the situation. This position
is similar to the R. C. assumption that people are capable of creating a new,
precise response for every moment in present time.
Transactional Analysis
An integrated human being is:
(1) aware of herself and others and her surroundings in the
present
(2) able to think clearly and solve problems
(3) capable of intimacy, affection and the spontaneous and
appropriate expression of feelings
(4) concerned about the world beyond herself and has a
consistent
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and well thought out ethical system which includes both
ethical thinking and ethical behavior
(5) free from the domination of her script: "the highest level
is the decision to follow or not to follow a script". ^
These are not very different from R. C. goals.
Client-Centered Therapy
The good life is not rigid, not a fixed state, but a process. A person's
direction is selected by the total organism when it is inwardly free—this
includes the conscious mind, the memory, experience, the body, etc. One
is open to experience and lives fully in each moment. The self, the personality,
emerges from experience rather than the experience being twisted to fit a pre-
conceived self-concept. One is a participant in the process, rather than in
control of it. Finally, one trusts one's organism to arrive at satisfying
behavior. A person does what feels right. As a further clarification of that
point, Rogers talks of the "giant electronic computing machine" as a
metaphor for the organism. One feeds all possible data into the computer,
everything that is appropriate (relevant to the present issue—not relics of the
past) and then what emerges is more satisfying behavior.
In examining the issue of a person's freedom to act as she chooses,
Rogers states that the more the person is living the good life, the more she
will experience a freedom of choice. He admits that this is not a satisfactory
explanation of the dilemma of freedom versus determinism. The R. C.
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position on this issue is quite different. Jackins says that a person's past
behavior is determined and her present and future behavior is free, available
for the thoughtful person to take charge of. This position encourages people
to let go of the past and to move into new and more effective behavior in the
present.
Rogers further states that the person who leads the good life is creative.
She is not necessarily adjusted to the culture, nor conformist in behavior, but
lives constructively, adapts creatively to change and is in the vanguard of
evolution. This is very similar to the R. C. position. Rogers declares that
leading the good life provides one with a wider range, greater richness, greater
variety of living experiences; one finds this life style enriching, rewarding,
exciting, challenging and meaningful. This is a satisfactory description of
the word "zest" as used in R. C.
Primal Therapy
The goal is to reduce and ultimately eliminate the patient's tension,
which happens as she feels her hurt instead of acting it out. To do this, one's
feelings must become more accessible. Once this has happened, a person's
initial, automatic reflex to situations is to feel, rather than to repress
13
feeling. "To be armed with our feelings is to be in a position of strength".
"Experience is not what we do, it is what we feel".
14
"As long as one doesn't
act out his needs and feels them instead, we then can say he's cured
".
15 The
notion of not acting on feelings is a very basic part of R. C. However, the
goal
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in R. C. is not only to feel one’s feelings, but to discharge distressed ones by
way of tears, laughter, etc. There is a further expectation in R. C. that
what must determine one’s actions is clear thinking. One's thinking becomes
less affected by feelings as one discharges those feelings. Rational action is
the goal and the result of that process.
Rational-Emotive Therapy
The goal is to think rationally and realistically about oneself and one’s
situations so that one can act successfully. ’’Sustained negative emotions are
almost always unnecessary to human living and.
. .
they can be eradicated
if people learn consistently to think straight and to follow up their straight
j p
thinking with effective action" ”... a life of ease and avoidance of
responsibility may often be temporarily satisfying.
. .
but it is rarely
continually rewarding. Life, at bottom, is acting, moving, experiencing,
creating. A person should.
. . do the things that are necessary for him to
perform, no matter how much he dislikes doing thern”.-1-^ Rational-Emotive
Therapy differs from R. C. at this point: RET acknowledges feelings and pays
attention to the process by which we create feelings, but no physical outlet
is provided for releasing feelings, as it is in R. C.
The model of human living advocated by Ellis is summarized in two
internalized sentences:
(1) "This deed I have committed is wrong. . .
18
(2) "Now how do I not commit it again?”
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This model contradicts the self-blame indulged in by most people. Freedom
from self-blame and blame of others is a primary goal. This is very like the
R. C. concept: Everyone has always done the very best she could in every
situation and therefore deserves neither blame nor criticism.
ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT PEOPLE
Re-evaluation Counseling
People have inherently:
(1) (a) an enormous, flexible intelligence that is capable of creating
a new, appropriate response for every situation, utilizing
previously acquired and understood information
(b) a capacity to live zestfully
(c) a nature that is loving, cooperative and communicative in
relationship to others
(2) a vulnerability to being hurt physically and emotionally. When
one is hurting one tends to stop thinking rationally.
(3) a capacity to heal their hurt by way of laughing, crying, trembling,
yawning, talking, storming and sweating. This healing process
restores the function of thinking.
Gestalt
There is a boundary between the self and otherness, between organism
and environment that is called the ego boundary. The existence of self and
otherness sets up a polarity: attraction-rejection, familiarity-strangeness,
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good-bad. "There is always a polarity going on "."^ 0 The organism is a
'system that is in balance and that has to function properly. Any imbalance is
experienced as a need to correct this imbalance ." 20 "The ego boundary has
to be negotiated by us because there is something outside that is needed:
• • . Something has to happen to get through the boundary, and this is what
we call contact.
. . we stretch our boundary out to the thing in question.
. .
The most urgent situation emerges, and.
. . this has to take precedent over
any other activity.
. .With full awareness you become aware of this organismic
self-regulation;.
. . we can rely on the wisdom of the organism.
. .
We come
to rest when the situation is finished, the gestalt is closed. Our life is
basically practically nothing but an infinite number of unfinished situations
—
incomplete gestalts. No sooner have we finished one situation than another
21
comes up".
Peris also assumes that a person’s organismic self-regulation can be
interfered with, by the introjections, or internalization of notions of who she
should be. If it can be interfered with, it can also be restored: "awareness
of the introjection process per se—by and of itself—can be curative". 22
Transactional Analysis
People are naturally intelligent, affectionate, curious and expressive,
and they are bora to win. One's childhood experiences and feelings are still
alive and active in the grown person. Certain of these early experiences are
transmuted into a "script" for the person to follow in her life at certain
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critical moments. It is always possible for one to choose to act independently
rather than from the script.
Client-Centered Therapy
The basic nature of the human being when functioning freely is con-
structive and trustworthy; she needs affiliation and communication and has a
strong tendency to give affection. Her behavior is balanced and realistic,
OQ
"exquisitely rational".
Primal Therapy
(1) • What is innate is human need. The primal needs are:
(a) to be fed
(b) to be kept warm and dry
(c) to grow and develop at one’s own pace
(d) to be stimulated through all one’s senses and especially to
be held and caressed, as one's skin is one's largest sense
organ.
(2) When needs are met the child can feel (bodily sensations are the
physical components of feelings)
(3) Frustration of needs leads to pain, fear and anger.
When needs
are not met the child experiences only tension, which is feeling
disconnected from consciousness.
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(4) "We are born nothing but ourselves". 24 The young infant is wide
open. She is defenseless and this means that she can perceive in
a direct, feeling way. What she may perceive in her earliest
months or years may be too much to bear. So she covers.
(5) The whole process of hurt is reversible. A person can be cured.
Rational-Emotive Therapy
(1) "Man is a uniquely rational, as well as uniquely irrational animal.
(2) Human thinking and emotion are NOT two disparate.
.
.
processes
but.
. . they significantly overlap and are in some respects.
. .
essentially the same thing.
(3) Man's emotional or psychological disturbances are largely a result
of his thinking illogically or irrationally.
(4) He can rid himself of most of his emotional or mental unhappiness,
ineffectuality and disturbance if he learns to maximize his rational
and minimize his irrational thinking.
"
25
WHAT WENT WRONG: WHY PEOPLE BEHAVE
IRRATIONALLY OR NEUROTICALLY
Re-evaluation Counseling
A child gets hurt, emotionally and physically. When she is hurting,
she can't think weU. She can't process the events and information that are
coming to her through all her senses. So instead of the events and information
being evaluated, understood and filed away in her memory to inform her future
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behavior in a creative way, those painful events and feelings get recorded
whole, unsorted and unprocessed. They "gum up the works", as a bent card
would do in a computer. She’s left with tension, which she spontaneously tries
to let go of if the situation is supportive enough by way of laughter, tears,
etc. However, there is usually a great deal of unaware, though often well-
meaning, interference with that letting go, from those around her. For
example, "Big people don’t cry", "Pull yourself together", "There’s nothing
to be afraid of", etc. Such phrases prevent her from doing the discharging
she needs to do. Since the distress experience is still left unevaluated inside
her, it is easily restimulated, with all its components, when any similar
situation occurs, even though only a part of the situation may be similar. At
that moment of re stimulation, her thinking stops again because of all the
restimulated hurt and she acts irrationally. That is, she acts not in response
to the present new situation, but in response to the past restimulated experience.
She goes on "automatic" and replays how she coped or failed to cope with the
hurt the first time.
Gestalt
A person has introjected notions of who she should be from the people
and culture surrounding her. These introjected "shoulds" interfere with her
being who she really is. In response to the pressure of the "shoulds", she
develops defense mechanisms, the most common of which is projection. One
way she projects is that she attributes a feeling which she is experiencing and
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which she ’’shouldn't" feel to someone else. She gives the feeling away, making
a "hole" in her personality. Usually she assumes that feeling is directed by
them at her. Then she behaves as if that assumption were reality. Inevitably,
such behavior will be irrational and inappropriate.
There is another way a person gets holes in her personality. Every
emotion expresses itself in the muscular system. For instance, in grief,
there is sobbing and crying. If these excitements cannot be transferred into
their specific activities but are stagnated, then one experiences the state
called anxiety, which is a tremendous excitement held up, bottled up. If
excitement cannot flow into activity through the motoric system, then one tries
to desensitize the sensoric system to reduce this excitement. This produces
holes in the personality.
Transactional Analysis
During childhood, the young person had no understanding of why certain
events were taking place nor why people were acting as they were. It was at
this early time that her picture of how "okay" she was in relation to others
was formed, and it was at this time that her "script" was written. It was also
at this time that the content of her various ego states was developed. Irrational
behavior is the response given when one is in an ego state which is inappropriate
to the moment; when one is "following orders" from one's script.
Client-Centered Therapy
A child develops a concept of herself depending on the way the people
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around her treat her. This self-concept gives some consistency to her
behavior, but it also prevents her from seeing herself and her potentialities
in 'new ways. Especially when threatened, her self-concept becomes in-
creasingly rigid, so that she can derive some security from knowing who she
is and how she relates to a threatening world. She erects defenses to protect
that self-concept. Change means stepping into the unknown, and fear of the
unknown is often greater than fear of familiar unhappiness.
Primal Therapy
"Neurosis is symbolic behavior in defense against excessive psycho-
biologic pain" p Neurosis is "self-perpetuating because symbolic satisfaction
cannot fulfill real needs. In order for real needs to be satisfied, they must be
felt and experienced. Unfortunately, pain has caused those needs to be buried.
When they are buried the organism goes into a continuous state of emergency
alert. That alert state is tension. It propels the infant, and later the adult,
toward the satisfaction of need in any way possible. This emergency alert is
necessary to ensure the infant's survival; if he were to give up hope of ever
having his needs fulfilled, he might die. . .These pains all add up to: I am not
loved and have no hope of love when I am really myself". 2 ^
How irrational a person will act depends on how hurt that person was:
"It is the level of pain which determines how much of the present will not be
seen and reacted to, and how much of the past will be superimposed on the
present". 28 The Primal Scene is thrust upon the person. Although the scene-
memory may be unconscious, the overpowering feelings are set off".
2 ^
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Rational-Emotive Therapy
Irrational thinking comes from childhood experiences, but is maintained
in the present by repetition. "At bottom, blame, hostility, and anger are
almost certainly the most essential and serious causes of most human
disturbances.
. . If children were not brought up with the philosophy of blaming
themselves and others for.
. . wrongdoings, they would have great difficulty
becoming anxious, guilty, or depressed (which feelings result from self-
blame) or hostile, bigoted or grandiose (which results from blaming others)".30
"Disturbance basically consists of intense anxiety (that is, feelings following
from the internalized sentence, 'I am worthless and therefore I cannot live
comfortably and safely in a world filled with much more worthwhile persons')
or sustained hostility (. . . the feeling often following from the sentence,
'He is more worthwhile than I, and I cannot live comfortably and compete
Ol
with him, and therefore I hate him')". "People become emotionally disturbed
because they unthinkingly accept certain illogical premises or irrational
ideas ". 32
THE PROCESS OF CHANGE. HEALING, CURE
Re-evaluation Counseling
The healing process is a set of physical processes the outward
manifestations of which are discharge : laughing, crying, trembling, storming,
yawning, talking and sweating. One sees discharge happening spontaneously
in infants, small children and those fortunate adults who have not been
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inhibited by social conditioning. Hie ability to discharge can be recovered by
everyone. Discharge occurs more profoundly and is more effective under
certain conditions:
(1) when one is in the presence of another who is offering warm,
thoughtful attention
(2) when one is consistently living and thinking creatively, flexibly
and constructively in present time, contradicting the pull of
ancient feelings like fear and longing in one’s choice of behavior
and activity
(3) when one is giving and receiving support in a situation where people
are committed to each other’s re-emergence (i. e., the total
recovery and use of one’s potential).
(1) To fulfill the first condition for healing, two (or sometimes more)
people get together for a period of time, and exchange help and thinking. Each
of the two people is counselor for half the time and client for half the time.
As client
,
one communicates about oneself and discharges painful feelings.
As one does so repeatedly, one’s rigid, unthinking behavior loosens up and
one can take charge more and more of what one does. As counselor, one gives
warm, loving attention to, and thought about the client, directs her attention
to whero the discharge occurs, supports her as she discharges, and furnishes
continuous insistence on re-addressing the dischargeable distress until it is
completely eliminated.
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(2) The second condition for healing is fulfilled as each person takes
responsibility for carrying out positive and rational directions in her life-
setting meaningful and challenging goals, reaching out to people, being firm,
loving and supportive, communicating clearly, asking for what she needs,
thinking all the time about what's going on and acting on that thinking whether
she "feels like it" or not. In other words, she takes charge of her life instead
of being run by her and others' impulses, rigidities or by societal enforcement.
(3) The third condition for healing is fulfilled by the R. C. class, the
R. C. Workshop and the R. C. Community. Co-counselors usually attend the R. C.
class weekly. In the class the following things occur:
(a) one learns how to be counselor and client
(b) one works on and thinks about the issues in one's life
(c) one gives and receives support for the changes one is making
and the direction one is talcing to become more fully oneself,
to re-emerge. Often the support extends outside of class
time in the form of supportive phone calls among co-counselors
or practical help (like child care or physical and emotional
support before and after an operation or during an illness).
The R.C. Workshop offers the opportunity for more extended attention
to a particular aspect of one's re-emergence, as well as providing counseling
theory and demonstrations.
The R.C. Community provides a safe place in which co-counselors, with
ample thoughtful support, can step out of rigid, distressed behaviors
into
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flexible creative ways of thinking about and responding to the people and
events around them. They can practice being responsible and effective group
members and leaders, supported by attention, appreciation and encouragement
to discharge.
Gestalt
One becomes aware of the introjected notions of who one should be so
that one can move in the direction that one wants to go. The therapist helps
the client do that by focusing the client's attention on what is talcing place in
the here and now—in her body and in her environment. The client "owns"
where and who she is at this moment in her life. She becomes aware of which
of her thoughts and feelings she has disowned, of the holes in her personality,
through what she projects onto, demands, expects or believes of the therapist
and other people. Peris believes that "everything the person disowns can be
recovered".*^
Peris uses frustration as a frequent therapeutic tool. He believes that
frustration forces people to develop themselves instead of manipulating the
environment. "Every time you refuse to answer a question, you help the
other to develop his resources". To do that, Peris has the client dialogue
with herself extensively, thus providing her own answers and information, and,
in the process, learning that she does indeed have them.
Although Gestalt does not have discharge as its aim, Peris talks about
the importance of the four basic explosions—grief, anger, joy and orgasm
—
in healing the incompleteness of the client. The explosion is what happens after
several previous steps: the client has given up her role-playing, is experiencing
the avoidance of real feelings, feels like she is stuck, dying, and finally she
explodes into authenticity, aliveness. Her real self makes contact with the
world and she regains her ability to really see.
Finally, an important part of die process is for the client to explore
her polarities and the range of possibilities between them, so that she can take
responsibility for where on the continuum she chooses to be in any situation.
However, she must make her choice not on a decision to change or to be a
certain way, but simply by being aware of the here and now and going with
whatever is happening in her.
Some aspects of the Gestalt process are analogous to R. C. and some
are very different. In R. C. safety is a major factor in the counseling process
—
finding ways to help the client feel safe enough to discharge the feelings that
she was not safe enough to discharge when the event happened. This does not
seem to be a concern of Peris*. In R. C. one is encouraged to act Mas if" one
were already totally rational, which often means acting contrary to one's
feelings. This is discouraged in Gestalt.
What is similar is the effort to give up roles, (or patterns, as they
are called in R.C.) with the concomitant feeling of dying, as the familiar is
relinquished before there is any experience of the new. Another analogy
appears in the effort to stop people from manipulating the environment, if
that can be interpreted as acting out one's feelings instead of directly expressing
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them and asking for what one needs. For example, a person who is scared
of talcing on responsibility will often ask questions endlessly, rather than
saying, "I’m scared and I need your support". When the questions are stopped,
the fear may be felt.
Transactional Analysis
Being "cured" requires certain steps and conditions. First, the
therapist and the client need to understand the client's script. Then the
therapist must find a script antithesis for the client. The script antithesis is
esentially permission for the client to change her original script decision and
act outside of or against the script. It is analogous, in R. C., to understanding
one’s rigid, patterned responses, and acting outside of or against them, with
the help of a direction (i.e. a phrase that represents reality rather than one’s
distress recordings). In order for the T. A. therapist to be successful in this
step with her client, the therapist must have potency, which means the client
must trust her enough to take her direction over the client's internal one.
Also, the therapist must be able to give the client protection against the
internalized parent, once the client starts to disobey the script. This
combination of events and conditions helps the patient to flip into the real
world and out of the script world. In R. C., also, co-counselors must have
trust in each other and need to provide each other with support in holding to
difficult directions in their lives. However, die concept of discharge is
lacking in Berne’s theory,
Client-Centered Therapy
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It is the safety provided by the relationship with the therapist which
allows the client to bring more experience into awareness. The counseling
situation is non-directive, with the subject matter and the feelings under
discussion initiated by the client and reflected and re- stated by the therapist.
This provides the client with the experience of being understood and accepted,
which increases her safety. This greater safety, in turn, enables her to
explore even deeper. During the therapeutic process, the client will
experience her old feelings more fully and accurately and recognize that those
feelings are hers and a part of her. As a result, her self-concept will become
increasingly accurate and more flexible, based on more data. Her behavior
will alter constructively in the same way that a computer can compute a
better solution to problems if it has fuller and more accurate data. She will
learn that she need not fear experience.
Both the concepts of discharge and of deliberate efforts to act differently,
which are such a prominent part of R. C.
,
are lacking here. Although re-
experiencing feelings can spontaneously lead to discharge, and no doubt does,
the process of reflecting feelings can interfere with discharge if the therapist
interrupts the discharge to reflect the feelings. The important difference,
however, is that emotional releases are not provided for in the theory. What is
considered therapeutic is fully experiencing previously denied experience.
According to R. C. theory, discharge accomplishes this incidentally but it is
not considered or used that way in client-centered therapy.
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Primal Therapy
"Cure" means bringing down the tension level to where the client is
more feeling than defended. It means not adjusting to society but becoming
more real than unreal, feeling hurt instead of acting it out symbolically, A
person achieves this change by re-living the painful experiences which were
overwhelming then but need not be overwhelming now. This re-living is
called a Primal, and involves crying, shaking, yelling, moaning, wrilhing,
etc. (Some of the Primal activity involves discharge, and the rest of it does
not.) A person emerges from a Primal with a considerable amount of
spontaneous understanding of the original hurt and its effects on present time
living. This understanding is like the spontaneous re-evaluation that takes
place when a person is discharging in an R. C. session. Janov states that
nothing which deals with the here and now, the presenting behavior or with
symptoms can be a dure. This is a difference from R. C. where the way in
which people are living is of great concern, and much attention is paid to
making one’s living rational. According to R. C. theory, patterns are to be
attacked as they operate in current time, as well as being reached through
memories of the incidents that caused them.
The process by which the therapist helps the patient get to a Primal
is by lowering the patient’s defenses so she will feel her need. In the initial
week or so of therapy, this is achieved by isolating the client when she’s not
in session, removing her from her daily routine and denying her any
recreation or diversion. Unable to act out as she usually does, she may (or
GO
may not) quickly get to feel her feelings. At a later point in therapy, she is part
of a group and there, watching other people have Primal s will trigger off her
own, as will other people’s response to who she thinks she is. Certain
techniques are regularly used, like having the client call out for her Mother
and Father.
In contrast, the intent of R. C. is for co-counselors to attempt to take
charge of their lives immediately, As they become aware of the ways in which
they act out instead of feeling and discharging, they are encouraged to stop
acting out the distress with whatever support they need to do it, so that they
can feel and discharge the hurt in their sessions, as client. The process is
cooperative
,
rather than imposed.
In R. C.
,
the class functions in some respects similarly to the group as
described above. As different members discharge on their hurts in class,
others feel their own hurts being re stimulated, or triggered, and discharge
along with the person who is working before the group.
As for standard exercises, like calling Mother or Father, R. C. theory
opposes the use of any technique which negates the fact that people need to
approach their hurts in unique and individual ways and that counselors need
to think continually about their clients in fresh and creative ways. In practice,
co-counselors are trained in a number of distinct general processes in effective
clienting and counseling, but these processes are never recommended as set
exercises to be utilized mechanically.
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Rational-Emotive Therapy
The therapeutic sequence has three major steps:
"(1) how do they originally get to be illogical
(2) how do they keep perpetuating their irrational thinking
(3) how can they be helped to be less illogical. 1,35
Ellis concentrates most heavily on (2) and (3), and includes in his process
plenty of homework in the form of the patient’s observing the sentences she is
saying to herself when she gets upset, practicing new sentences, and behaving
according to the new rational sentences. Ellis’ therapy is verbal, directive,
and active ,
He makes sure that his clients acquire three major insights, related to
the three steps above:
"Insight No. 1 is. . . the individual’s seeing that his present actions have
a prior or antecedent cause.
"Insight No. 2 is. . . the understanding that the irrational ideas
acquired by the individual in his past life are still existent, and that
they largely exist today because he keeps re-indoctrinating himself
with these ideas.
"Insight No. 3 is. . . the full understanding by the disturbed individual
3 G
that he simply has got to change his erroneous and illogical thinking."
Ellis further asserts that "unless the patient. . . fully sees
and accepts the
fact that there is no other way for him to get better than his forcefully
and
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consistently attacking his early acquired and still heartily held irrational ideas,
he will definitely not overcome his emotional disturbance. ”37 The process here
is similar to that aspect of R. C. which deals with holding a positive direction
in one's life. There is neither provision for emotional release in RET, nor
provision for support in one's daily life.
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THINKING AND FEELING
Re-evaluation Counseling
Thinking is described as a particular set of steps:
(1) new information is received through all the sense receptors
(2) it is compared and contrasted with relevant information already
on file in the memory bank
(3) a brand new, appropriate response is created.
The product of thinking is rational behavior. Thinking all the time is the
inherent mode of human functioning, and the recovery of that mode of functioning
is a prime goal of the re -emergent human. Thinking is easy, spontaneous,
effortless and delightful. Thinking only feels difficult when there is distress
or lack of information.
Feelings are organismic responses to pleasurable or hurtful experiences.
Feelings are associated with:
(1) the inherent nature of the human. These feelings include zest,
love and physical well-being: all enjoyable.
G3
(2) reactions to interference with that inherent state. These inter-
ferences might be impositions from the culture, from people and
from physical accidents. Such reactions (distressed feelings)
include embarrassment, fear, grief, anger, boredom, physical
pain and discomfort. Distressed feelings need to be discharged.
Gestalt Therapy
The client is urged to stop thinking and return to her senses. Real
intelligence is seen as the wisdom of the organism in restoring balance.
Peris claims that intellect is a replacement for seeing and hearing and that
when one computes one doesn’t see or hear. He also states that, "If you learn
concepts, work for information, [then] you don’t understand”.38 He believes
that understanding is feeling the coincidence of explanations and real life.
From the point of view of R. C. theory, people in the grip of a pattern
can use "analytic" pseudo-thinking and repetitive talking to avoid discharge.
Such a "control pattern" is a distress recording and mustn’t be confused with
thinking. The pattern is not in control when a person is discharging. It is
as a result of discharge that a person "feels" the coincidence of explanations
and real life. As distress is discharged, thinking can take place, as defined
in the previous paragraphs. Thinking involves information from all the
senses.
In Perl’s statements about theory, and in his practice as a therapist,
there is a strong tendency for feelings to be romanticized. As therapist, Peris
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often acts on his feelings, telling a client that he, Peris, is bored, or that
he doesn't want to work with the client any more. As a result of Peris' attacks
on the intellect, the guides for action appear to be focused in the feelings.
"Don't push the river", Barry Stevens, a colleague of Peris, says
.
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"Going
with the flow" is a phrase associated with the followers of Gestalt. It is a
very different point of view from the disciplined R. C. concept, "You are in
charge of your life", or "You are responsible for the universe". The emphasis
in Gestalt is on being in charge of the ongoing process of need-emergence and
need-fulfillment, rather than on moving towards a long range goal.
Transactional Analysis
Feeling is an activity of the Child ego state and thinking is an activity
of the Adult ego state. When one has a fully functioning Adult, one is able to
move appropriately from one ego state to another, which is what spontaneity
means in T. A. The Adult remains always in charge and makes decisions about
what is appropriate. This is similar in some ways to the R. C. position.
Client-Centered Therapy
A person's experiencing is the ever-changing flow of inner events that
are available to her consciousness. It includes thoughts, emotional states,
body perceptions, memories, the meaning and values one attaches to these,
etc. If one can be open to all that, as one lives one's life and makes one's
decisions, one will make the best decisions possible. Becoming oneself
"appears to mean less fear of the organismic, non-reflective reactions which
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one has, a gradual growth of trust in and even affection for the complex,
varied, rich assortment of feelings and tendencies which exist in one at the
organic or organismic level. Consciousness, instead of being the watchman
over a dangerous and unpredictable lot of impulses, of which few can be
permitted to see the light of day, becomes the comfortable inhabitant of a
richly varied society of impulses and feelings and thoughts, which prove to be
very satisfactorily self-governing when not fearfully or authoritatively
guarded". Rogers respects all feelings and does not discriminate between
positive and negative ones. All should be weighed and taken into consideration
as one lives. All should be accepted without judgment. Feelings have the
same valence as thoughts.
Primal Therapy
Rather than discussing thinking, Janov uses the concept of consciousness
as a central switchboard through which experience either does or does not make
connections with the person. If experience does become conscious, it contri-
butes to the reality and health of the individual. Otherwise, it fails to so
contribute. Janov’s focus is on feeling, on restoring a person’s capacity to
feel her feelings by bringing to consciousness her Primal Pain. The theory
does not focus on the activity of thinking in any way.
Rational-Emotive Therapy
"Human thinking and emotion are NOT two disparate. . • processes
but. • . they significantly overlap and are in some respects. . . essentially
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the same thing”.41 "It would appear that sustained emotion normaLly is
associated with thinking.
. . sustained feeling.
. . unless it consists of
physical pain.
. . is the direct result of sustained thinking". 42 "The phrases
and sentences that we keep telling ourselves are or become our thoughts and
emotions:
(1) sentences
(2) gut sensations from sentences
(3) perception of gut sensation
(4) interpretation as ’emotion" 4:3
Feelings are dealt with in connection with the self-talk, the irrational sentences
that produce them. A distinction is made between appropriate and inappropriate
feelings, i.e., feelings which relate accurately to what is happening and feelings
which don’t.
THE RELATIONAHIP BETWEEN IRRATIONAL OR NEUROTIC
BEHAVIOR AND THE PERSON EXHIBITING IT
Re-evaluation Counseling
There is a careful distinction made at all times between the person
and the pattern (the rigid, repetitive distressed behavior). It is very important,
in all dealings with people, to recognize that any rigid or negative behavior is
a result of that person hurting and having been hurt, rather than an unfortunate
aspect of her inherent personality. One, therefore, needs to address oneself
to the person who is hurting, rather than to react to the rigid behavior. The
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behavior may need to be contradicted but the person and the person's hurt need
to be paid attention to. The behavior may be the portion of the distress
recording which, being overt, is most easUy contradictable
. Usually once
the behavior is contradicted and the person supported, discharge will begin.
R. C. makes more of an issue of this than the therapies.
Gestalt Therapy
A person's unreal, unsatisfying behavior is attributed to her "introjects",
the "shoulds" she's adopted as part of her personality. She learns first to
perceive and identify with that unfulfilling behavior and the introjects, as she
is asked questions like, "How do you do that to yourself?" Eventually she
learns to separate herself from the behavior and to stop it.
Transactional Analysis
One learns what is one's script, what are one's games, and what ego
states one gets into under different provocations. These labels are formal
and artificial enough to allow people to achieve some separation from their
behavior.
Client-Centered Therapy
There is no particular effort made to give people some separation fiom
their irrational behavior. Instead, the therapist is expected to be so totally
accepting that the client will feel safe enough to accept herself, too.
Change
follows organically from that acceptance.
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Primal Therapy
There is some effort made to separate the patient from her neurotic
behavior. The patient learns that her neurotic behavior symbolized her Pain
in some particular way and that it will disappear when she fully experiences
her Primal Pain. Fellow group members may remind someone that the way
she’s acting is not the way she really is, as evidenced by what happened in
her Primal.
Rational-Emotive Therapy
Some separation is achieved by tieing one’s irrational behavior to
irrational sentences that the person has developed, and by showing her how
she is responsible for her feelings and behavior, while not condemning her
for them. She learns to see her feelings as merely a part of her, rather than
seeing them as the whole of herself.
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COUNSELOR (THERAPIST)
AND CLIENT (PATIENT)
Re-evaluation Counseling
hi this area, R.C. is clearly unique in concept and practice. The
relationship between counselor and client is completely peer. Everyone is
both counselor and client on a 50-50 basis. All co-counselors are expected
to be in full possession of the theory and to be thinking about themselves and
each other. Co-counselors must be responsible in their behavior, which means
being client only when someone else agrees to be counselor and with the under-
GO
standing that the attention will be returned. People arc firmly discouraged
from inflicing rehearsals of their distresses on others in an unaware way,
between sessions.
People are also discouraged from playing counselor without the
permission of the other person. Between sessions, it is regarded as rational
for people to keep their attention in present time on the world and the people
around them.
There are some other distinctive features of the counselor-client
relationship. There is encouragement for physical closeness and contact between
co-counselors, if it contradicts distress, during the counseling sessions.
Closeness is often a major element of safety for the client. The forms that
closeness takes vary according to the needs of the client, from hand holding
to lap sitting, or embracing, but contact is usually offered. Finally, counseling
is always guided by signals from the client, and in its early stages is permissive.
Gestalt Therapy
Therapist and client have a one-way relationship. However, the
therapist's self-experiencing and her reporting of that, is as important to the
curative process of the client as the client's self-experiencing.
Transactional Analysis
Therapist and client have a one-way relationship.
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Client-Cente rcd Therapy
Rogers calls the relationship between counselor and client a peer
relationship, but it is called that in a historical context. The relationship
developed in Client-Centered Therapy was a break-away from the traditional
hierarchical one. In the older system, where the client was called a patient,
the therapist was the trained expert and the patient depended on the therapist’s
expertise. Rogers introduced the notion that the client knows where she wants
to go, and the counselor is there to help her get there. The client is the
expert on her own feelings and experiences and shares her information with
the counselor. The client has the power in this relationship. In fact, Rogers
notes that this way of relating can be done by peers: parents and children,
friends, etc. We can all learn these skills and be facilitators for each other.
However, he provides no means of achieving that.
Primal Therapy
Therapists and patient have a one-way relationship, in their one-to-
one interactions. The therapist is active, from the start, in breaking down
the patient’s defenses. However, Janov envisions the goal of real peer
counseling: "When we can document how a housewife or secretary can cure
a chronic exhibitionist in a matter of months, we will have important evidence
to indicate how the lay public can be used as agents of change •
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Rational-Emotive Therapy
Therapist and client have a one-way relationship. However, according
to Ellis, the therapist can benefit enormously from talking the client out of
her irrationality.
In this chapter, the author has attempted to orient the reader to
Re-evaluation Counseling by comparing ^and contrasting it with five established
schools of therapy-counseling. R. C. is clearly most distinct from the five
schools in its use of (1) Interpersonal support, community; in its (2) Political
and social implications; and in (9) The relationship between counselor and
client. Along the other six dimensions, R. C. is different from some of the
therapies in some areas and similar in some areas.
The reader has hopefully acquired some familiarity with what R.C. is
and what it is not. It will be useful to keep this information in mind as the
reader moves into a description of the study and an exploration of the data.
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CHAPTER III
DESCRIPTION OF THE METHODOLOGY OF THIS STUDY
Introduction
Now that the reader has been given a sense of the study, been oriented
to R. C. and had R. C. oriented to other systems, it is time to look in detail
at how this study was undertaken. This chapter describes the methods used
in investigating the research question: How does people's understanding and
application of R. C. theory change over time?
In order to collect data for this research, it was necessary to make
contacts with co-counselors through the organizational structure of the R. C.
Community. Therefore, to better understand the method used in selecting
the sample and the procedures used in collecting and organizing the data, the
reader will need to know more about that organizational structure.
The chapter begins with a focus on the sample: a brief description
of the organizational structure of an R. C. community, and the rationale for
that structure, followed by a description of the method usod in selocting the
sample. Next the reader will be familiarized with the procedures: the steps
involved in collecting the data, the method of collecting the data, and the
procedure followed in the interviews. The final section concerns the data
analysis: the process used in analyzing the data.
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THE SAMPLE
Organizational Structure and Rationale
In brief, the R. C. community is: (1) organized around the co-counseling
Pa*r» (2) A number of co-counselors get together to form a class. (3) Each
class is led by a teacher. (4) Teachers, classes and co-counselors are
supervised by the Area Reference Person , or ARP.
In detail, the co-counseling pair is the basic unit of the R. C. process.
The pairs are individuals who choose to make a commitment to counsel with
each other over a period of time. The class exists to support and train the
co-counselors who are its members. In class, co-counselors learn theory and
practice, and have the advantage of the combined attention of the entire group
to help discharge their hurts.
The teacher of the class teaches by virtue of experience and correct
understanding of theory. She has been accredited by the International Reference
Person
,
and the Area Reference Person, where one exists. The teacher’s
function is to teach theory and practice, to be a model as counselor and as
client, to train other teachers and leaders, and to think consistently and
carefully about each class member. In the local communities, the teacher
is generally the only paid position.
The Area Reference Person is responsible for thinking about the
community as a whole—how it is faring, where it needs to go, and how best
to get there. The ARP is chosen by the local community in consultation
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with the International Reference Person.
Method of Selecting Sample
The first step was to decide which communities to use for interviewing.
It was decided to select four well-established communities on the West Coast
and four on the East Coast, in order to be able to include very experienced
co-counselors in the sample. Also, the unique flavor of each community
should be more evident in well-established communities.
Experience units were chosen which seemed significant for people's
growth and progress in R. C.: 4-8 months, 2 years, 3 years and over. The number
of interviewees was determined by an attempt to have enough interviews to be
able to adequately sample each experience unit.
PROCEDURE
Steps in Collecting Data
The first step in collecting data was to send a letter out to the Area
Reference People (see Appendix C ) requesting their help in lining up
volunteers to be interviewed. ARPs were requested to contact as broad a
cross-section of the community as possible—men and women, a variety of
ages, leaders and non-leaders, religious, racial and class cross-sections.
What most of the ARPs did was to give copies of the letter to their teachers,
who asked for volunteers from classes. In a few instances where there were
no volunteers from a particular experience unit, phone calls were made to
co-counselors in that experience unit to ask for their participation.
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The ARP then made a schedule for the two or three days the author
would be in town interviewing. Where there was an R.C. center, interviews
took place there. Where there was none, people were interviewed in their
homes, or offices, if there was privacy.
The areas chosen to interview in were: Los Angeles, Santa Barbara,
San Francisco and Seattle on the West Coast, and Boston, Rochester,
Washington, D. C. and Morrisville, Pa. on the East Coast. These cities all
have well-established R.C. communities.
In some of the cities, there were co-counselors whom the author had
heard about from other people, or whose articles had appeared in "Present
Time", and whom the author was interested in interviewing. So wherever
possible, additional interviews were arranged with those people, too.
The reader will notice in the data tables in Chapter IV, that there is
a marked disparity between the number of co-counselors in each experience
unit; i. e.
,
thirty in the 4-8 months unit; fifteen in the 2 year unit; fifty in the
3 year plus unit. The disparity is the result of a change in the number of
experience units used, as well as the additional interviews set up. Initially,
the plan was to use units representing much finer experience differences. As
the study proceeded, however, it became evident that developments in the
co-counseling process could be identified more clearly by the use of three
broad experience units: i.e., a beginning period, an intermediate or
transition period, and a period in which the co-counseling process is integrated
and well-established. Consequently, the much larger initial number of
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experience units were combined and grouped to form the three broad units
described above.
Method of Collecting Data
A method of collecting data for this study had to be devised, and the
choice was made between a questionnaire or an interview. The choice to do
self-report interviews rather than a questionnaire seemed to be most
consistent with the nature of the issues being explored, for the following
reasons: (1) The focus of this dissertation is people’s understanding of R.C.
theory and its application to their lives. The interview questions were structured
so as to elicit statements which reflected both the individual’s understanding
of the theory and her application of theory to her daily life. Since the
connections people make voluntarily between the theory and their lives are
a significant measure of their understanding, what people spontaneously say
they are doing differently in their lives reflects their understanding of the
theory better than would responses to a structured questionnaire. (2) Further-
more, it was important to collect people’s spontaneous comments and re-
flections, to soe the use they made in the interview, as well as in their lives,
of the process they had learned. (3) Above all, the aliveness, warmth and
safety of an interview is much more appropriate to the process being written
about than an impersonal questionnaire would bo. It allows people to
discharge as they are thinking, and to feel supported as they explore some-
times difficult issues. Since this method was not only more appropriate, but
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also feasible, the author felt fortunate in being able to choose it.
Procedure for Interviewing
The procedure for interviewing was standardized. Before each inter-
view began, a photograph of the interviewee was taken. These are not an
official part of the data, but are very useful in remembering people. Then
interviewees were offered a mini-session (counseling session of brief
duration) in which they generally discharged some tension about being inter-
viewed and tape recorded. It was also suggested to them that they clear up
any identity confusions between the author and anyone else in their lives so that
extraneous feelings would not get in the way of the interview. If they were
experiencing any kind of unpleasant feelings (some people had just come in from
work and were tense) they were urged to discharge them.
After the mini-session, the tape recorder was turned on and people
were asked to say their names, and then were asked the first broad question:
,rWhat is your understanding of the theory of Re-evaluation Counseling in
terms of how you see it operating in your life?” The question was repeated as
many times as requested. The interviewee was told that she could answer the
question as briefly or as fully as she wanted, and then there would be an
opportunity to go into specific areas which would elicit more data.
Occasionally the interviewee would ask to have the question stated in
another way, or to have its meaning explained. The question would be
restated as follows: "How do you see the theory showing up in your
life ?
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What do you do because of it?" The question rarely required much repetition
or explanation.
After the interviewee answered this question in whatever way she
wanted to, she was asked questions about twenty-three areas of living. The
questions took the form of: ,rWhat changes have occurred, or how do you see
the theory operating, in the area of. . . ?
The areas of living asked about were:
(1) use of drugs, stimulants, depressants, coffee, tea, etc.
(2) food habits
(3) health, care of yourself
(4) sleep, energy, waiting
(5) use of time, organization of your day
(6) creativity
(7) study, scholarship, learning
(8) buying habits, money
(9) child care
(10) love and ,sex
(11) friendship
(12) family (parents and siblings)
(13) recreation
(14) politics
(15) work
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(16) religion
(17) beauty and order
(18) racism
(19) sexism
(20) decoration of self, dress, hair
(21) thinking
(22) responsibility—for self, feelings, others, the world
(23) discharge in everyday life.
These particular categories were selected in order to get at a broad
spectrum of life experiences.
The general procedure was to make no interventions during the replies,
though if someone asked for clarification, it was given. Occasionally, someone
appeared distressed while answering a question. In that case, validation was
given where it appeared appropriate or discharge was encouraged if that seemed
indicated. As a rule, the questions were clear and interesting to the inter-
viewee, and required little further elucidation.
The author sat fairly close to the interviewee, face to face, once in a
while making physical contact, watching and listening warmly and attentively
(following R.C. procedure) and giving reassurance whenever necessary. The
aim was to keep a sufficient distance from the interviewee so that she would
not feel like she was in a counseling session and thus use the time for discharge.
At the same time, it seemed important to provide enough warmth and safety
so that the interviewee would feel all right about talking about very personal
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issues, and discharging where necessary to continue thinking.
Interviews lasted generally one or one-and-a-half hours, though some
were shorter and some longer. No pressure was put on the interviewee in
terms of time, and where necessary the next interviewee was phoned and
informed of the delay, rather than cutting the interview short. In a few cases,
the interviewee had her own time pressure but there was rarely a sense of
rush.
After the last area was explored, the interviewee was asked if she had
anything else to add. When she felt that the interview was complete, it was
ended with thanks and appreciations. Many interviewees expressed a sense
of joy and satisfaction from the process of reviewing their learning and growth
in R. C.
The last step was to ask the interviewee to fill out the data sheet,
(see Appendix D) which took about five minutes. In one case, at the end of
the interview, it was evident that the interviewee needed a session, and she
received it. In a number of cases, where it was appropriate, the author asked
for a brief session, and got it.
Data Analysis
The process used in analyzing the data was lengthy.
(1) All the taped interviews were transcribed exactly
as they were,
with discharge indicated (laughter, crying and yawning were the
only discharges recorded).
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(2) Everyone’s responses to a particular question, or category, were
collected on one set of sheets for comparison. What is considered
a ’’response” is a commentary on a topic or sub-topic. It could
be contained in a phrase, a sentence, a paragraph or several
paragraphs.
(3) Each person's responses were placed under the heading of her own
experience unit (either 4-8 months, 2 years, or 3 years and over and
labeled M (male) or F (female), E (East Coast) or W (West Coast).
Thus, three variables were immediately visible and available for
comparison (sex and geography are not indicated in the discussion
of the data except where significant).
(4) After many readings of the responses to one question, or category,
it became evident that certain responses were being repeated by
more than a few co-counselors. These became the sub-categories.
In those categories where many co-counselors gave similar responses
(i.e., where sub-categories represented large numbers of co-counselors),
sub-categories representing only a few people were not used in the data
reporting. This occurred particularly in the Opening Question. In categories
where the number of similar responses was small, as in the category of
Discharge, sub-categories were used which represented very few interviewees.
So there is no standard minimum number of people which qualifies a "response”
to become a "sub-category". In some categories it is three and in others it is
five.
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The data really consist of two things: (1) similar responses that were
spontaneously offered by a number of co-counselors (i.e., the sub-categories),
which are an indication of what is happening to people in R. C. (2) the change
in the frequency of those responses from new to experienced co-counselors,
which is an indication of whether increasing experience makes a difference
in people. Both are commented on in the data analysis.
Here is an example of one counselor’s reply to one question, (Love
and Sex) with indications of what are considered ’’responses" (R) and which
ones belong in sub-categories (i.e., are similar to responses given by a
number of other co-counselors):
R - sub-cate g. 7
’’[ I just love people all over the place now. I know what the word
means—I love the challenge of awareness and caring. Such a change
R - Sub.-categ. 1
from not even knowing what it meant. ] [ Sex has changed totally. It
was a huge distress for me. It was nowhere with my wife and attempts
to connect with others by way of sex were frantic, unrewarding, full
R
of frozen need.l [Sex has changed from polygamous to monogamous;
R
my sexual interest in other women is just about zero.] [ I have all
Sub-categ. 4 R - Sub-cate g. 8
the touching, ] great joy and time [ being physically close to other
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R
men, ] women, children, but [sex I have with one.] [And we have a
R
hilarious time. It*s a totally new experienceJ [I used to make
R
ejaculations quick as a wink and figured I was a hopless case—it's
R
faded into the underbrush. ] [ Sex is a great deal of fun for me—play-
R
ful. ] [ My frantic desire to get close was epitomized in sex.]
R - Sub-categ. 2
[ There are some remnants still there, but all in all it's turned from a
distressed, dull, frantic part of life to fun and brightness.] "
(5) In listing each sub-category for a question, or category, two
examples from the interviews are quoted, to demonstrate what a
’’response" represents, and to give the specific flavor of the
responses that make up a sub-category.
After analyzing a few of the categories, it became clear that to use
all twenty-three questions plus the introductory question, would probably
require several years worth of work, and reality demanded that the research
be finished sooner than that. So a selection of six questions plus the intro-
ductory question was used. The criteria for selection were the priorities
within the R. C. community at this time.
The Opening Question was used because it was open-ended and would
be most likely to reveal the change in people's understanding of the theory.
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Since this question offered no cues to the interviewees, anything they brought
up would represent spontaneous reports rather than being cued by structured
questions. It was hoped that this would produce more authentic reports.
The following additional questions were included:
The question on Discharge was used because discharge is the human
healing process basic to R. C. and the de-conditioning process that allows
change to resume its normal course.
The question on Thinking was selected because that is the prime goal
of discharge and the outstanding ability, according to R. C. theory, that
humans are bom with.
Politics, Racism and Sexism were chosen for study because finding
a way out of oppressive behavior is a vital issue in the R. C. community.
Love and Sex was selected because some of the formulations in this
area coming from R. C. theory are unique and deserving of study.
No attempt was made to measure the reliability of the coding system
statistically. Furthermore, no one besides the author was asked to identify
sub-categories from the data. In a concern for reliability every effort was
made to be consistent in the coding procedures. In checking out the coding
system, the author found a satisfactory level of consistency. Strictly
speaking, however, the absence of a statistical reliability check is a major
limitation of the study.
Having read this description of the method of collecting and analyzing
the data, the reader may now want to move on to see what people said in
response to this structure.
CHAPTER IV
REPORT OF THE FINDINGS OF THIS STUDY
Introduction
Now that the reader is familiar with how the data was collected and
what process was set up for analyzing it, the results of that collection and
analysis can be examined. This chapter contains an outline and analysis of the
data collected from the interviews. It provides some suggested answers to the
research question: How does people's understanding and application of R. C.
theory change over time? The chapter contains eight sections, as follows:
Politics, Racism
,
Sexism, Love and Sex, Discharge
,
Thinking
,
Opening
Question, Summary .
The first seven sections are organized according to the following
format: First, those aspects of R. C. theory which are relevant to the category
under examination are presented, so that the reader will have sufficient
information to understand the data. Second, a description is given of the sub-
categories used in examining the data. Also, sample comments from the
interviews are quoted to show how the sub-categories were arrived at. At
this point, the reader will be in a position to understand the data. It is presented
in table form, followed by discussion.
Because the sample comments from the interviews are presented out
of context, they seem abrupt, occasionally. Therefore, it is recommended
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that the reader review the two complete sample interviews (Appendix A)
before proceeding any further in this chapter. This will serve to provide a
complete context for the many excerpted portions of interviews which follow.
Politics
"How has your relationship to politics changed or how do you apply
R. C. theory to the area of politics?" The word "politics" or "political" is
being used in a variety of context and meanings. People responding to the
question respond generally in two contexts. The first is the familiar general
context of voting, working for parties, working for issues, running for office
or working for those who do. The second is a less conventional context where
the word might be defined to include consciousness of oppression, power,
organization and struggle.
When people speak, in the interviews, of R. C. as being political, they
are referring, for one thing, to its capacity to make basic changes in people's
focus and values through a de -conditioning process, namely, discharge.
Discharge frees people to think freshly and creatively, instead of responding
out of the past (which is what conditioning is). When fresh, original and
creative thinking is done about the world, instead of using reformulations of
old responses, the effect on the quality and course of events cannot help but be
radical. When this new thinking is turned into public action, a radical politics
results.
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R. C. is also political because it is organized as a community of allies
working towards a goal—human emergence. The people in it are achieving
power in their own lives, in the institutions where they work and in the
communities where they live. Their basic assumptions about people and
therefore their approach to life and to people is contradictory to the accepted
western way of life (although not necessarily to the basic tenets of many
western religions and philosophies). Cooperation and unity vs. competition
and isolation, communication and sharing of information vs. privacy, secrecy
and manipulation, peerness vs. elitism and superiority/inferiority, love vs.
criticism and disparagement, zest vs. coolness and non-involvement, thinking
about people vs. using, punishing or bribing them. These are radical, power-
ful and freeing ways to interact with people. Oppression cannot survive in such
circumstances, i. e. people won’t remain in the victim role if no one will occupy
the oppressor role; likewise it is hard to stay in the oppressor role if people
refuse to be victims, and particularly if they work together with other oppressed
people as allies.
People in R. C. are becoming more politicized all the time. Their
consciousness is changing from seeing their difficulties as personal and
private to seeing them linked to the hurts of many many other people, i.e., as
a public concern. For example, women are moving from the notion,
MIt’s
my distress" (which allows the status quo to continue unquestioned) to "it’s
women's oppression". This latter consciousness encourages unity with other
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women and organizing for the struggle against oppression.
This process is happening to co-counselors who were not politically
active or aware before. It's partly the result of discharging so that one can
think more clearly about one's situation; it's partly the result of being part of
a community where there are other people with similar situations; and it's
partly the result of the insistence by some of the politically aware co-counselors,
as well as the leadership, that the R. C. community pay attention to the political
realities of the world in which it exists.
Coming from the other end of the personal-political continuum, the
leadership has encouraged co-counselors to recruit political activists into
R. C. The thinking is that politically active people tend to focus their
attention on what's happening outside, to the exclusion of what's happening
inside, thus frequently imposing their private distress on public issues. In
addition, political activitists get lots of bruises in the course of their efforts.
Therefore, it's important that they have a safe place to come to for the
purpose of discharging feelings so that their actions will come from their
clearest thinking, rather than from painful emotion. And since activists have
the know-how and the motivation to make changes in the world, and are already
committed to doing that, we need to pay attention to helping them use their
skills in the most effective way possible. So it is that whether people start
from the personal end of the continuum or the political end, the discharge
process eventually opens up to them the awareness that was closed away.
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At the time of these interviews, Jackins, whose interest in political
questions predates R. C., was regularly sharing information and opinions about
economic and political history at workshops, and encouraging people to read
more about it. He always made it very clear, however, that R. C. has a one
point program—human re-emergence—and that is the only thing that people
commit themselves to when they come into R. C. At the same time, Jackins
and other R. C. leaders were and are communicating that to discharge one's
hurts and then go into an oppressive environment which keeps inflicting fresh
hurt, will not allow one to make much progress. One must change the
environment into a nourishing one in order to move ahead satisfactorily, and
to make it possible for one's brothers and sisters to move ahead also. No one
re-emerges in isolation. Our individual re-emergence is intimately related to
the re-emergence of all people.
There are three pieces of R. C. theory in particular which can provide
some clarity and significance to the data. The first is the goal of freeing up
one's intelligence, which is part of re-emergence, and the concept that as one
discharges distress, thinking becomes clearer and clearer. Political issues
are loaded with painful emotion (one reason why people so easily get hooked
into extravagant arguments)—they are essentially issues that deal with one s
oppression, one’s freedom and one's survival: employment, housing, cost of
living, availability of resources, health, child care, etc. Therefore,
there
is a great deal of fear, anger and grief attached to them. These
feelings
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profoundly affect the thinking of both professional politicians and citizens,
so that decisions are rarely rational and certainly not as rational as they
could be if those feelings were discharged.
The second applicable piece of theory is that every person is responsible
for the universe. That means that as we clear the distress away and begin to
make sense of and take charge of our immediate environment, and our day to
day interactions at home, in school or at work, we don’t stop but push our
attention and concern out to the next horizon of involvement, the institutions
where we work, the neighborhood where we live, the circles of friends we
move in. For our own continued growth, we must continue to push out further
and further, into our community, the state, the nation, the world, the universe.
If we stop moving outward, if we stop discharging our fear so that we can be
full of zest and thinking well all the time, then we stop growing. Being
responsible for the universe has nothing to do with altruism or the puritan
ethic. It seems that making a better world to live in is best for the individual's
continued growth. In R. C., this is what is meant by responsibility.
The third piece of theory relates to the crucial issue of power and
powerlessness, which is discussed also in the section on Racism (see pp.
113-121). It is evident that children in our society undergo an enormous number
of hurtful experiences which contain a feeling of powerlessness: their inability
at that time, due to lack of strength, information, skill or resources, combined
with the oppressive attitudes of adults and older children, to bring about
what
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they wanted to bring about. This re stimulated feeling of powerlessness is one
of the crucial factors which prevents us from acting effectively in present time
situations where we do, in actuality, have sufficient strength, information, skill
and resources. The recorded feelings often are, "It’s hopeless", or "I'm
helpless", or "I don’t know what to do", or some other variation of powerless-
ness. Those feelings, can, and often do, dominate our adult lives. It appears
that those feelings severely inhibit people from actualizing their intentions
to become active in social and political change. Attention is currently being
given to counseling directly on feelings of powerlessness in an attempt to
facilitate people’s transition to effective political action.
SUB-CATEGORIES WITH SAMPLE RESPONSES
(1) Not active before or now; want to become active
"Used to say ’let the others do it’; now I’m feeling like I can do that
too. I’m reading about issues and candidates. It’s an area that’s
interesting".
"I’ve been getting me and my family in order. Now I can start thinking
about getting involved in our community, which is politics".
(2) Was active, didn’t make sense; hiatus for thinking
"I did anti-war work. Politics is a great shut-down (i.o., non-thinking,
-ed.) I found myself voting for what I didn’t believe in because the
alternatives were worse. That’s the wrong way to do things. I can’t
go into politics—I don’t support the system enough".
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’’Worked hard on the j>eace movement, got discouraged and got out. I
sense my motivation in working in it was to please certain people. I
felt the happiness of the world was more important than mine, so I
rebelled. Now I'm regaining interest and will get involved again".
(3) Beginning to be active for first time
"Been pretty passive all my life. I’m moving much more strongly
into racial issues. I’ve joined an Asian-American group. I'm under-
standing capitalism and the results of it at work. I’m living a contra-
diction: I have to find a way to not get sucked into capitalism without
destroying my means of survival".
"I'm more a liberal and I'm joining things. I'm doing some local work
and writing lots of letters about causes and issues".
(4) Involved in political struggles at place of work
"I'm getting more and more radical and ready for a change in social
institutions. It's part of my gaining self-confidence in my own
professional field. I've got some revolutionary ideas and want to
express them. I'm groping there".
"I'm not formally political, but involved in the politics of my company
and working for change there. I'm wondering how I can affect the world
of politics".
(5) See R. C. as political work
"I realized a lot of living is political. I accepted R. C. as a
political
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movement and me as a leader in it, and that it was causing major
changes in the world. It opened up new areas about women politically,
I began to think of oppression politically, and children's liberation, too.
I see how many stands are distress. People's stands would constantly
change if we were discharging".
"I finally did find a way to change the world—R. C. I'm not a political
activist. I don't think that's where the real changes will occur.
They'll occur by getting as many people rational as possible".
(6) No change
"No change—I was active and I still am".
"I'm discouraged with politics. I haven't worked in it much. I'm
interested but apathetic. I want things to change but I don't know how to
go about it. I'm disappointed in the system".
(7) Always active, improved; want to improve
"It's not hopeless. There are actions you can take and things you can
change. My responsibility in the world is different—it's more long
range. The theory gives me a perspective in time. I do my part with
more confidence in its effect".
"Counseling has sobered and rationalized my political activities. I was
the voice of sanity at Department meetings. I do what I do seriously.
It's no longer a romantic counter-culture thing".
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REPORTING OUT THE DATA
(1) The tables in this chapter include the following:
(a) Descriptions of the sub-categories: a generalized re-statement
of similar responses made by several people (as exemplified in the
sample responses)
(b) The three experience units: 4-8 months, 2 years, 3 years and over
(c) The total number of people interviewed in each experience unit,
which is labeled "N M
(d) The number of people represented by each sub-category. In many
cases, there were several complete thoughts given by one inter-
viewee in reply to one question. In such cases, if the complete
thoughts, or responses, came under different sub-categories, the
person giving those multiple responses would be represented
several times in the data table. (This explains why, if one totals
the columns in the tables, the totals are sometimes more than
100%.)
(e) The percentage of the total number of people in each experience
unit represented by the sub-category. The percentage is listed
alongside the number of people representing that sub-category.
This is done in order to provide a means of comparison among
experience units. (Each unit includes a different number of
people.)
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(f) The possibility that many of the responses people gave would not
fall into any sub-category (because they were not repeated by enough
other counselors). Therefore, there are some people who are not
represented at all by the sub-categories. Where there are people
not represented by any sub-category, they are grouped under
"other" so the reader can see how many people’s responses were
not used.
(2) In looking at the tables, the reader will notice that by comparing percentages
horizontally, across experience units, one sees the likelihood of change as
a result of experience. This is regularly discussed in the data analysis.
By comparing percentages vertically, down the columns, one sees which
sub-categories are most important to each experience unit. Where this
is discussed, it is in relation to the experienced counselors.
DISCUSSION OF THE DATA
(1). Not active before or now; want to become active
In response to the question on politics, 93.3% of the beginning people,
53.3% of the two year people and 48% of the experienced people fell into this
sub-category. These data suggest that experience in counseling, just as in
sub-category (3), moves people toward taking more responsibility and acting
more on their thinking.
By far the largest number of people who are not and were never active
in politics are thinking a lot about the subject. Their awareness has increased
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and their attitudes are more responsible. As voters (which most of them
indicated they were) they are thoughtful, and as they move into more active
roles (which some have already done and some indicate they want to do) they
do so with a tested process for helping them make rational choices. It is
probable that feelings of powerlessness keep a number of people locked into
inactivity who would like to become active. This would explain the decrease
in the size of this category as experience in R. C. increases and the sense of
powerlessness gets discharged.
(2) Was active, didn't make sense: hiatus for thinking
In their responses, 6.7% of the beginning and two year people, and 20%
of the experienced people fell into this sub-category. These data suggest that
the counseling process encourages people to think about what they're doing and
make changes where they see a necessity for change. Such change can be in the
direction of more, less, or different activity, as is shown in this sub-category
and sub-category (7).
Many of the counselors who fell in this sub-category are reversing the
expanding process of responsibility described above. These were people whose
attention was actively involved with the world, the nation, the state and the
community. The immediate personal arena was receiving much less concern.
Getting into co-counseling meant that the daily environment, in this case
political work, received thought and discharge, along with the personal issues
tied into it or not tied into it. For many co-counselors in this group, the
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result was to stop political activity because it was ceasing to make sense— it
appeared to be coming more from personal issues than from clearly thought out
directions. For many, it was compulsive and consuming and therefore hurtful
to their personal lives. It became apparent that it was now time to pay attention
to themselves, while looking critically at their involvement in political action.
Hopefully, at some later date these two areas would be joined in a more
rational, effective use of energy.
(3) Beginning to be active for first time
In response to the question on politics, none of the beginning people,
6. 7% of the two year people and 10% of the experienced people fell into this
sub-category. These data suggest that co-counselors are moving in the
direction of taking more responsibility for their environment and for their
fellow humans, and for themselves, In addition, it is useful to mention here
that counseling emphasizes both thinking and action, and as one's sense of
power increases, action follows naturally.
(4) Involved in political struggles at place of work
In response to the question on politics, 3.3% of the beginning people,
6. 7% of the two year people and 14% of the experienced people fell into this
sub-category. These data suggest that as people's understanding of human
inter-actions becomes readily available and as people discharge more and
think clearer, their confidence and ability in dealing with peers allows them
to take leadership roles.
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(5) See R. C. as political work
In response to the question on politics, 3.3% of the beginning people,
none of the two year people and 20% of the experienced people fell into this
sub-category. These data suggest that the value of R.C. as a political tool
becomes significantly more evident to co-counselors the longer they counsel.
Those interviewees who speak of R.C. as their form of political action are
referring to the aspects of R. C. discussed at the beginning of this section:
helping people to think clearly so they can encourage and develop rational
policies by government; also helping people recover their cooperative,
communicative attitude towards other humans so they can improve the quality
of life in the miiverse. However, devoting one’s life and activities exclusively
to R.C. is not generally encouraged in the R.C. community (although it is a
part of many co-counselors’ development—the R.C. community is a safe
place to learn and practice emerging political skills). The direction, as
already mentioned, is to move out intelligently and firmly into the world,
applying one’s understanding of the human process to everything one does.
(7) Always active, improved; want to improve
In response to the question on politics, 3.3% of the beginning people,
20% of the two year people and 22% of the experienced people fell into this
sub-category. These data suggest that the more experienced counselors are
paying attention more frequently to making their political activity more
rational and of better quality.
(8) Other
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13.3% of the two year counselors did not make any responses that fit
into any of the sub-categories of this question.
Racism
"How did your attitude on racism and towards different races change
as a result of counseling, or how do you apply the theory in that area?"
The issue of racism raises many questions and provides some useful
information. In terms of the R. C. Community, it’s important for the reader
to know that the emphasis on liberation, on working on the ways one’s distress
is related to societal oppression, had begun just two years ago. One of the
very first area workshops on racism was being conducted around the time of
these interviews, on the West Coast. Aside from an enclave of intense involve-
ment with political and liberation issues in Boston, there were only isolated
instances of individuals or small groups involved with the issues. There was a
small number of non-whites in R. C. The leadership was beginning to encourage
the non-whites to speak out about their oppression, at international workshops.
There was no particular approach to working on oppression and only a very
general encouragement to do so.
Because of the author’s experience and because of the study's sample
population, the following discussion is written from the point of view of a
Northern middle class white. The interviews, representing a cross-section of
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the areas where the interviews were held, included a very tiny number of
non-whites, and no Southerners, There were some working class people
included in the sample. It's important, therefore, in this section on Racism,
to begin by sharing with the reader a few words about the interest and involve-
ment of Third World people in R.C. This information comes not from the data,
but from comments made by Third World co-counselors.
R.C, is seen by Third World counselors as a unique tool for the
liberation of their people. They see the process (which is very distinct from
the people using it) as culture free and flexible. (R. C. communities exist in
many parts of the world.) The clear connection that is made between societal
patterns and personal hurt (which is described in some detail below) is very
liberating. It’s liberating because it doesn’t try to teach people that "all you
need to do is to get clear and strong inside and then nothing outside will bother
you". Rather it says, "what’s going on in the world is hurtful to humans. It’s
not because you’re weak or bad that you’re hurting so much, but because
s omething wrong is going on. No one’s re-emergence can happen while she
watches injustice and doesn’t stop it. Therefore, we are all committed to
each oilier’
s
re-emergence, as well as our own, and to cooperating to end
injustice and hurt in the world".
R.C. provides a process for paying attention to and discharging personal
hurts as well as for thinking about and working to change oppressive societal
patterns. Third World people, like members of all oppressed groups, have
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internalized their oppression so much that they are often separated from,
suspicious of and resentful of their non-white brothers and sisters and invalidating
to themselves. R.C. offers a process for talcing care of that hurt in a way
that will clear people’s thinking and allow them to love each other and form
strong alliances to work against the real sources of oppression.
Before looking at the data, it is important to explore the following
questions: (1) what is racism and how does if manifest itself? (2) how do people
become racist? (3) how is racism discharged? Racism can be defined as the
institutionalized, cultural, traditional and legal power of the dominant race over
the subordinate races. All white people in our culture have been conditioned
toward being racist. White children are molded, by the modeling of adults,
to be prejudiced and condescending toward non-whites. It is virtually impossible
to grow up in a racist culture, as ours is, without developing attitudes which are
racist in one form or another.
Racism is manifested in many forms from the most blatant to the most
subtle. A blatant example of racism is the illegal raid on Black Panther head-
quarters and the murder of Fred Hampton by the Chicago police. The activities
of the Ku Klux Klan, discrimination in jobs and housing are all blatant forms
of racism.
A subtle form of racism is the guilt whites rehearse over the mistreat-
ment of non-whites. Often when people act out of guilt, their behavior is
related more to making themselves feel better than to being thoughtfully
helpful. The verbal expression of guilt is asking someone who is hurting to
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give you her attention so you can get rid of your discomfort about hurting her
and thus not have to do anything about it. It is totally inappropriate to lay on
your victim.
Another subtle form that racism can take is the identification of whites
who feel rejected and outcast by their peers with an oppressed social group
such as the non-whites. This may produce acceptance (of a sort) of the white
by the non-whites but it is based on a negative and stereotypical view of third-
worlders and on the white person’s hurt rather than on an inherently human
attitude.
A form of unaware racism that one encounters is represented by the
statement: "I don’t even notice the color". When one is white, one can afford
not to notice color; when one is black one never has the option to forget it. The
point is to act against racism, not to ignore race.
Unawareness is characteristic of all the subtle forms of racism. It
is the white person not thinking, not noticing, not effectively caring; not being
relaxedly human and loving with another human. No one is to blame for being
racist. No one asked to feel fear and suspicion. R. C. theory assumes that
underneath all the racist distress there is a loving, cooperative, intelligent
human seeking to emerge fully and expressively. It is only our conditioning
that locks us into oppressive behaviors and away from our natural affectionate
feelings towards our sisters and brothers. That conditioning is not our fault.
Where, then, does the responsibility lie for the loss of our humanity?
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How are we conditioned to be racist, and why? Here is one point of view.
R. C. theory, in contrast to the pervasive viewpoint of modern
psychology, treats human distress as not just personal. It is not simply the
result of one’s isolated hurtful experiences. As R.C. theory has grown more
comprehensive, it has come to challenge the economic, political and social
structures which cause one group to oppress another.
Here’s an illustration of how political and personal factors conspire to
create persons ripe for the oppressor role. An infant is at home being cared
for by her mother. Mother is at the end of her tether— she’s been home with
her infant, largely alone, for 13 months. She’d like to work, at least part-
time, but the community has no child care because it’s not an important
political priority. Besides, her husband thinks she should be at home with
the baby. She feels bored, trapped and helpless. The fourth time in an hour
that the infant yells, the mother swats her across the bottom.
The baby’s father comes home at the end of the day tired and frustrated.
He's been working at a job he doesn’t like and that utilizes l/10th of his abilities.
He's ordered around and put down regularly and arrives home feeling trapped
and helpless. It doesn’t take five minutes before he’s yelling at his wife.
Because of all the scary sounds around her, the baby cries even louder. She
gets slapped again.
The baby’s particular way of being hurt is unique and personal, but the
situation is political because it lias to do with how society disposes of power
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among the various groups which make it up. Daddy feels powerless to take
charge of his work life and so he dumps his hurt on the next least powerful
person—his wife—who dumps her hurt on the very least powerful person around
—the baby. The infant learns, from statements like "what’sa matter with you—
if you didn’t fuss so much we wouldn’t hit you", that her hurt is her fault. She
feels that she’s to blame and that she is unlovable. In addition, she feels
powerless to stop the hurt and exploitation that she's experiencing towards
herself and her mother. The personal is political. Ike infant's personal
hurt is an integral part of a much larger hurtful system: the establishment
wields power at the expense of the Working class; males wield power at the
expense of females; adults wield power at the expense of young people—and all
of these hurts, experienced as personal, are systematized and legalized in the
economic and political system.
Social systems are marked by inertia—the tendency to continue moving
in the direction they are going. They are maintained by their own momentum
which is carried on through the process of social conditioning. The system
conditions and molds people to fit the roles which are needed to carry out the
system, and so it rolls on and on, thoughtlessly pressing people into playing
parts they never asked for. Oppression is further maintained by teaching
people, as the infant above was taught, that they are to blame for their
oppression—so they continue to inflict on themselves and other members of
their group what society has inflicted on them. This process of internalizing
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the oppression firmly locks them into the victim role. They are ripe and
ready to fill the oppressor role, which is the more comfortable position in
the victim-oppressor relationship.
In our system, racism, which allows whites to wield power at the
expense of non-whites, is preserved by way of conditioning. The conditioning
totally pervades our culture and creates a false picture of the way things are.
We find racism in the language, which usually equates white with clean, pure,
good, and black with dirt, danger, obscurity. We find it in the assumption
that the normal color of flesh is our color—flesh tones are always pink-white.
There are no black band-aids. We find it in the standards of personal beauty
—
blonde hair, blue eyes and nordic features are still the American Dream. We
find it in the standards of good breeding and politeness, which are upper class
white, and in the standards of academic excellence which are also upper and
middle class white. We find it in the national assumption that white middle
class American culture is good for everyone everywhere with the resultant
aggressive exportation and imposition of that culture. And we find it in the
assumption that the purity of the white race is invaluable. Above all, we find
it in the physical separation of whites and non-whites, the isolation of whites
from the majority of the world’s population, so that whites do not see that there
are problems ’’out there".
All of the above mentioned conditioning is based on lack of information
and experience or the communication of misinformation. It can be contradicted
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in large part by imparting correct information and by arranging real contact
and experience between non-whites and whites. (It can only be removed,
generally, by de-conditioning, i.e., by discharge and re-evaluation.) This
is the aspect of white middle class conditioning which profoundly affects the
white person’s ability to think about, understand, and respond spontaneously
to the reality outside of herself. It is what makes her cling to the stereotypes,
react as if she didn’t see that the rest of the world existed (as she huddles
with others like herself), blame the victim of oppression for being victimized
("if it’s my fault when I’m hurting then it’s your fault when you’re hurting").
It is the conditioning which says, "If you don’t look, it will go away".
According to R. C. theory, we are inherently complete human beings,
i. e., loving and intelligent, with the ability and drive to discharge our hurts
completely (given some warm attention), and live zestfully in present time.
As infants, we have to have other humans around us to meet our needs for
attention, nourishment, love, physical contact, information, etc. so that we
can stay free from hurt and feel in charge of our world. But given the state
of the universe we live in, we are disappointed quickly. We reach out for
loving humans and we meet instead hurt and distress being acted out all
around—at us and at others. Often we don’t get our needs met, we get hurt,
and we don’t get the attention we need to discharge the hurt. We acquire distress
pattern^ frozen and arrested back at those points when we were hurt and couldn’t
discharge it, and so when these patterns are restimulated we don’t feel in
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charge of our world. The more we are able to claim soneone's attention when
we are hurting, and discharge to completion, the more powerful and in charge
we feel.
It is clear that having others hurt us and not being able to stop them
has a profound effect on us as youngsters. It is perhaps less obvious but
just as significant that seeing others being hurt and not being able to stop it,
has an equally profound effect on us. This is our first experience of collusion
with the oppressor: we see wrong being done, we want to stop it, and we don't
have the means to do so. The resulting mixture of feelings of grief, fear,
self-blame and powerlessness is a prototype for what we will experience
henceforward, when confronted with oppression. The ways we respond to these
two kinds of experiences in powerlessness (hurt at us, hurt at others), plus
our physical isolation from non-whites, strongly affect the form our
oppressiveness takes. It is clear from the interview data that the involuntary
wearing of blinders is a prevalent Northern white middle class response to
those experiences. Not seeing, not knowing, not experiencing, not being able
to reach out to, not feeling welcome, feeling like not belonging are all connected
with feelings of powerlessness. They are expressed by statements like: "I’ll
work on racism when it comes up" (but it won't); "I have no contact with non-
whites"; "I feel like they don't want me around"; "I don't know how to relate
to them"; "I want to be closer"; "It would be good to work on racism"; "I can't
stand how white people behave"; "I'm afraid of blacks"; "They don't trust me and
I don't know how to get through it".
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It is clear that those very distressed foolings of isolation and non-
involvement are deep and chronic hurts for many middle class white people,
and inhibit all our relationships. They are readily recognizable as chronic
distresses and are counseled on as such, but rarely in the context of the
oppressor role which is part of their genesis.
Apparently, a big part of the chronic racist pattern, at least for Northern
middle class whites, is not-seeing the connection between our chronic distress
and the societal conditioning of being an oppressor. To avoid experiencing the
pain and self-invalidation that accompany our feelings of powerlessness, we
disconnect from our awareness of being a victim. Even more do we disconnect
from our role as oppressor. After all, if we are (feel) powerless to take charge
of our own lives, how can we be responsible for other people's misery? If we
have occluded our own hurt, how can we empathize with someone else's? We,
and those who share our role in society, arc given enormous reinforcement
for not-seeing, not-thinking, not-acting, for allowing a buffer zone of unaware-
no ss and detachment to exist between ourselves and those whom we cooperate
in oppressing. This patterned behavior becomes a cage.
In the two years since these interviews were collected, there has
boon increasing emphasis on counseling on our roles as victim and oppressor
in society. This way of looking at our distresses as part of a larger societal
picture sharply contradicts the feelings of shame, self-blame and isolation we
acquired along with our hurts, and therefore helps us to progress faster through
our painful material.
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A number of supportive structures have been devised to make counseling
on liberation and oppression more effective. There are workshops and classes
on general and specific liberation issues. People are given opportunities to
speak out on how it has felt and feels to be a member of an oppressed group,
and what experiences of oppression they've had. This gives them an opportunity
to take an assertive rather than a victim stance. It also gives those in the
oppressor role a chance to listen and discharge feelings instead of interrupting
or arguing with the speaker to avoid seeing and hearing reality or getting
involved in apology or defensiveness. The aim is to allow both victim and
oppressor to feel and discharge their feelings while interrupting the usual
oppressor-victim relationship. For example, blacks speak out in front of
whites, and both discharge, but whites only counsel on their racist feelings
and experiences with other whites. Blacks don't need to hear any rehearsal
of racist unawareness again. That would be adding fresh hurt to what is already
there.
A simple process has been suggested for members of the oppressor
group to counsel on the feelings that lock them into that role. It is a set of
simple questions which allow people to discharge on all parts of the continuum:
(1) as victim (2) as interrupter of oppression (3) as colluder with oppression.
This process seems to help root people in a sense of their goodness and thus
move people out of the paralysis and helplessness of guilt to get to the real
feelings they have about their suffering brothers, sisters and selves. At risk
of being repetitive, it is the undischarged hurt from being victimized and from
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feeling powerless to stop irrational behavior around us that locks us into
rigid, oppressive behaviors and rigid, victim behaviors (we all fill both roles
at different times). Discharging the painful feelings frees our creative thinking
and our effective action.
SUB-CATEGORIES WITH SAMPLE RESPONSES
(1) Thinking—aware
"In scraping away at racial attitudes you can’t help but begin to under-
stand them. I have tremendous respect for those who've been racially
isolated and come through it. I'm excited about the prospect of us all
working together, thinking through problems together, and working
through our fear of blacks."
"I lead a sheltered life; I'm aware of it and of some of my old feelings,
and wouldn't have been before. The difference is now I wouldn't allow
people to push it on my kids".
(2) No change
"Haven’t really touched it. I always knew it was a shame not to grow
up with different kinds of people. I knew there was fear and that is
racism. It's not anything I've been pushed on", p.e. , made to face
or counsel on or do something about^]
"It hasn't changed much except that I'm aware that I don't do much with
it. I don't have any relationships outside of counseling with non-whites".
(3)
No contact with non-whites
"I never had enough contact with different races. People I work with
are real racist. It disappoints me. I wonder what makes people feel
that way".
"I haven't been forced to contact non-whites and haven't spontaneously
done anything about it",
(4) When it comes up I'll work on it
"I haven't dealt with it yet. When something comes up I'll be ready to
deal with it".
"Racism isn't anything I’ve been pushed on. I've been waiting for the
right time".
(5) Haven't counseled on it
"I haven't worked on it. I know it's there. I have fears, being in
Washington around black men who are sexist".
"I'm not clear in this area because I haven't worked on it, but I'm
clear enough to know I'm prejudiced".
(6) Was always friendly with non-whites
"There's no change. I've always worked with all races and colors.
I have no consciousness of color".
"There's no change. I'm already involved with blacks. I'd like to
see the R. C. Community stronger on racism".
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(7) It would be good to work on
M
I think I’m a little racist and always thought I wasn’t. I have to start
dealing with it. I didn’t know blacks growing upM
.
"I’m a lot more aware of my own racism. I never thought it was there;
it wasn't there for a long time—it took work to get racist. I just
noticed I'll be thinking about my purse in Black or Chicano neighborhoods,
though all my experiences with other races have been good. The biggest
change is admitting to myself that I have those feelings like other
people. It would be a good thing to work on".
(8) Faced with issue of own racism—working and counseling on it
"I work with three black ladies. Three others on the floor are
Chinese. What I see is my reluctance to get to know them, which is
a result of my patterns. Racism seems to me a collection of personal
and cultural patterns we've been living by. Their different cultural
ways jiggle my defenses and then I don’t want to get close. We should
all work on our stuff [i.e.
,
distress] and try to approach people as
people without regard to "different culture". They just have different
habits from me".
(Third World woman) "I discovered I was a victim of it after nine
months in counseling. It's gotten so important to me that I'll speak
out on it. It’s important enough to pull me out of my fear of speaking
out • I see how predjuced we all are and how deep it goes. I’m
very anti-white
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(9) Dealt with it in living situation (with or without counseling on it)
"My sister married a black man. I had a problem believing he sincerely
loved her and wasn’t on a trip of marrying a white woman and using
her income. He’s on welfare, she’s pretty comfortable. I’m relating
better to them after counseling on it".
"I’m finding I had a lot of prejudice not previously acknowledged.
Counseling on it has opened me up a lot in interviewing my clients. I
don’t have to be apologetic or show I’m not an average white woman".
(10) Working on it as result of consciousness it’s important
"I’ve done a lot of work in that area. I understand racism now. I
used to be worried about myself relative to minorities that I didn't
understand. Once you know the kinds of re stimulations that are
happening, you know there's something in the way and theoretically
how it happened, it gives you a handle on it. I don't know anybody in
counseling who's gone anywhere near as far as they need to on it.
It’s really hard. Like all the times I'm caught unawares by people
doing things I don't expect them to do. I work on it a lot".
"We moved into a racially integrated neighborhood so we could face
the problem. The world we live in is that way—we and our kids better
know how to handle it. All sorts of problems, all sorts of advantages.
We’re all glad we did it. It's now a close neighborhood. I can get a
lot of discharge off on successes made by the blade community".
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DISCUSSION OF THE DATA
(1) Thinking—aware
In response to the question on racism, 43.3% of the beginning people
said they were thinking about it and aware of it, 60% of the two year people said
the same, and 66% of the experienced people replied the same way. The reason
this sub-category becomes larger with experience is because white people's
awareness of racism as an issue of significance for them is minimal. Thus
progress in this area is very gradual, and it's in the direction of becoming
aware of the problem—that racism is in all of us, and that we suffer as a result:
we suffer from insulation and from isolation.
(2) No change
In response to the question on racism, 50% of the beginning people
replied there was no change, 20% of the two year people, and 14% of the
experienced people replied there was no change. This sub-category diminishes
with experience for two reasons. One is that there was enough being said in
R. C. two years ago to prod people into thinking about racism in some fashion.
Another reason is that as one discharges one's fear of other people, the greater
ease in making contact will extend to all people, to some degree, even without
direct work on racism.
(3) No contact with non-whites
In response to the question on racism, 10% of beginning people, 13.3%
of two year people and 12% of experienced people spoke of having no contact
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with non-whites. The decision to seek out contact with non-whites is a bigger
step than discharging one's feelings about other races. There is no indication
that the lack of contact diminishes with experience. This is a significant
sub-category because it is one of the basic causes of racism: the experience
of separation encourages feelings of separation and of fear.
(4) When it comes up I'll work on it
In response to the question on racism, none of the beginning people,
13,3% of the two year people and 14% of the experienced people verbalized the
sub-category. Inexperienced counselors may not have mentioned it because
they're not aware enough about racism to feel the need to explain away why
they haven't counseled on it. The more experienced co-counselors were perhaps
aware enough that they "should” be counseling on racism to need an excuse.
The statement itself is an expression of racism taking the form of unawareness
and avoidance. The fact is that for many white people "it" never comes up
because whites and non-whites are so isolated from each other, both physically,
and as adults, psychologically. Unless people counsel on racism, they won't
break through the isolation. In other words, when they work on it, "it" will
come up, instead of the other way around.
(5) Haven't counseled on it
La response to the question on racism, none of the beginning people,
6. 7% of the two year people, and 14% of the experienced people said they
hadn't counseled on it. The reasons are probably the same as in (4). New co-
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counselors are not, or were not at that time, aware enough of racism as an
issue to think much about counseling on it. The sub-category reflects the lack
of significance that racism has for white people.
(6) Was always friendly with non-whites
In response to the question on racism, 13.3% of the beginning people,
none of the two year people, and 14% of the experienced people gave this reply.
The response does not seem to be experience-related, according to the data.
The response itself could come from two opposite causes. For some it reflects
the good fortune of not having been physically separated from non-whites. For
others, it could reflect a profound unawareness of the problem of racism.
(7) It would be good to work on
In response to the question on racism, 10% of the beginning counselors,
6.7% of the two year counselors, and 10% of the experienced counselors gave
this reply. The data suggest that this is not an experience -related response.
The sub-category itself seems to indicate people who are stuck in "liberal”
good intentions but because of their racism haven’t seen the importance of
action.
(8) Faced with issue of own racism—working and counseling on it
In response to the questions on racism, 6.7% of the beginning counselors,
13.3% of the two year counselors and 20% of the experienced counselors indicated
that they were confronting and counseling on their racism. The data suggest
that with experience, an increasing number of co-counselors move toward
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taking action on their racism* This was happening without the current intense
focus of the community on oppression, and without an effective specific process
for working on it. One possible explanation for this movement is that as people
get their immediate concerns worked out, they have more attention for those
human issues which don't obviously impinge on their comfort. A second
explanation could be that when one has had enough attention paid to one’s role
as victim, it becomes increasingly possible to look at one's role as an oppressor.
It also becomes possible to see how that role is tied up with one's feelings of
powerlessness.
(9)
- Dealt with it in living situation (with or without counseling on it)
In response to the question on racism, 10% of the experienced counselors
gave replies that fit this sub-category. The data suggest that the ability to
look at their feelings and deal with the situation may have been a function of
experience. These were occasions where families had thrust situations on co-
counselors that had made them aware of their racism. They were then forced
to deal with those feelings. Some mentioned counseling on them, and some
didn't.
(10) Working as result of consciousness that it's important
In response to the question on racism, 6.7% of the beginning people,
none of the two-year people and 20% of the experienced people gave leplies
that fell in this sub-category. The data suggest here, as in (8), that having
worked, many personal issues through, there has been an increase in attention
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for more buried issues. It is also likely that a large number of the people
represented by this sub-category had some previous political awareness.
Experience in R. C. leads the author to believe that previous interest is no
longer a leading cause of people turning their attention to working on liberation.
Working on racism is difficult because people in the oppressor role are
being asked to give up the more comfortable end of the pattern (as compared
to the victim role); also at the time of the interviews, work on racism had just
begun. Nevertheless, sub-categories (2), (8), and (10) do show some significant
differences with experience.
Sexism
,rWhat changes have occurred in your attitudes and behavior around the
area of sexism, of male and female roles in society, since you’ve been in
counseling; or how do you apply the theory in this area?”
Sexism had begun being raised as an issue in R. C. about a year previous
to the time of these interviews. There were a number of articulate women in
R.C. who were part of the Women's Movement, and who had been speaking out
against manifestations of sexism at workshops and in the literature. Their
message was being listened to with attention and thought, and efforts at change
were already in evidence.
The Women's Movement was familiar to all the interviewees. A
number of women were or had been involved in it. Many men were in close
contact with women who were concerned about the issue—daughters, wives,
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friends, colleagues, students, etc. Sexism had been brought to everyone's
consciousness to one degree or another, and the issue was impinging on a
number of people's comfort.
Some relevant R.C. theory concerning oppression has been shared in
the previous section. It might be useful here to reflect on some of the vagaries
of progress and forward motion in our world, and how R.C. affects progress.
The familiar way that progressive motion takes place in the world is
by pendulum swings. People go way off in one direction and then, to correct
it go way off in the opposite direction. With so much energy going into
extremes, forward motion is miniscule. The pendulum swing is reaction, a
compensatory reactive counterbalance to the thoughtless excesses of the last,
well-meant move. Discharge de-fuses that excessive tendency because it
allows people to think better, and when people are thinking they are not likely
to become extravagant and they are not likely to react. Instead, they take
charge and create appropriately and freshly. They forge forward thoughtfully
with the flexibility to correct directions as soon as they are off target. The
result is greater consistency and less waste.
In terms of sexism, this means that as women discharge their way out
of oppression, discharge their anger at being a victim, they are less likely
to turn around to the extreme opposite position and hurt and attack men. It
is said over and over in R. C. , "more hurt is not the answer to hurt”. Beating
on men is not the cure for being victimized by them. Sexism is no more a
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deliberate plot on the part of men than it is on the part of women. We are
all, men and women alike, conditioned to act and think within the cultural
pattern because of the need of the system to preserve itself. Discharge de-
conditions us: allows us to think clearly, take rational corrective actions, put
brakes on the system and take charge of our world. The hurt from oppression
is deep and needs lots of discharge, but de-conditioning is possible and essential.
hi practice, it is not always possible to eliminate altogether the pendulum
motion of progress. For one thing, it is rare that one can take the concentrated
time to continuously discharge for whatever duration it would take to really
loosen the rigidity of a particular response. Take, for example, the fairly
common female sexist response of giving in to men, helplessly requesting
their superior opinion and aid, etc. In counseling, for the times in between
discharge when one could easily get lost in the familiar behavior, one ,rholds
a direction". The phrase means just what it says: one uses some kind of
sentence or act to remind one of, and hold one to, the direction in which one
is heading. The sentence may exaggeratedly contradict the pattern and thus be
funny and make one laugh, which is an excellent way to get thinking going:
e.g. "poor thing, he needs my help" or it may be a simple reminder of the
truth: "we’re peers" or it may be aggressive to remind one of one’s power:
"Watch out, ]'m here", Whatever it is, it’s obviously a counter-rigidity; it’s
fixed to contradict the rigid pattern, or behavior; it acts as a beacon light
for the reality that one can’t quite perceive yet, because of the distorted vision
that hurt creates. At such times, one is frequently acting on faith plus
the
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portion of one’s intelligence that discharge has freed up for functioning in this
area, rather than, as one ultimately will, on confident and flexible thinking
and awareness. Therefore, one may play out a less appropriate behavior than
one would if the rigid feelings were gone. However, the behavior is continually
corrected, as a result of more discharge, so that the pendulum swing is not
severe and is of short duration.
This suggests that women can achieve their liberation from old rigid
stereotypical behavior without cutting off warm relationships with men
(particularly if the men can discharge their feelings, too). However, the
changing role of the woman will be difficult for the man to handle if he isn't
working also to be more flexible and thoughtful in his relationship with her.
This kind of interplay is what many of the comments quoted below refer to.
For men, the motivation to work on sexism is hard to find within
themselves (just as it is hard for white people to move on their racism). The
male oppressor role has many pseudo-benefits attached to it: independence
in coming and going, higher pay, unquestioned authority, freedom from drudgery,
control of money, being cared for and catered to, etc. However, the significant
difference between sexism and other forms of oppression is that men and women
are rare among the groups of oppressor and oppressed in that they live together
in love and intimacy. Therefore, despite the "advantages" of sexism for men,
that are listed above, the move by women to work towards their own liberation
is felt immediately and disturbingly by the men close to them. The motivation
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for change is not so hard for men to find when (1) the discomfort increases and
(2) the man is not too threatened to want to try (otherwise he’ll either become
stubborn or leave).
In counseling, the way men work on their sexism is with other men.
They learn to seek support and attention and closeness from other men (rather
than from women), which begins to contradict their conditioning immediately.
They discharge, with men, their feeling of unsafety with men and their longing
for and anger towards women. The competitiveness, the superority/inferiority,
the pressure to be rocklike, tough and unfeeling, to treat women as inferior,
all need to be discharged, because all are profound hurts that prevent men from
being their full human selves—thoughtful, tender, expressive, as well as strong
and decisive.
Women, also, have a great deal of discharging to do, to emerge from
their victim role. First, they must learn to stop internalizing the oppression.
When women, as an oppressed group, internalize their oppression, i. e., so
identify with it that they make it a part of themselves, they may express that
experience in various ways. Here are two obvious ways: (1) Most frequently,
they put themselves down in the same ways that the sexist culture puts them
down. They see themselves two-dimens ionally: as a sex-object; as a person
who "takes care of"; as a housekeeper; as someone to do errands
and carry
out orders; as a mother (for everyone); as lacking in ingenuity,
intelligence,
courage, assertiveness, articulateness, expertise, executive
ability, etc.
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(2) They sometimes try to find a way out of hating themselves by identifying
with the oppressor—those whom society sees as "OK", i.e., men. They then
take sides with the oppressive men in actively putting down and indulging in
superior attitudes towards other women. As women stop internalizing their
oppression, they learn to trust each other; to stop competing with other
women; to feel whole and complete without the company of a man and to stop
defining themselves by their relationship to men (positive or negative); to
respect other women and hear how they’ve been hurt; to trust, respect and fully
utilize their own good thinking and ingenuity; to learn the coping skills which
are considered ’’masculine"; to respect and take pride in their ability to nurture
and to feel; to take charge of where they put their emotional resources, rather
than being at the beck and call of others' emotional needs; to demand peemess,
care and respect from men—in other words, to become fully human again and
not hide any part of their power and ability in order to "please men".
The R.C. community offers a unique opportunity for women and men to
work on sexism together: for men to listen to women, for women to gain hope
about men. The author knows of no other context where sexism is being fully
addressed by women and men together, nor where men, in response to women's
challenge, can so readily find brothers to support and love them as they seek
to respond.
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SUB-CATEGORY WITH SAMPLE RESPONSES
(1) Global thinking about broad issues
"I never let racist or sexist patterns go if I can interrupt them. I’ve
changed our marriage structure. Lots of things in my personal life
have changed—it's much less sexist than 5 years ago. I've just realized
how destructive the woman's movement can be to men—it can make more
hurt. I've changed my relationship to sexism—no liberation movement
needs to oppress the oppressor. It's a long term project. R„C. gives
me the tools to sustain the battle forever and ever”.
"The woman's movement has so much distress in it. But the counseling
process cannot help but lead you to the issues and therefore to involvement
in the movement. It's a basic hurt we all share. Men are hitting it too.
There's a difference—I can look at women as comrades not as threats.
Women in R. C. move through material that the movement gets stuck in.
They discharge and come out the other side to respond to men, but
secure in the expectation of being treated as equal".
(2) Non- sexist thinking by men
"All the men I know that are caught up in sexism in my business world
drink heavily, smoke heavily and are fat and not having a good time.
It's more fun if we're not competing. I see that some women are clear
and becoming more aggressive and being able to function better. Women
can do everything men can do and could be as strong, and children could
be equal. One man does not have to run the whole show".
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"To be a man is to do what I'm doing—working on my life. I'm
responsible for my relationship with friends, wife, children and other
children and anybody that needs me".
(3) Awareness growing
"I'd been dealing with it before counseling but am beginning to under-
stand patterns and myself so I can understand what part is me and what
is society pushing it on me. I've a long way to go yet".
"I've become aware of my stereotyping through my wife challenging
me, which is due to R.C.
,
and I've been able to listen".
(4) More comfortable with own sex and self
"I don't accept this big male responsibility anymore. It affects the
whole household. I do a lot of sharing of household responsibilities.
My wife got me moving on that. My attitude towards women has
changed. I feel better about myself as a man. I feel like a good father".
"R.C. gave me tools to move out of lots of places more effectively
than the woman's movement. I'm feeling safer about loving women.
It changed my feeling about men—I don't need one to be important.
I went through a period of wanting to be with just women; now I want
to be with both but in a new way".
(5) Interruption of sexism in others
"I never knew what to do about it and felt an undercurrent of rage.
I've been getting some of it off. Now I know what to do. I had a terror
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of being aggressive around men. I’ve become more aggressive with
men in terms of sticking up for myself and insisting on things and
interrupting junk. I'm doing lots. I realize how essential it is for me
to live".
"Because of counseling I appreciate that it's OK for women to be women
and stand up and believe; it's OK to get equal pay and not be pushed
around sexually. I don't hate men. We're in it together and have to
help each other out of it".
(6) Taking charge
"The most important thing I've learned is that we're responsible—in
a relaxed way. I respond to contacts by talcing charge, rather than
blaming if I don't like it".
"It's definitely getting better. I've realized that the main way I'm
going to institute change is by taking charge in all situations. The
only thing keeping me from doing that is my feelings. I'm aware when
men are being sexist and I'm not so restimulated. It doesn't seem like
I'm locked in my role any more".
DISCUSSION OF THE DATA
(1) Global thinking about broad issues
In response to the question on sexism, 14% of the experienced people
volunteered a kind of global thinking about issues of sexism, first sharing
personal experience and then moving to broader concerns. This is consistent
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with the finding which has emerged from the responses to previous questions,
that after people have dealt with immediate concerns, they have attention for
a wider focus. According to the data, this occurs after three years of
counseling.
(2) Non-sexist thinking by men
hi response to the question on sexism, 41.2% of the experienced male
co-counselors expressed non-sexist thinking. The data suggest that after
three years there are some attitudinal changes occurring. Some men are
thinking about sexism and about women from a different perspective. The
counseling process appears to have affected their perception and their thinking.
(3) Awareness growing
In response to the question on sexism, 30% of the beginning counselors,
53.3% of the two year counselors and 24% of the experienced counselors reported
that their awareness of sexism was increasing. These data suggest that in the
first two years of counseling, awareness is what changes the most. This is the
largest sub-category (aside from the non-specific "Other”, for beginning people)
in the first two experience units, and near the top for the three year plus counselors.
A possible explanation for the sharp drop between two and three years plus is that
when one experiences something new and different (from how it was before), that
new experience stands out sharply in one’s mind. However, when those new
experiences or understandings or behaviors are fully internalized and familiar,
one ceases to focus attention on them. It may well be that two years was a big
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learning time in this area, for interviewees, and by the following years they
had internalized the new concepts and behaviors sufficiently so that they were
no longer uppermost in the interviewees consciousness.
(4) More comfortable with own sex and self
In response to the question on sexism, 13.3% of beginning and two year
counselors, and 24% of experienced counselors gave replies that fit into this
sub-category. It is interesting that this sub-category was reported in response
to the question on sexism. The data suggest that paying attention to the relation-
ship between the sexes, and seeing all the issues around that relationship,
encourages some people to pay more attention to their interactions with persons
of their own sex. The data suggest that this attention increases with counseling.
(5) Interruption of sexism in others
In response to the question on sexism, 10% of the beginning people, 20%
of the two year people and 12% of the experienced people talked about inter-
rupting sexism. Here again, as in (3), the percentage peaks at two years, and
drops thereafter. It is probable that since sexism was a live issues for many
counselors before counseling, they moved quickly into acting on their increased
awareness and convictions. Also, since most of the data in this case was
provided by the oppressed group (as contrasted with racism, where it came
from the oppressor group), (74% of the total sample is female), that group s
movement towards taking part in ending its own oppression would be more
strongly motivated than would be the case for the oppressor group. By three
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years plus, the data suggest that the process of interrupting sexism is well
internalized by a portion of the sample* so that their comments on change
focus elsewhere.
(6) Taking charge
In response to the question on sexism, 13.3% of the beginning people,
33.3% of the two year people and 18% of the experienced people volunteered
that they were taking charge of potentially sexist situations, in order to make
them more humane. Here, as in (3) and (5), the data suggest that the change
has been internalized by three years plus.
Love and Sex
The area of love and sex in our culture is one in which myths and
misinformation abound. There is very little clear thinking about it and much
distress woven around it. Sex is mixed up with all kinds of other issues
—
power, success, self-esteem, violence, money, acceptance, etc. The confusion
gets laid in early by heavy social conditioning and is continually added to as a
person grows up. Sources of correct education and information are almost
non-existent.
R.C. theory states that the natural feeling between any two persons is
love. (One definition of love is thinking clearly about another person.) Humans
need to love even more than they need to be loved, since it is their nature to
be loving. One of the essential ways people express their love physically
is
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through touch. Human beings have a deep need for touch and physical close-
ness. They do not need sex, which can be an expression of physical closeness.
Sex is something they can choose to live with or without. However, in this
culture, touch/closeness and sex are identified with each other so inseparably
that by the time young people arrive at adolescence, they cannot perceive the
difference. The only way they know how to get the closeness and touch they
need is by having sex, even though that isn’t actually what they want. As a
result, the sex isn't satisfactory because it's a substitute (without anyone's
awareness) for closeness, and the need for touch and closeness doesn't get
satisfied because no one understands that it's important. So, when people
come together for sex, they become preoccupied with the coital act and stop
seeing each other as persons with needs beyond sex. The coital act is what gets
the attention, rather than the human beings involved in it.
Sexism plays a very large part in the conditioning of boys and girls in
their sexual attitudes and behaviors. Boys and girls are taught by the culture
around them to think of their sexuality in very different and rigid ways. Being
a boy equals aggression, exploitation, uncontrollable sexual urgency, performance,
limited communication or expressivity. Being a girl equals pleasing, accommo-
dating, emotionality, seduction, sexiness, dependency, giving, listening, taking
care of. Although a lot of the surface talk doesn't reflect such conditioning,
the basic attitudes still remain fixed in those stereotypes. When men and women
enter sexual relationships, the familiar culturally imprinted attitudes are
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restimulated and the non-verbalized expectations of self and other become
grossly unreal. The Ineluctable result is frustration, disappointment and
loss of self-esteem.
SUB-CATEGORIES WITH SAMPLE RESPONSES
(1) Decrease in compulsive sexual activity
"This is an area where things opened up most for me. I was basically
lonely; terrified of getting someone pregnant, full of embarrassment,
very shy; I had a "take care of" pattern. Now sex has gotten to be
exquisite, and on the other hand lost its importance— simultaneously.
The amount of compulsion I carried made It enormously important,
and it isn’t. The physical feelings and emotional state that come now
are beyond anything I ever dreamed. An awful lot of distress about sex
goes to inhibit feeling. So it’s become an extraordinary sort of thing,
a very diffuse sort of thing, because of course it never stops. It’s
simply one facet of the relationship".
"I just love people all over the place now. I know what the word means
I love the challenge of awareness and caring. Such a change from not
even knowing what it meant. Sex has changed totally. It was a huge
distress to me. It was nowhere with my wife and attempts to connect
with others by way of sex were frantic, unrewarding, full of frozen
need. Sex has changed from polygamous to monogamous; my sexual
interest in other women is just about zero. I have all the touching,
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great joy and time being physically close to other men, women,
children, but sex I have with one. And we have a hilarious time. It's
a totally new experience. I used to make ejaculations quick as a wink
and figured I was a hopeless case— it's faded into the underbrush. Sex
is a great deal of fun for me—playful. My frantic desire to get close
was epitomized in sex. There are some remnants still there, but all
in all it's turned from a distressed, dull, frantic part of life to fun and
brightness".
(2) Individual, unique responses
(See two quotations above. Aside from the comments about less
compulsion, the ideas expressed are unique and different. See
following quotations as well.)
(3) No change
"I'm a Catholic and sex was a "no-no" growing up. I'm having a little
problem with that now. I’ve just started a relationship and I'm feeling
kind of funny. I don't know if it's just too soon. I feel a lot of pressure.
Now I don't feel the same towards him— it seemed like we had better
communication before. Maybe we need to cool it for a while. I'm
gonna work (counsel) on it. I keep thinking I should know all this by
now. So much guilt, and a double standard".
"I've reached out to men but withdrawn right after. I'm not feeling
capable of handling it. One thing is, I have a counseling relationship
going which I see as a route to love relationships. It gives me
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permission to share all my thoughts and feelings. I never had any good
relationships'. 1
.
(4) Learning to separate sex and closeness
"Relationship I’m in now is the best I've ever had. It involves friend-
ship and caring and holding sometimes for 9 or 12 hours, only interrupted
by short meals, so that the need for coital sex is just not where it was.
Much more touching and awareness and openness. We're able to keep
our eyes open (when we make love). It's absolutely delightful in the
daytime if you look at each other. I find it very enjoyable".
"I was pretty impulsive about it. I got pretty concerned—thought I was
a nymphomaniac. What I wanted was the touching and affection and
love. I worked on sex a lot. Now it's sort of normal- - no compulsion
or pressure and it's just super—we enjoy, we play and laugh, massage
and rub each other and love each other's bodies".
(5) Stopping sexual relations for some period of time
"I realized what I need right now is closeness and not sex. So I've not
been having sex. I'm getting closeness instead. I do a lot of hand
holding and touching".
"I've been deliberately celibate since January (five months) and don't
know how long that will continue. I also haven't been making an effort
to meet men. I know a lot of people love me. It's much easier for me
to be affectionate and warm with people and not worry if they're gonna
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think I m expecting something of them. I hope to enjoy sex again
sometime, but there are some things I want to be firmer onM
.
(6) Having session or discharging during sex
"The key difference is more present time awareness. I'm not as likely
to be projecting elsewhere in the middle of lovemaking. I'm really in
tune with where I am and what's going on. Once or twice we focused
on using lovemaking as a session with discharge. It was a mind blower".
"I've not had a lot of sexual experience with a lot of different men, which
is what I thought I'd do at the beginning (after divorce). My thinking
has completely reversed. I have a sexual relationship with one man.
We lived together for two years and parted and still have a relationship.
We plan sex; don't have sex and sleep confused. We have sessions
during sex—divide up the time, take directions and discharge all the
way through. It’s light and playful. It's happening less. It's more
intense when I have it and satisfying, so I need less".
(7) Loving more people
"That has changed dramatically. I always loved and respected my
husband before. I love him a million times more. After 2\ years of
co-counseling we untwisted the hurts faster than we made them. We
move forward all the time in our marriage. It's not that we don t hurt
or restimulate each other but we don't carry it on. If there's a disagree-
ment, we go to separate co-counselors, come back and communicate
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again. We have a solid foundation. We don’t have to look to each other
for all the things any individual needs. At tho beginning we thought that
all we needed had to come from each other. That was a disaster. We
don’t put a lot of stresses in our marriage. We spend time counseling
on our distresses. After 4 years of counseling I realized I loved hundreds
of people—that it was an incredibly freeing thing the theory did for me.
It also made my sexual life 100% better by a lot of discharging".
"Love used to be tied up with sheltering each other from the world
—
together we were safe and apart we weren’t. Our relationship has
changed so we both love lots and lots of people— it turns out that loving
somebody just means being in present time with them. So it’s easy and
natural to love all kinds of people in that sense and to love nobody in
the sense I used to think love was".
(8) Closer to same sex
"I love women. I have lots of close physical contact. I’m not afraid
to feel their bodies. Ifve grown tremendously in the area of touch—I’m
beginning to separate touch from sex and still maintain sensual aspects
of it—really separating sensations from feelings".
"I've gotten really close to a woman friend. Sex stuff didn’t get in our
way so we were gradually able to be physically close and chummy and
cuddly and fun and our minds clicking together and really deep appreciation
of each other, counseled each other and stayed aware all the time. It's
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the most caring relationship I've had. Love is a really hard word
for me and sex is zilch".
(9) Freer in loving and being loved
"A greater enjoyment in sex—letting the other person's love come in
where I can feel it and give it. My wife has increased freedom to be
physical and natural and enjoy herself. We've tried counseling and
discharging while having sex. It's strange but nice".
"I'm a lot freer. I used to be very rigid and sex was rather mechanical.
R. C. has opened doors. Our relationship is growing. Both of us
being in R. C. is a big help".
(10) Able to ask for what one wants and able to say No about sex
"I've pushed hard for the right of both of us to say NO. Usually what
it means is not No, but that there's just a need to discharge first".
"I've been able to feel myself more sexually, to let myself enjoy my
body. As far as love and affection, I've been able to get in touch with
what I want and don't want—to make sure I give when I want (instead of
withdraw) and not give more than I want".
(11) Communicating during sex
"I've made a lot of progress in sex. It was always very compulsive for
me and often unaware: little communication with the person—rarely any
time for talking or discharge or real intimacy. Now I discharge quite a
bit and where I used to have sex several times a week I'm having it once
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a week or once every two weeks. Before I'd be worried and think
something’s wrong. Now I think ’it really is more relaxed this way’
and when I do have sex I take a lot of time for it and it’s very relaxed
and I end up discharging quite a bit".
"I discharge on sex a lot, and am able to tell my partner when I’m
afraid".
DISCUSSION OF THE DATA
Before getting into discussion of the specific items, there are some
general reflections on the data that might be useful to make. What one sees in
the interviews is the effects of the de -conditioning process (discharge) on
people’s sexual attitudes and behavior and on their concept of love; and the
variety of layers they are moving through in an effort to reclaim their birthright
as a loving sexual human being, whatever individual specific behaviors that
might turn out to involve. One sees people’s efforts to think about what rational
love and sexuality is and to reach for it in their lives. In the area of love and
sex, as in all the other areas of living, people are arriving at independent
judgments of what behavior makes sense for them, and these judgments change
as time passes and more discharge occurs. It is clear, particularly in this area
of confusion and frequent despair, not only R. C. theory, but also R. C. practice,
assumes that human beings, involved in discharging amidst a community of
peers, will arrive at the best and most effective way of living their lives, using
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their own clearest thinking. People are given only a basic model of a human
bemg to start from. What emerges very clearly in the interviews is that the
longer people counsel, the more unique and distinctive they become in their
life styles. This is because, as people’s feeling and behavioral rigidities
drop off, the process of change, which is natural to all of life, becomes
desirable and an integral part of functioning once more. People cease to be
bound by the past, the present or imposed external standards and move creatively
ahead all the time, responding to what is around them and in them and ahead of
them.
(1) Decrease in compulsive sexual activity
In response to the question on love and sex, 6.7% of beginning people,
20% of two year people and 34% of experienced people made replies that fit into
this sub-category. These first data represent a very important and obvious
example of de -conditioning. The longer people discharge, the freer from
compulsion they get, according to the data. For men, the freedom is most
significant because the conditioning in this area is most explicit and intense.
For both men and women the freedom implies defining their manhood and
womanhood in much broader and more human terms. It implies pushing
relationships to become more fulfilling and diverse and human, as opposed to
primarily sexual. It implies reclaiming their right to act congruently and freely
and to give sex a particular and thoughtful role in a large repertoire of modes
of communication.
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(2) Individual, unique responsos
In response to the question on love and sex, 23.3% of the beginning
people, 33. 3% of the two year people and 50% of the experienced people gave
individual, unique replies. These data support the findings all the way through
the interviews. People tend to become more Individual in their responses,
their thinking and their behavior, the longer they counsel. For example, in
mentioning coitus, one interviewee says, "sex is the most intimate expression
of affection", another says, "sex is the lowest form of loving", another says,
"it has little meaning, just an expression", another that "it's important", etc.
There are also many examples of fresh and original thinking on the subject.
(See AppendixA for one such example.) This thinking results from plenty of
discharge and re-evaluation.
(3) No change
In response to the question on love and sex, 26. 6% of the beginning
counselors, 6.7% of the two year counselors and 6% of the experienced counselors
said there was no change in this area for them. This category expectedly
decreases as people have more time to work on the issue of sex, and to experience
the effects of discharge.
The following seven sub-categories all seem to be prerequisites for the
major change that is indicated in (1). The interview samples quoted above
suggest that all seven are inter-related in many ways. They are listed
separately with the data analysis and discussed together in two groups.
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(4) Learning to separate sex and closeness
In response to the question on love and sex, 13.3% of the beginning
people, 47.7% of the two year people and 26% of the experienced people gave
replies that fit into this sub-category.
(5) Stopping sexual relations for some period of time
La response to the question on love and sex, 6.7% of the beginning
people, 26.7% of the two year people and 14% of the experienced people had
stopped sexual relations for some period of time.
(6) Having session or discharging during sex
In response to the question on love and sex, 6.7% of the beginning
people, 26. 7% of the two year people and 14% of the experienced people had
experienced having a counseling session or discharging during sex.
There appears to be a slight tendency, in (4), (5), and (6) for reports to
peak at two years and then decrease. This could be related to the fact that by
the third year of counseling there is an appreciable drop in compulsive activity,
which indicates that some of the tension and distress may be out of sex. It is
logical that these three developments in the second year could help people arrive
at the greater freedom which occurs in the third year. Stopping sexual relations
helps break up compulsive sex. Discharging during sex helps people to get
into present time and to take charge of what they are doing. The separation
of sex and closeness allows co-counselors to get the touching they need outside
of sex so that they can use sex for its more fulfillable function—as one joyous
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physical way of expressing and communicating intimacy, love and trust.
There are several comments in the interviews that refer to taking
charge of what happens during sex. This comment generally comes from
women. The sense many women have of not being in charge of their sexual
activity, because of the passive role that is so heavily conditioned in women,
can often leave them feeling very frightened about sex. This is one of the
reasons for women's choosing to stop sexual relations for some period of time.
It was mentioned in the interviews that they would resume sexual activity
when they felt able to be in charge of it. (This relates to (10).)
(7) Loving more people
In response to the question on love and sex, 33.3% of the beginning
people, 26.7% of the two year people and 34% of the experienced people
commented that they were loving more people.
(8) Closer to same sex
In response to the question on love and sex, 3.3% of the beginning
people, none of the two year people and 8% of the experienced people said
they were closer to people of the same sex. These data are tiny, but in
combination with (7) and (9), they suggest a development, which is
discussed
below.
(9) Freer in loving and being loved
In response to the question on love and sex, 13.3% of the
beginning
people, none of the two year people and 8% of the experienced
people replied
that they were freer in loving and being loved.
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People come into R. C. from a world where intimacy is hard, if not
impossible to come by. Judging by the data, they respond quickly to the
affirmation that they are loving people and that it’s okay to give and receive
love freely and warmly. That seems to be an immediate development for a
significant number of co-counselors. The fact that socializing and romanticizing
between co-counselors who meet in counseling is taboo, gives a lot of freedom
and safety for loving and touching each other. This is true for people of the
same sex and people of the opposite sex. This might explain the sub-categories
having to do with loving and being loved more.
(10) Able to ask for what one wants and able to say No about sex
In response to the question on love and sex, 10% of the beginning
people, 20% of the two year people and 6% of the experienced people gave replies
that fit into this sub-category. The data are too small to suggest much about
the effects of experience, but what is very significant is that all the people in
this sub-category are women. This is not surprising, given the conditioning
of women to be accommodating to men.
It seems probable that when one has accomplished (4), (7), (8), (9)
and (10), and the interviewees affirmed this in their comments, that one has
replaced the compulsive element of sex with rational, human interactions that
are appropriate in present time (despite society's taboos).
(11) Communicating during sex
Tn response to the question on love and sex, 10% of the beginning
counselors, 6. 7% of the two year counselors and 6% of the experienced counselors
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indicated they were communicating during sex. The data here is also very
tiny but in connection with (10) gives some food for thought. These two sub-
categories are ways both men and women have of feeling more in charge of
their own sexual experience. Interviewees comment that talking, validating,
asking for what they want, discharging when necessary, all these kinds of
communication during sex increase their intimacy and closeness with their
partner, keep them in present time, and bring them more pleasure and
enjoyment in sex.
Here are some odds and ends of changes reported by co-counselors:
they are making sex lighter and more fun; most have chosen monogamous sexual
relationships (inferred from comments), though for different reasons: the
major one seems to be the amount of time and attention required to build a
relationship and maintain it; another reason is that most people are not ready
to handle non-monogamous sexual relationships; counselors mentioned having
as a goal during sex, staying aware of their partner and of present time, rather
than focusing solely on their own feelings or on some fantasy.
Discharge
"What changes have occurred in your use of discharge in your daily
life, outside of session, or how do you see the theory operating in that area?"
It is obvious, from reading this chapter, that this culture is seen as
detrimental to the growth and maturing of the human beings who live in it.
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The reasons for this point of view are given all though the chapter. There is
one fundamental point, however, that needs to be made here: It refers to the
culture’s intolerance of the human healing process of discharge.
Our culture deliberately suppresses most expressions of feeling. This
training begins in earliest childhood and is profoundly invalidating: it carries
the implicit message, "What you are really feeling is not true or good”. There
is a basic denial of a person's being OK and safe in the world when, in infancy,
that person, in the only language available, cries out her hurt—and is received,
not with loving attention, but with fright, irritation or total unconcern. That
doesn’t leave much room for healing.
It is very difficult for someone who is afraid to discharge to tolerate
discharge in someone else. That’s because watching or listening to someone's
hurt brings up one’s own, and if one has no way of dealing with that, it feels
better to stop the other person's expression. So each new, pulsating, demanding
life that enters the world gets prepared promptly for the non-expressive culture
into which she must move. The results of that early shut-down of feelings
permeate everything people do. Contradicting that shut-down, through discharge,
permits the recovery of one’s basic humanity, according to R. C. theory. The
interviews reveal some of this process.
The interview was designed to be sufficiently unlike a counseling session
so that interviewees would not be encouraged to become clients, and they, in
fact, did not, in almost every case. ("Becoming a client" involves directing
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one's attention to where the discharge occurs, in partnership with another
person who acts as counselor.) It was also planned to make the interview
format safe enough so that people could discharge freely whenever they needed
to, while thinking and talking. This, also, they did. Discharging doe s not
necessarily involve becoming a client. One discharges to get rid of feelings
which are keeping one from thinking clearly in present time. One's focus, in
such a situation, is on getting one's attention out, away from the distress and
onto the present moment. Discharging, in such a situation, may take little
or much time, and it demands just the attention one expects from one's
companion at any time. A safe world would allow and encourage that to happen
all the time. One of the reasons, in fact, that people answered so many very
personal questions about their lives in such an open and complete way, to an
unfamiliar interviewer, was the safety they felt to discharge while sharing
information, thus staying in present time with their best thinking available to
them.
SUB-CATEGORIES WITH SAMPLE RESPONSES
Aside from itemizing the kinds of discharge they engage in publicly and
privately, co-counselors made few comments about discharge.
(1) Itemizations of discharges
"I laugh, yawn, shake some; sometimes I cry alone".
"I discharge by myself more; sometimes with friends".
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(2) Appropriateness as chief factor
”1 do it all the time—not crying—I’m not into wiping out people:
I yawn and laugh. In a car I’ll cry".
"I’m a wonderful discharger. I can’t stand irresponsible discharge.
I find a place to storm and cry every day".
(3) Discharging a lot
"I discharge a lot—shake, laugh, cry".
"I discharge as much as I can. I cry by myself, I laugh, yawn and
shake".
(4) Discharge when needed
"I do a lot of that when it’s needed and expect others to, also".
"I do it whenever it’s needed".
(5) Used to—don’t need to as much
"I laugh and yawn. I used to cry but don’t need to now".
"I used to giggle all the time, but don’t need to now—same with
crying".
(6) Crying during interview
This was based on what people did.
(7) Discharging during interview (all kinds)
This was based on what people did.
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DISCUSSION OF THE DATA
Thfi data. reveals a. great number of similarities across the experience
variables, as well as a few tiny differences.
(1) Itemizations of discharges
In response to the question on discharge, all of the co-counselors
itemized the forms of discharge they use in their daily lives. The data suggest
that once people recover the ability to discharge (which generally happens in
the first eight weeks of classes) there is little discernible difference in
people’s use of it. (What little difference there is, which is in the way people
use it, is discussed under the sub-categories below.) This lack of difference
is a significant finding.
Change is being looked for in this study. The lack of it, in this area
of discharge, is related to the central importance of discharge in the growth
process. It is interesting and reassuring to see that out of all the twenty-four
questions, this is the only one where the answers reveal such a universal
response from beginning to experienced counselors. This could be construed
as support for the R. C. assumption that discharge is a natural, and therefore
recoverable function of the human. Everyone in the sample has not only
recovered her ability to discharge but is aware of how and when it’s occurring.
Since discharge is so essential to the healing process of R.C., the lack of
difference in this area seems supportive of the R. C. process.
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(2) Appropriateness as chief factor
In response to the question on discharge, 3.3% of the beginning people
cited appropriateness as the chief factor in when and where they discharge;
this percentage rose to 13.3 for the two year people, and remained about the
same for the most experienced people.
The responses in this sub-category give a hint that appropriateness
becomes a bit more part of peopled consciousness with experience. Although
the numbers are so small, the item is worth reflecting on. When people enter
R.C. they rarely feel like they have any control over their discharge process.
Many express the fear that once they start crying they may never stop; others
(fewer) are already crying uncontrollably in many situations and want to learn
to control it. (One comment was: "R.C. has helped me control crying to
sessions".) Many are unable to cry or shake; some rarely yawn or laugh.
Counselors learn to take charge of their discharge process at their own rate
—
some right away, some slowly and gradually. But almost all counselors eventually
discover that they can discharge when and how they want to. (This information
comes not only from the data but also from the author’s four years of teaching
counseling.) The issue of appropriate discharge can only come up when the
person feels in control of the process. That Is doubtless the reason for the
slight increase in comments with experience. This progression in gaining
control over one’s discharge seems also connected to item (4).
(3) Discharging a lot
In response to the question on discharge, 13. 3% of the beginning people
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said they discharged a lot, 13.3% of the two year people said the same and
12% of the experienced people mentioned that fact. These comments on
frequency of discharge come from very few co-counselors and seem to have
little significance.
(4) Discharge when needed
In response to the question on discharge, 6% of the three year plus
co-counselors formulated their reply this way. Although the number is so
tiny, the response is interesting because it suggests control over the process
of discharge, and in combination with sub-category (1), it hints at a development.
(5) Used to—don’t need to as much
In response to the question on discharge, 6% of the three year plus
co-counselors gave this reply. This sub-category is interesting also, though
so tiny numerically. Two of the comments are reported on page 3; the third
comment is: "I discharge a lot, and always did, but I don’t have as much
garbage coming in". These three comments suggest diminishing re stimulation,
i.e.
,
present events are stirring up less old pain, which is hopefully an outcome
of counseling.
(6) Crying during the interview
While responding to the interview questions, 20% of the beginning people
cried, the same is true of the two year people, and 8% of the experienced
people cried during the interview. These data suggest a couple of things.
Although, once again, the numbers are so small, the drop-off at three years plus,
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in conjunction with (5), suggests decreasing re stimulation with experience.
The second trend that shows, is that eleven out of the twelve counselors who
cried were women. This bears some explanation. It reflects, in a very
small way, the greater ease women have, because of their cultural conditioning,
in crying when they need to.
(7) Discharging during interview (all kinds)
While responding to the interview questions, 100% of the beginning and
two year people discharged, and 98% of the three years plus people discharged.
Most counselors discharged quite a bit. Most of the interview discharge was
in the form of laughter. A number of people yawned frequently, and as
mentioned above, twelve people cried. The behavior supported and confirmed
the responses people gave. The actual behavior of the co-counselors suggests
that laughter is the safest and most frequent public form of discharge. Since
the tape recorder was unable to pick up shaking, there is no record of the
frequency of that form of discharge. Yawning appears to be another fairly
safe form of public discharge.
Thinking
"How has your thinking changed as a result of R. C. , or how do you
see the theory operating in relationship to it?"
Thinking is the focal area of counseling. Clear, fresh, flexible, creative
thinking is the goal of discharge. Therefore, the responses to the question on
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thinking are particularly relevant to the co-counseling process. People's
thinking is revealed clearly all the way through the interviews in the way they
handle questions, the reflecting they've done, and do, on the issues, the
originality and vigor of their responses, the way they apply information and
theory creatively to controversial subjects. Their responses to the question
on thinking are particularly interesting because thinking about one's thinking
demands a great deal of awareness.
One bit of theory may be relevant here. The process of thinking, when
not interfered with by put-downs or other negative conditioning during child-
hood, is delightful and easy, in the same sense that other natural functions
are delightful and easy. The fear of, or difficulty in thinking as a whole, or in
some particular area, that many people experience, is a result of distress,
and can be discharged.
SUB-CATEGORIES WITH SAMPLE RESPONSES
(1) Thinking creatively; in new areas
"I've got into thinking, exploring, in fields I never thought about, like
science. There's more rigor to my thinking. It's much solider".
"My research and writing is more exciting and far out and fun. I'm
more creative. I'm allowing myself more freedom. The imagination
I had as a child is being uncovered".
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(2) Getting ideas, solutions
"I’ve always got an idea about how to go about one thing or another".
"I'm thinking a lot better thoughts and solutions. I'm pretty logical
in setting down a plan of action. I can come up with answers".
(3) Pleasure, ease, delight in thinking
"My thinking used to be linear, logical; now it's more associative,
imagistic. My mind is much more agile. It retains things better.
It's opening up in new areas. It's free so I'm seeking all kinds of
experiences. Thinking is a lot easier. I can go into tough areas with
a lot more life than before".
,TMy creativity is flowering. I'm a lot smarter. I have a thirst for
knowledge, I can learn things better and it's sticking. I bring in a lot
more things to think about spontaneously. I can go much deeper in
thinking, and I enjoy it a lot. I know I'll be able to unscramble even a
very complicated life situation".
(4)
Pride in thinking
"I learn a lot more easily. I'm able to admit to myself that the quality
of my thinking is and has been excellent".
"My mind was good before but my attitude toward it was that I was
stupid. That paralyzed it. I had no recognition that my thinking was
good. Now I appreciate my thinking and it is clearer".
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(5) Trust thinking more
"I feel really clear and really confident when it comes to thinking.
I feel like I've got a disciplined mind and clear, good judgment”.
”My thinking is freer now and I'm freer about expressing myself. I
have a lot more confidence in holding to my ideas. I can continue
working towards getting my way and getting others to see it".
(6) Thinking clearer, more, faster
"My thinking has speeded up. It's gone from fussiness to getting on
with it".
"The quality of my thinking has improved remarkably. People say
my thinking is brilliant and my communication is excellent".
(7) How to restore thinking
"A lot of areas of my thinking have opened up. As I would discharge
on my material, my thinking would all of a sudden be very clear".
"I understand how my mind works. I can tell when feelings are in
the way of thinking. The sequence is thinking, discharging, thinking,
etc.".
DISCUSSION OF THE DATA
The overall impression in reading the responses from the three
experience units is that one is looking through a three lens microscope: the
4-8 Tnont.h people are seeing through a low power lens, the 2 years people through
a medium powered lens, and three years plus people through a high power lens. •
This is true of responses to all the questions in the interview. There is, on
the
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whole, an increasing richness, varioty and originality in tho thinking. (See
Appendix a .) This is not true of all the interviews in the 2 year and 3 years plus
experience units, but it is true of a larger proportion than in each of the
preceding experience units. The interviews present a picture of an expansion
of experience; more careful attention being paid to what is happening, plus
an openness to new things happening. This makes for more Intensive as well
as extensive experience and the reporting of it.
(1) Thinking creatively; in new areas
In response to the question on thinking, 30% of the experienced people
said they were thinking creatively or thinking in new areas or both. The data
suggest that new ways and new areas of thinking do not appear before three
years of counseling. The theory predicts that people can recover the brilliance
with which they were bom. It appears that after three years of discharge,
some long-standing rigid limitations on one’s thinking begin to drop off, and
they do so for a significant number of co-counselors.
(2) Getting ideas, solutions
In response to the question on thinking, none of the beginning people,
26. 7% of the two year people and 18% of the experienced people said they are
getting ideas and solutions. This sub-category is related to (1), but it is more
pragmatic and problem-related. This is to be expected, since co-counsoloi s'
attention is directed at the concerns of their immediate lives first. Solving
problems is an urgent life concern. The breakthrough on this level occurs in
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the second year. II is possible that the docroase for three years plus people Is
related to the greater emphasis on creativity, as Indicated in (1).
(3) Pleasure, ease, delight in thinking
In response to the question on thinking, 13.3% of the two year people
and 12% of the experienced people spoke of their enjoyment in thinking. Ttese
data, small as they are, suggest that as one’s thinking breaks through its old
rigidities, and one finds oneself increasingly ablo to use one’s mind in an
unhampered fashion, that thinking is increasingly delightful.
(4) Pride in thinking
In response to the question on thinking, 13.3% of the two year people and
16% of the experienced people express pride in their thinking. The data suggest
a dynamic similar to that in (3). As one sees one’s thinking functioning better,
and making life better for oneself and others, and as one discharges the hurt
around the put-downs one’s thinking has received, one begins to take pride in
one’s thinking.
(5) Trusts thinking more
In response to the question on thinking, 6. 7% of the beginning people,
20% of the more experienced people, and 22% of the most experienced people
say they trust their thinking more. The big increase hero occurs between tho
first and second year. Simply the experience of being a counselor, and watching
one’s co-counselor progressing as client, enables one to trust one’s thinking
more. This, plus the validation and support of one's co-counselors, plus
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increasing success in one's life, helps one see that one's thinking works.
(6) Thinking clearer, more, faster
In response to the question on thinking, 30% of the beginning people,
60% of the two year people and 56% of the experienced people said they are
thinking clearer, more, and faster. These data suggest that as people
discharge, the difference in their ability to see and evaluate reality more
clearly is observable to them. This is basic to R.C. theory, and is apparently
borne out in practice, which is why this sub-category is by far the largest.
(7) How to restore thinking
In response to the question on thinking, 6. 7% of the beginning people,
20% of the two year people and about the same number of experienced people
commented on how to restore thinking when it is shut down. These data,
though small, suggest that even though counselors are taught early in
counseling that discharge restores thinking, it takes some time for that
experience to become familiar enough to be mentioned spontaneously.
Opening Question
"What is your understanding of the theory in terms of how you see it
operating in your life?"
Because this is an open-ended question, a variety of topics was elicited
in response to it. Each of these topics forms a sub-category. Because the
sub-categories are so different, each one requires a separate theoretical
explanation in order to make the data more understandable. Therefore, in this
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section only, theory will be placed at the beginning of each sub-category,
rather than at the beginning of the section.
In this section, more than any others, the responses to the question
tend to sound theoretical, because people are being asked about their under-
standing and application of theory. The author has tried to select those
comments which are pragmatic and experiential, for the sake of readers who
are not familiar with Re-evaluation Counseling. The fact is, however, the
more experienced counselors tend to speak more frequently in phrases taken
directly from R. C. theory, which, to the non-R. C. ear may sound like cliche
or jargon. Judging from the author’s four years in counseling, from those
interviewees known to the author, and from the data, this phenomenon is not
due to parroting, but to the increasing use of the theory as a framework for
living. It appears that with increasing experience, counselors see the
theoretical statements more as statements of reality than as statements of a
goal, because of confirmation of the postulates of R. C. in their own daily
lives. When the responses to this question are put together with the responses
to the other questions, one gets some verification of what may sound here
like a groundless assumption
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SUB-CATEGORIES, RELEVANT THEORY, SAMPLE RESPONSES
(1) Separation of person from pattern
There is a major learning about human beings from R. C. theory that
allows people to unhook themselves from automatic reactions to other people's
irrationality (e.g.
,
if one motorist shouts imprecations at another motorist,
the second one generally responds in kind). It is the understanding that the
person and the pattern (the rigid, non-adaptive behavior) are separate and
distinct. When you identify yourself or another as the particular chronic
behavior or pattern that you or the other wears, you lock the human being into
a cage which is neither deserved nor desired (e.g., 'Tie’s shy" or "she's an
angry person" or "I'm an impatient mother"). When you see the human as
intelligent, loving and zestful, and negative behavior as something arising out
of distress, you give the person space and reassurance to re-emerge from that
cage and regain the freedom to think and act flexibly and lovingly.
Sample Responses
"The theory provides a framework for looking at people and situations;
it allows me to separate distress from reality and respond to reality".
"I continue to reach past pattern to person—when you don't respond
to patterns they drop away".
(2) Seeing people as model human
When one sees oneself and others as the model of a human, i.e., intel-
ligent, zestful, loving and communicative, it affects the way one acts towards
1G7
others and what one expects of others. Holding the model always in mind
provides a fundamental contradiction to our conditioned attitudes towards
people—that they’re good or bad, that one has to accept "the way they are"
and learn to live with their patterns (because "People can't change"), that it's
inevitable that one will like some people and be repelled by others, that one has
to "teach" children to cooperate and be civilized. Holding the model in mind
means acting in a kind and thoughtful manner and if others don’t respond
similarly, assuming that something is in the way, and then thinking about how
to get through it to the person. It means making the same assumptions about
oneself, realizing that it is only distress that interferes with one's being
always inteUigent, zestful and loving, and learning what to do about that
distress. It means, essentially, giving up despair and fantasy for disciplined,
thoughtful action in present time.
Sample Responses
,f
I see people as basically loving, intelligent and zestful. Destructive
actions I can see as patterns—with me, too".
"We are all the model human—with that knowledge you can do anything".
(3) There is no limit to what humans can do
The theory indicates that our capabilities are only limited by our hurts
and these hurts can be discharged. Many of us, from an early age, get to
feeling like there's not much we are able to do very well, and almost nothing
we can excel at. The rigid feeling, "I can't", keeps us from
trying in many
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areas. The accumulated hurt from early, eager efforts to learn and do, that
were met by disparagement, put down and irritation, will be felt too keenly
if we try again, so we don't try.
In counseling, the purpose is to feel and discharge hurt, rather than
to live our lives in order to avoid feeling it. So people are urged to hold very
firmly to some formulation of the idea (called a "direction") that "i can do
anything I want to". When a person holds such a direction, which contradicts
every painful message she has gotten in her childhood and adulthood, the
contrast makes her feel how much hurt there has been in the denial of her
ability, in the disappointments of her so-called failures, in the impatient
responses to her unskilled attempts to develop skills. So she discharges a
lot, in her counseling sessions. As she discharges and re-evaluates, she
becomes able increasingly to assess reality intelligently in terms of whether
her objectives make sense, what skills she actually has, which ones she needs
to learn, whose help she needs and how to get it, etc. And the direction also
helps keep her eyes on her strengths, which her self-invalidation tends to make
her forget.
The reader may ask, 'Well, if I can do whatever I want to, does that
mean I can fly like a bird or lift a 350 pound hammer or go walking in the
winter in a bathing suit?" It's not really possible to answer this question
specifically (people have devised ways to do all three of those things); what
is important to understand is that, as a person discharges, she becomes able
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increasingly to assess reality intelligently, and to stop settling for limitations
which are imposed by old hurts.
What enables a person to discharge is strongly contradicting distress
recordings like, MI can’t". When painful feelings of hopelessness and helpless-
ness are not discharged, they can be acted out in all kinds of irrational ways,
from the most grandiose fantasies to the most complete withdrawal. When
one takes an unconditional direction against those feelings (i.e., "I can do
anything"), and also acts against them (makes a drawing, gives a speech), one
feels the hurt strongly and can discharge it. Counseling experience over the
years has shown that the unconditional stance, as indicated in the samples below,
is far more effective than a so-called "realistic" stand, e.g. , "I can do a lot
more than I think".
Sample Response s
"There aren’t any situations that I can’t handle one way or another".
"I have infinite possibilities and potentials and can handle every
situation".
(4) More awareness of others and environment
According to R.C. theory, awareness is a function of having one’s
attention in the present. The more attention that is free from old distress,
the more aware one is of all the factors operating at any given
time.
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Sample Responses
"My senses are more acute, I have a sharper awareness of experience".
"At work I’m allowing people to make mistakes".
(5) More awareness of self, how to get out of pattern
The same theory applies here as in (4). In addition, there are generally
three ways to get out of pattern (i.e., pull one’s attention away from old hurt
into present time).
(a) discharge
(b) hold to a "direction" (see theory for (3)) which reflects
present reality rather than past feelings
(c) take charge of one’s attention and focus it on what’s going
on at the moment; or take charge of what’s going on so that
it’s safe enough or interesting enough to hold one’s attention.
Sample Responses
"When I’m not functioning, I discharge", (a)
"I remember, when I’m upset, that I’m really OK", (b)
"I validate people wherever I am in order to make it safe enough
for me to relax and do my best", (c)
(6) Doing better in different ways
As one carries less distress around, one has more
attention for the
things one does and so one does them better. This includes
all kinds of things,
like ^kinE care of one's body and health, being
a member of a family or group,
learning, creating, doing tasks, etc
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Sample Responses
"I use fresh new approaches to problems”.
”My attention to others produces a beautiful response".
(7) Comments about theory: value in peoples lives, incorporation
into thinking about world
The purpose of learning the theory is not only to counsel and client
well, but to live well and to have a framework for understanding oneself and
others which will allow one to improve the general quality of life in the world.
Sample Responses
"The theory does not allow me to be a victim. It has led to changes
in my relationship to my marriage, my school life, and my children".
"Theory allowed me to believe in people and communicate it. That's
given me incredible satisfaction".
(8) R. C. theory and its implications for politics
There is more extensive discussion of politics and theory in the section
on Politics (p. 93). Suffice it to say here that politics is one way to improve
the quality of life in the world.
Sample Responses
"The theory provides me with political information".
"In the area of politics, I don't feel hopeless any more.
There are
actions you can take to change things"
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(9) Commitment to live rationally
People are encouraged to live rationally right from die beginning of
their R.C. experience. (Rationally, meaning acting on one’s best thinking
and assessment of reality.)
Sample Comments
"I have a commitment to live not by distress but by the real person".
"I’m determined to live by my thinking, not my feelings".
DISCUSSION OF THE DATA
The responses to the opening question are the most varied responses
in the interview, since the question was most open-eneded. There were no
leads, no cues as to what was expected or desired for an answer. Answers
differed enormously in length and specificity. There were some four to five
year counselors who covered almost half of the other questions in their
answer to this first question. Others were very brief and summed up the
significance of the theory to them in one sentence. Brief answers came from
experienced and inexperienced counselors alike—detailed answers came only
from very experienced people.
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(1) Separation of person from pattorn
In response to the opening opon-ended question, 16.7% of tho beginning
counselors volunteered comments on their understanding and uso of the concept
of separation of person from pattern. This percentage increased to 46.7%
with the more experienced counselors and remained about the same for the
most experienced counselors.
The distinction between person and pattorn is communicated very early
in R. C. training. The data suggest that it probably is understood somewhat
at first; then, there comes a time in counseling when that distinction takes on
real vitality, which according to the data is somewhere around the second
year. Many co-counselors have mentioned it as a significant realization for
them. The realization probably occurs when they see that there is a real change
taking place in themselves in an area they had thought was hopeless. There-
after, the distinction remains important, even central, to co-counselors’
understanding of R.C. and of people. When this sub-category is looked at in
conjunction with sub-categories (4) and (5), one might infer that the application
of this understanding to oneself and others is having an important effect on
people’s lives.
There may be many reasons why no moro than half the oxperionoed co-
counselors volunteer this sub-category as central to tlioir tliinking about It. C.
One may be that when people are working on somo particular issue in their lives,
they tend to see the theory as it relates to that issue. That is why a number
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of sub-categories appeared, rather than just one, agreed-upon, universally
taught core theme. That is also why there are individual responses that were
not repeated by anyone else. The impressive fact is that almost half of all
experienced co-counselors did, indeed, agree upon this issue as central to
R* C.
(2) Seeing people as model human
In response to the opening open-ended question, 6.7% of the people in
the beginning experience unit gave replies that fell into this sub-category;
26.7% of the two year people gave replies that fell into this sub-category; the
percentage of people rose to 64 from the three years plus experience unit.
This sub-category is also based on the concept that people and patterns
are distinct, but the verbalization is very different and the increase in its use
after three years is dramatic. It is most likely that once a counselor has
experienced a big change in her ability to love or to think well or to succeed
professionally, she is struck by the notion, "I really am a loving, intelligent
person, and it wasn't anything organic that was holding me back. It really
was hurt”. At that point the theoretical model of a human being becomes
significant on a more real level—real enough so that co-counselors spontaneously
thought of it with some frequency, as being an understanding of the theory that
operates in their lives.
The sharp rise in the percentage of counselors giving responses devoted
to this sub-category (there are 2.4 times as many counselors responding at three
years plus as at two years, and 9. 6 times as many counselors responding at
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three years plus as at 4-8 months, indicates that something important has been
realized. Furthermore, this sub-category was mentioned more than once by
some of the co-counselors: 32 experienced counselors gave 47 responses in
this sub-category# A tremendous amount of information about living one’s
life rationally and well is tucked away in the implications of the simple
description of the model human. The data suggest that to a number of co-
counselors, this information becomes available and important after three years
of discharge in a way it was not before—important enough so they would refer
to the model several times and in several ways, in talking about how they
understand and use the theory in their lives.
(3) There is no limit to what humans can do
In response to the opening open-ended question, 3.3% of the beginning
counselors volunteered comments related to the unlimited capacities of human
beings. The percentage rose to 13.3 among more experienced counselors,
and increased by 2. 5 times to 36% among the most experienced co-counselors.
These data suggest that by the time one has been in counseling three years,
one has experienced what it is like to think about oneself, temporarily at least,
from outside of the hopeless and powerless feelings that most people carry.
Counseling theory suggests that the personal "limitations" to which, ordinarily,
we are convinced we must adjust, are distress -related. In actuality, we have
no logical reason to accept those limitations. More than one out of three of
the experienced interviewees indicate spontaneous agreement with that theo-
retical stance.
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The change between two year and three years plus co-counselors is far
greater for this sub-category and for (2), than it is for any of the rest of the
sub-categories in this table. In the authors estimation, these two sub-
categories represent some of the uniqueness of R.C.—particularly this sub-
category. The uniqueness lies in the fact that R. C. theory makes such a
seemingly immoderate assumption about people and that, through the process
of discharge, people are able to turn that assumption into an effective operating
principle. As the data indicate, it takes at least three years for one out of
three counselors to discharge their way out of a sense that their limitations
are real. It may very well strike the reader as presumptuous or immoderate
to believe that one can do whatever one wants to do. It _is both presumptuous
AND immoderate, given our conditioning. But in the experience reported by
more than a third of the three years plus counselors, the conditioning regarding
limitations has been discharged away to an important degree. The results of
this de-conditioning can be seen in the responses to some of the other questions,
earlier in this chapter.
(4) More awareness of others and environment
In response to the opening question, 30% of the beginning co-counselors,
53. 3% of the two year counselors and 60% of the experienced counselors gave
replies that fell into this sub-category. These data suggest that increasing
awareness, i.e., perceiving others and the environment more clearly, more
appreciatively, and with more understanding, rather than through one’s own
feelings, is a major result of the counseling process; that it begins to increase
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early in counseling and builds steadily.
(5) More awareness of self, how to got out of pattern
In response to the opening question, 20% of the beginning counselors,
53.3% of the two year counselors and 60% of the experienced counselors gave
replies that fit into this sub-category. These data suggest that not only does
awareness increase, but so does related action in the area of helping oneself
out of pattern and into present time. There is a slightly slower start for
beginners than in (4), but the more experienced people catch up. The
implication is that there is an educational process at work through which
people are learning skills that they can apply themselves outside of the
counseling set-up.
(6) Doing better in different ways
In response to the opening question, 53.3% of the beginning counselors
and all of the two year and three years plus counselor^ gave replies that fell in
this sub-category. As in (2), a number of counselors gave more than one
response that was appropriate to this sub-category because people are doing
better in many different ways. (50 experienced counselors gave 59 responses
in this sub-category.) The data suggest that counseling helps people to do
better in their lives. This is a very basic sub-category— it is like the meat
of R. C.—which is why the number of responses is so high. People come
into counseling because they want to live better lives. The improvement shows
up early and increases regularly.
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(7) Comments about theory: value in people’s lives. incorporation
into thinking about world
In response to the opening question, 33.3% of beginning people, 60%
of two year people and 62% of experienced people gave replies that fit into this
sub-category. The data suggest that R.C. theory is of value in many people’s
lives from very early on: it is pragmatically and experientially valuable to
one out of three beginning people and to two out of three more experienced
people. This sub-category, in conjunction with (1), (2) and (3) suggest the
strength and power the theory provides for people’s lives. One element of its
usefulness is that from a few simple formulations, one can explain a large
number of complex phenomena, and one can check those explanations out against
experience. It doesn’t take long for counselors to decide whether the theory
makes sense to them. They can then use the theory to make human behavior
comprehensible. As a result, dealing effectively with people results increasingly
from thought rather than from chance, and people see that they are taking charge
of their lives. This is a major reason for the large number of responses in
this sub-category.
(8) R. C. theory and its implications for politics
In response to the opening question, 12% of the experienced people gave
replies that fit into this sub-category. The spontaneous connection of R.C.
with politics was very small and only from experienced counselors. The data
suggest that counselors only begin to think about this issue when they’ve gotten
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some of their immediate concerns worked through (except for those who come
into R.C. because of its value in the political area, of which there are
currently many more than there were at the time of these interviews). (For
further discussion of this issue, see section on Politics, p.93.)
(9) Commitment to live rationally
In response to the opening question, 10% of experienced counselors
expressed a commitment to live rationally. This is a very tiny number, but
it is interesting because it suggests that commitment to a goal of living by
thought rather than by painful emotion (fear, grief, embarrassment, anger,
etc.) may develop with experience, and may be verbalized as an expectation.
SUMMARY
The findings of the study answer the research question as follows:
There appear to be many changes in people’s understanding of R.C. theory and
the application of R.C. theory to their lives, over time. The changes reported
in this chapter can be summarized as follows:
Politics
The greatest change in the political area is an increased awareness about
politics and increased thinking about issues. The majority of poople in R.C.
are not politically active; those who are, are also thinking a great deal about
what activity makes sense. Some of those who are active have taken time
out
from political action and some have not. As people become more experienced,
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a number see R.C. as a form of political work, because of its function as a
de
-conditioning process and its focus on peerness and collaboration.
Racism
The greatest change in this area is also an increase in awareness of
the problem of racism. More experienced people are counseling on their racism
increasingly, and dealing with it in their lives.
Sexism
Here, also, awareness is growing. Counselors are becoming more
comfortable with members of their own sex and with themselves. A small
number of the more experienced men demonstrate a change in their thinking,
in a non-sexist direction. Also a number of experienced counselors are
thinking about the issues in a broad, original way.
Love and Sex
The biggest change is in the decrease in compulsive sexual activity.
Also, personal directions become more original and individual with experience.
Counselors are finding that they love more people and are learning to separate
sex and closeness in their relationships.
Discharge
Co-counselors recover their ability to discharge, according to the
data, by the 4th month of counseling. Thereafter, they use the process as
effectively as they can
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Thinking
As co-counselors gain experience, they report that their thinking
increases, gets clearer and faster. They learn to trust their thinking more.
They become able increasingly to think up ideas and solutions for problems.
Ultimately they are aware of their thinking becoming more creative and
opening into areas where they couldn’t or didn’t think before.
Opening Question
Experience increasingly enables co-counselors to separate the human
being from the pattern—the rigid, inappropriate behavior or response.
Experienced counselors see people increasingly in terms of the model, and
respond to them that way. They become more confident of their own limitless
capacities. They become more aware of others, of the environment, of them-
selves and how to get their attention into present time and keep it there. Their
ability to incorporate the theory into their daily living increases.
Generalizing from all of this, one finds an overall, qualitative develop-
ment in the responses. With experience, counselors respond with greater
richness, variety, detail, originality and complexity. Individuality seems to
increase and living styles become less compulsive and more personal and
differentiated. The development seems not to result in carbon copy humans
but in an opening out of each person's unique abilities, activities and preferences.
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FOOTNOTES—CHAPTER IV
1
Kenneth B. Clark, and M. K. Clark. "The Development of Consciousness
of Self and the Emergence of Racial Identification in Negro Pre-School Children"
Journal of Social Psychology, Vol. 10, 1939, 591-599.
CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION:
IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Introduction
The reader has now had an opportunity to become somewhat familiar
with Re-evaluation Counseling theory, and, through the data, with reports of
how it has affected the lives of a number of co-counselors. The data indicate
that there is a change in people’s understanding and application of R. C.
theory over time, and that the change has many elements common to a number
of co-counselors. These elements will be reviewed below, in the context of
a fleshed out picture of the re-emerged person.
The model of the human being presented in R. C. theory is very spare
(intentionally, so as not to prescribe behavior). When the model is put to-
gether with reported descriptions of the lives of people who are using that
model, a fuller picture emerges of the direction in which co-counselors appear
to be headed. If one projects that direction far enough, one can arrive at a
hypothetical image of the re-emerged person.
This is, in fact, what the author proposes to do in this chapter. The
chapter begins with a description of the model human being described in the
theoretical literature. This is followed by the impact of this study on
the
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model; that is, a more detailed picture of the re-emerged human based on the
data. This detailed model is developed in terms of the categories investigated
and reported in the study. For each category, those portions of the theoretical
model which apply are re-stated (this accounts for the repetition of the
terminology of the model), the data is summarized and the projection developed.
The next section consists of a critical view of the study—its limitations
and strengths, what it has and has not accomplished.
Then the author describes an impact of the study which was not
anticipated—the effect on the typist who transcribed the tapes.
The final sections deal with the future effects of the study: Suggestions
for further research in Re-evaluation Counseling; and Implications of the study
for other areas.
THE MODEL OF THE HUMAN IN R.C. THEORY
The theoretical writings of R. C. are based on a conception of the model
human being. This model is the way every human being is assumed to have been
inherently. The description of the model is deliberately very economical. No
attempt is made in R. C. to prescribe behavior for people, as the specific
behaviors that one chooses have to be the result of thinking flexibly and
creatively in present time. Prescriptions tend to encourage rigidity. However,
keeping the model in mind does provide one with a base from which to assess
what behaviors would be rational at any particular moment.
The assumptions of R.C. theory are:
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(1) All humans are inherently vastly and flexibly intelligent, zestful
(i.e., the resources of the total organism are available for each
moment in time), loving, cooperative and communicative.
(2) All humans have an inherent capacity to be hurt. When they are
hurting, they stop thinking well.
(3) All humans have the capacity to heal themselves. This capacity
is physical. The healing process is characterized by the following
overt behaviors: crying, laughing, yawning, trembling, storming,
sweating and non-repetitive talking. These processes, collectively
called discharge, are enormously aided by the presence of another
warm, attentive human being. The process of discharge permits
the resumption of thinking and the evaluation of experience. As
adults, our original brilliance, zest and loving nature,inhibited and
incapacitated by accrued hurt, can be regained through discharge.
R. C. writings provide this additional information about the model:
(1) The undistressed human is thinking all the time.
(2) She acts on thinking, not on feelings.
(3) She is fully and unconditionally appreciative of self and others
(distinguishing always between person and pattern).
(4) Whenever she sees someone acting oppressively or hurtfully she
has the clarity, the courage and the resources to intervene
effectively,
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(5) She has capacities and capabilities for achieving any goals she
wishes to set.
A PROJECTION OF SOME ASPECTS OF THE
RE-EMERGED HUMAN
The data collected in the interviews seem to confirm the accuracy of the
theoretical model and flesh out the picture of the re-emerging person. In the
interviews, one sees how the natural discharge process enables men and
women of all ages and life situations to work through old hurts, and how the
discharge of hurt allows them to recover their full humanity—the properties
with which they were inherently endowed. No one person interviewed has freed
herself from all the tensions of old hurts, but enough have discharged their
distress sufficiently in a variety of places to provide a basis for projecting
the image of the re-emerged human in some detail.
Discharge
The theory says that discharge is a natural, physical process for healing
hurt.
The interviewees all reported that they discharge in their lives as well
as in their sessions, and furthermore it was observed that they discharged
spontaneously during their interviews. This supports the assumption that
discharge is natural, at least for the population represented by the sample.
In the reports of their lives, people indicated slight differences in the
way
they discharged, and where and when they did it. Appropriateness and safety
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were mentioned as factors. Some interviewees indicated that they were not
restimulated as often as they had been previously. In response to the Opening
Question, they said they could separate the person and the pattern, which means
that other people’s patterns don't restimulate them as much as before. This,
in turn, supports the assumption that discharge frees one's attention from old
hurt to present time. From this information, the model can be projected.
The model human is never restimulated, either by other people's
behavior or by frustrating events, because she has thoroughly discharged past
hurts. She sees people and events just as they are in present time, without
the confusion of old meanings. On those occasions when she experiences a
fresh hurt (e.g.
,
physical injury, the death of someone close), she feels it
and discharges it exhaustively, when and where it is appropriate. When she
observes that someone is acting from distress (which is easy to see when she
has all her attention in the present), she can give that person the kind of
attention the person needs to discharge.
Thinking
The theory says we are inherently endowed with a vast, flexible
intelligence, and that our original brilliance can be regained through discharge.
It says, furthermore, that the undistressed human is thinking all the time, that
she acts on her thinking, and that she has unlimited capacities and capabilities.
The data indicate that people are thinking in new areas, thinking
creatively, coming up with solutions to problems and finding pleasure, ease
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and confidence in their thinking process. Counselors also mentioned they were
remembering occluded information and finding themselves interested in
learning and able to learn subjects and areas they’d never been able to master
before. This supports the assumption that intelligence is recoverable.
Furthermore, in some of the responses to the opening questions, counselors
spoke of having more awareness of self, others and the environment, and of
having the sense that they had unlimited capacities. From this another view
of the model can be projected.
All the model’s attention and intelligence are freely and flexibly
functioning. Her frame of reference is enormous: she is aware of herself,
of others, of the environment, and she has available for recall and use all the
information about reality that she’s acquired over the years. Her attitude is
one of relaxed interest, curiosity and confidence. She takes in new information
rapidly and assesses situations with ease and speed. Her responses are
immediate, vastly informed, appropriate and economical.
She is curious and is always learning, by watching, reading, asking
questions, or by trying, making mistakes and correcting them. She suffers
no acquired inh ibitions in learning and doing what she wants to. She enjoys
challenges and derives pleasure from encountering and solving problems.
She engages in a spectrum of activities that involves the full range of
human capabilities—e.g. , art, music, dance, sports, writing, mechanics,
construction, social action and intellectual study. She brings freshness and
creativity to everything she does.
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Politics and Racism
R* C* theory bases its model of the quintessential human on the behavior
and nature of the relatively untraumatized newborn child. The infant arrives in
the world absorbed in present time and full of a sense of her own power; asking
for what she needs, and protesting when things aren't going right. R.C. theory
recognizes that small children have a lively sense of justice. The source of
this phenomenon is that humans start out ready to love everyone, and they
expect others to be loving also. When people aren't loving, the child knows
that something is wrong.
The data gathered in the areas of politics and racism indicate a clear
correlation with the theoretical model: the longer a person's involvement
with R. C., the more likely she is to recover a lively sense of justice, and to
make her influence and power felt in attempting to right wrongs in her environ-
ment; i.e.
,
she is likely to become aware of political issues and the problem
of racism. R. C. interviewees who were politically active are doing fresh
thinking about what forms and amounts of political activity are rational for
them. Some of the more experienced co-counselors view R. C. as a form of
political activity (see p. 93 ). A number are counseling on their racism and
are dealing with it in their lives. The increased awareness suggests an
increasing ability to face squarely the world's injustices—in contrast to the
tendency of the general public to ignore and not see. The increased activity
points to the recovery of the early sense of one's power to demand justice,
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and to have a positive influence on the social environment. From this still a
third view of the model can be projected.
The model has reclaimed the sense of personal power which was her
birthright and the acute sensitivity to justice and injustice which comes from a
loving and aware intelligence at work. She chooses, therefore, to spend a
portion of her time, energy and money in providing effective leadership for
liberation work in society. She is skillful in enabling others to take leadership
responsibility themselves. Because of her sense of power, she freely uses
her ability to interrupt injustice and oppression wherever she sees it, whether
that be in a super market, in a school, on the street or in a political meeting.
She treats all people as peers and as intelligent, loving, zestful humans, and
settles for nothing less than kindness and thoughtfulness from everyone at all
times. As a result, she generally gets what she expects, frequently along
with people* s discharge, as her expectation pulls them out of habitual
rigidities into new thoughtfulness.
Sexism. Love and Sex
The relevant portions of the theoretical model are that all humans are
bom loving and communicative. They are zestful and unconditionally
appreciative of self and others, and act on thinking, not feelings.
The data indicate that counselors are loving increasing numbers of
people, enjoying closeness with them, taking charge in relationships more,
being less compulsive and less serious in their sexual activity, and
communicat-
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ing and discharging more around sex. These actions specifically support the
assumptions. Now a fourth view of the model can be projected.
The model's relationship to all humans, familiar or not is affectionate
and thoughtful. She has a number of close and satisfying relationships with
men, women and children of different ages and backgrounds. Among those
friends, she has decided with whom it makes sense to have a sexual relation-
ship. In her sexual relationship (s), she is fully in charge of her participation,
very aware of herself and her partner, and shares with her partner gaiety,
communication, trust and intimacy. In all her relationships, she stays very
much in present time with people and expects them to do the same. People
usually like to be with her because they feel perceived and loved for who they
are, and supported in being themselves. They also like to be with her because
she's relaxed, unconstrained, positive and has a delightful sense of humor.
Above all, people always know where they stand with her because she's in
charge of saying "Yes" and "No" when she means it.
These are the dimensions of the model that can be fleshed out from the
data analyzed in Chapter IV; i.e. , the answers to seven of the interview questions.
It would be possible to develop a more complete image of the model through an
analysis of the data emerging from the remaining seventeen interview
questions (see Chapter III, p. 74)
.
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LIMITATIONS AND STRENGTHS OF THE STUDY
While this study strongly suggests some ways in which people's under-
standing and application of R. C. theory change over time, there are inherent
limitations of the study which deserve attention.
(1) There is no way to know whether the three years plus co-counselors
when they were new to R. C., would have made responses that were
similar to the responses of the new people interviewed for this
study. Therefore it can't be said definitely that people change.
That probability can only be suggested.
(2) There is no way to confirm the factuality of the self-reports. It
could even be said that as people learn the language peculiar to
R.C. they describe what has always gone on, only using a new
argot; or in some way they use jargon as a substitute for reality.
Therefore one can question whether they are talking about their
own experience or parroting the theory.
(3) The data might have been interpreted in other ways.
(4) No attempt was made to measure the reliability of the coding
system statistically, nor were any other judges asked to derive
sub-categories from the data.
There is a rationale to support the conclusions of this pilot study. The rationale
is:
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(1) A large sample was used—95 people. If differences are found in
this number of people, it seems probable that the differences
represent changes that would have been found if the same people
were followed over a long term.
(2) A. Great individuality was shown in the responses; which suggests
that counselors were not trying to give the "right" answers but
were being authentic. The care and detail with which people
answered, the frequency with which they discharged, the
sincerity in their voices and manner, and the time and thought
they put into their responses suggest a considerable effort to
render "reality" honestly.
B. The particular ways people use the theory could not be
anticipated in advance. There is no prescription in R. C. for
how people should behave; so, although changes in certain areas
were expected (e. g. , greater freedom to choose behavior) there
was no way to know in advance the forms those changes would
take (e.g., less compulsive sex).
(3) Most raw data about human experience can be interpreted in several
ways. In this study, an effort has been made to demonstrate that
the particular interpretations offered are plausible. In addition,
the reader has been invited to make other interpretations by
examining samples of the data.
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(4) In a concern for reliability every effort was made to be consistent
in the coding procedure. In checking out the coding system, a
satisfactory level of consistency was found by the author.
More research will have to be done to produce any conclusive evidence, but
this is a sound beginning.
THE EFFECT OF THE STUDY ON THE TYPIST
An interesting side effect of the study was the impact it had on the
typist who transcribed the tapes. She was a young married woman hired at
random through newspaper classified ads. She had never heard of R. C. and
no orientation about it was provided while giving the typist instructions. She
was simply given the tapes and told to transcribe everything, including laughter,
sighs, yawns, tears, silences, etc.
Several months passed during which the author had no word from the
typist—then a letter came saying that she had recently been hospitalized with
a serious case of meningitis, was recovering, and would still like to complete
the transcripts.
When the typist at length delivered the completed manuscripts, she
brought also a dramatic story. Her encounter with the taped interviews,
literally, had saved her life. During her hospital weeks her physicians had
consulted within earshot, and she had heard them say that they did not expect
her to survive. However, while transcribing tapes before getting ill, the
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young woman had heard enough experiences from the R.C. interviewees to
persuade her that ’'Doctors are not God”—experiences in which R.C. people
had done their own thinking about how to get well, even recovering from
presumably fatal illnesses. The typist, therefore, refused to accept the
medical verdict, applied to herself the same positive determination to live, and
overrode the crippling aftereffects of the meningitis, despite medical pessimism—
and her recovery was virtually complete.
Her recovery was only the beginning, she said. Other sweeping changes
have come about in her life style. She has completely altered the way her home
looks, has replaced all her furniture, moved away from rigidity in dress and
hairstyle, stopped social drinking and "pill popping", and made new and
different friends. She has discovered that her children are "nice people",
begun "letting up" on them, and "now they’re happy". She said she is thinking
much more, and having more fun, has gotten into local politics, and is working
for the aged and getting others to do it too. She is challenging upper middle
class values by doing her own housework, and is changing the family style
of eating. She doesn’t watch TV any more; she finds she doesn’t need to be
awakened in the morning anymore. She is changing her husband's habits, too.
She described herself as listening, getting involved, and being more responsible;
she makes an effort to find out what’s going on instead of worrying about
getting a headache.
The important piece of information that she absorbed from listening to
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the interviews was, in her words, "If they were dissatisfied and could change,
so could I", This message about the reality of personal power must have
received tremendous amplification from her success in taking charge of staying
alive and healing herself. She made no mention of her involvement with the
discharge process during all this time, but it is apparent that she stopped
letting herself be run by feelings of powerlessness. The feelings may or
may not still be there, but clearly, in many major areas of her life, she is not
/
living by them, but by the information she learned from listening to so many
emerging people struggling with very similar issues.
What was amazing in listening to her, was that here was a woman with
no familiarity with R. C. theory and practice, who had not set any goals of
personal change for herself, who had no support system, nor any formal set-up
for discharge, who was being affected deeply and powerfully by other people's
re-emergence.
People often say, in counseling, when they are encouraging each other
to push through chronic distress, "What you're doing is helping all of us".
This is the first time the author has seen such a dramatic example of the
concept that one person's re-emergence helps everyone else's. In this
particular case, it was many people's re-emergence helping one person's.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
There are a number of different studies which would be interesting
and fruitful, as follow-ups to this pilot study.
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(1) An investigation of a sample of the co-counselors who were inter-
viewed for this dissertation, to examine what further changes have
taken place in their lives and directions since the data were
collected, and what characteristics stand out as they get closer
to re-emergence.
(2) An investigation of the children who were born into co-counseling
families, perhaps using some measures of success in school and
among their peers, some measures of developmental stages, some
interviews in depth, somewhat similar to the interviews conducted
for this study.
(3) An investigation of where the emphasis in R. C. on liberation has
taken counselors; whether there have been changes in their work
life, their studies, their friendships, etc. related to a growing
awareness of oppression, their role in it, and how it operates
in society.
(4) Using the same data collected for this dissertation, a researcher
might examine in some detail the ways in which people change in
unique and different directions as they remain in co-counseling;
perhaps some kind of investigation of individuality as contrasted
with conformity, rebellion or unawareness.
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IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY
There are implications of this study for a number of areas: R.C.
,
therapy, education, child rearing, reciprocity, sharing people's emergence,
peer support groups, world change. These implications result from the
examination of a number of issues.
Re-evaluation Counseling
One implication of this study for R.C. is that there is a need for careful
research about a number of aspects of R. C. The author is particularly
interested in biological information and support for R.C. theory.
(1) The process and effects of discharge
(a) What are the inner dynamics of discharge, i.e., what occurs
physically in the brain?
(b) Are there other outward behaviors which cause similar internal
physical events? (For example, the typist, even if she did
discharge some, didn't do so consciously or intensively, and
yet the changes she reports are remarkable. What was taking
place physically and internally, while listening to the interviews,
to release so much rigidity and tension?)
(c) What is the evolutionary history of the different forms of
discharge? (e.g.
,
sweaty palms is a survival mechanism in
some mammals—their foot pads get wet when they are afraid,
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which gives them better traction in runn ing away so they can
run faster).
(d) What are the physical effects of discharge on people ? How
is that connected with the healing process?
(2) The installation of distress patterns
(a) What is the physical aspect of a distress pattern? Can it be
identified in the brain ?
Therapy
The data present the reader with many indications of the fact that the
society we live in plays a large part in hurting people because of the ways it
conditions them. Therefore, one implication of this study for therapy is that
it is essential for therapeutic theories to take into account the part that societal
patterns play in the development of individual distress. There are three reasons
for this need:
(1) The reassurance it gives a human being to know that what has
happened to her is not her own personal burden, but a burden
shared by those who have been oppressed in similar ways.
(2) It is not sound to train people to fit into a society whose basic
premises are oppressive. An essential part of healing is restoring
to people their sense that they are powerful; that they can act on
their beliefs, that they can affect their world. It is also essential
to free people's eyes and ears so that they can see what is happening
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in the world and can feel the indignation and outrage which a
human being has the right to feel when she sees herself and others
being hurt.
(3) Therapy that doesn’t take this into account can't help the client
sufficiently.
Feminist therapy is moving in this direction. Some T. A. therapists
are moving in this direction. There are no doubt individual therapists who are
including political consciousness as a tool and goal of therapy. This study
suggests some of the ways this issue can be dealt with in therapy.
Education
The data also provide many indications of the effect of traditional
education in enforcing social conditioning. Educators need to make a conscious
choice about whether or not they will continue to train people to become
oppressors and victims. Giving young people opportunities and permission to
feel and express their moral indignation about what is happening in the world
they are living in and growing up in and are responsible for, will give them
encouragement to act responsibly, outside of the oppressor-victim roles.
Helping them to recognize and appreciate their personal power and particularly
their power in collaboration with others, will give them a big push towards
using that power thoughtfully.
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Child-Rearing
There are implications derived from this study for child roaring,
particularly in terms of the therapeutic effects of including the R. C. process
in living. It is in the early years that a child’s sense of power is encouraged,
curtailed or eliminated. The need for parents to get support and attention and
help in their crucial job of raising the next generation of adults, is grossly
overlooked. And yet their job is the most important one that exists. A big
part of it consists of allowing children to feel and react to the injustice they
see, and to stop it (which a child can do if the surrounding adults have any
attention at all).
For example: A two year old child of the author's acquaintance is
fortunate enough to have very aware parents. Sometimes, when they are
discussing some personal and controversial topic between them, they get upset
and lose sight of each other and begin to yell, or speak roughly to each other.
Their son will come between them and tell them to stop. He needs no lessons
to identify irrational behavior that is hurtful. He doesn't like seeing his
parents hurting each other. When he says "Stop”, they do, because they
appreciate his perception. So he knows that he has the power to stop behavior
that doesn't make sense. It will be much harder to persuade him otherwise
as he gets older, than it would be if he were ignored or scolded for "interfering".
The point here is that even tiny infants have the power to get their needs
met and to set things right il the adults around them have enough attention to
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see, hear and respond to them. However, given the isolation and work
burdens of parents, that attention is rarely available.
Reciprocity
The data provide information about the therapeutic value of peemess
and reciprocity.
Parents and spouses, as well as therapists, teachers and others in the
helping professions need to consider the idea that when people give attention
to others they also need to get it back. Continuous giving or continuous
receiving does not allow peemess in a relationship. Peemess is essential
in order for people to feel in charge, not feel isolated (by being the giver) or
dependent and confined (by being the receiver). There are some things that
one person may have to depend on another person for, but that does not
become a dependent relationship as long as:
(1) the person is in charge of asking for what she needs when she
needs it (or is being helped to achieve that goal).
(2) there is reciprocity in areas where it is appropriate and
«•
available.
People in the helping professions (and parents and spouses) often underestimate,
to everyone's detriment, the amount of reciprocity that the relationship is
capable of handling, probably out of their own experience of not getting the
kind of attention and care they needed at a young age.
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An additional reason why people who give attention need to get it back,
is that paying attention to other people hurting usually makes one feel one's
own hurts. If one doesn't get an opportunity to take care of those hurts, one's
tendency is to "shut down", i. e.
,
to stop feeling and thinking, or to displace
the tension into another form, e.g., ulcers, tics, irritation, etc. If one is
going to function well with oneself and others, one needs to keep feeling, keep
thinking, keep responding and stay relaxed. That can't take place under
conditions of continual giving.
Sharing People's Re-emergence
A further implication for education comes from the experience of the
typist in listening to the interviews. If classrooms would effectively eliminate
competition as a modus vivendi, each person's progress, learning and achieve-
ment could serve as an inspiration and a support for each other person, and
everyone's progress would be dramatically increased. It is enormously under-
mining to the human enterprise to be taught that one must beware of other
humans catching up lest one lose one's importance. How much more sense
it makes to encourage everyone to take responsibility for helping everyone
else develop: collaboration is infinitely more effective than isolated efforts.
In fact, young people spontaneously reach for collaboration until it is scolded
and legislated out of the classroom.
Another implication of the typist's story is that people are empowered
by hearing stories of other people taking charge of their world and making
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things happen, stories embodying circumstances and struggles which can be
intimately related to.
Support Groups
This study has an implication for support groups. In the responses to
the question on sexism, there were statements that indicated that some women's
support groups, because they lacked the discharge process, allowed women to
get stuck in acting out angry feelings, as oppposed to moving through them to
cooperative, peer relationships with men. This suggests that support groups
in themselves are not always sufficient to help people get where they need to
get, particularly if all the members of the groups share similar distresses.
Discharging seems to be an important aid to thinking more and more clearly,
even when no one is particularly clear-thinking to begin with.
World Change
It has been found that R.C. crosses cultural, language and socio-
economic boundaries. R.C. has spread rapidly and far in a relatively short
time—a quarter century. Despite the rapid spread, R.C. theory has maintained
its integrity and purity, and the communities everywhere function according to
the same policy, so that a counselor can go from one community to another and
find essentially the same co-counseling theory and process operating.
Because of these factors, R. C. theory and process have impressive
implications for world change. One could even imagine they could lead to a
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bloodless revolution in time: a revolution which could be accomplished through
the process of discharging and re-evaluating, interrupting irrational behavior
and thinking clearly all the time. R.C. is a process whose means are the
same as its ends, which makes it seem a more inviting revolutionary tool
than most: to achieve a rational world, one acts rationally all the time, with
love and attention.
R.C. is a process which can effectively prevent the oppressed from
becoming the oppressors as they regain their natural power and free themselves
from the position of victim; and which can enable the oppressors to relinquish
oppressive behaviors because they are regaining their humanness and their
sense of belonging to the entire world. All this is what co-counselors are
reaching for in their daily lives, their interactions with other people, and their
interactions with institutions and political systems.
As
.
co-counselors multiply their effectiveness as human beings, change
seems likely to occur on an ever expanding scale. Only experience can say
surely what the limits are to that expansion.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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APPENDIX A
4-8 Month Co-Counsolor (Female)
Interview Transcript
4-8 Month Co-Counselor (Female)
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I = Interviewer
R = Response
I— The question is, what is your understanding of RC theory in terms of how
you see it operating in your life ?
R
—
(laughter). • .hm. .
.
(laughter).
. . well. . . I guess right now the biggest impact
the theory's had on my life.
. . is the idea that um. .
.
people are really positive
and loving and warm.
.
. and flexible, and creative.
. .human beings. . .and. .
.
and that applies to me too. . • important to me. . . and so. . . it's helped me
feel better about myself... and. .. I'm more in charge of my life... and it's
helped me a lot with other people.
. .
with the kids in my classroom.
.
. and
being able to.
. . I don't know. • .not feel threatened by the things that they
do so much and.
. .
and be aware that. .
.
you know. . . it's just distress. • •
or it's just um. ..you know, just something that's getting in the way
temporarily. • . and that. . .the right sort of thing happening at that moment
will help them get through it. . . or whatever. • • um. . . it. . . it' s. . • um. . . the
theory has been like coming home for me in one way. ..cause I've always
cried a lot. . . um. • . I never had sort of like the permission or the. . . uh. . •
sanction that that was a good and right. . .thing to be doing. . .and uh. • . so
that' s been really important. • • and. . • in terms of other people. . . not being
upset or worried when I see them crying. . .or doing a lot of laughing. .
,
you know, or. ..um. ..I can remember um. ..when kids used to start to do a
lot of laughing it made me really nervous or upset, you know. . . oh,
calm down. • • quiet down, you know, and all of that. • • and um, . . so that. • •
um. o .wish I had more time to think about this. .
.
I— That's OK. . .those top. . .those top responses are really important. .
.
R— OK. .
.
good. . . I guess that's about all. . . if I think of more, I can fill it
in. o
.
I-- Right. . .Alright. . .now I'm going to go into some specific min. . .about
23 specific areas. . .of your life. . .and what I'm after. . . is the changes that
you've seen since you came into RC. ..or the ways you apply the theory in
those particular areas... The first one is in your use of drugs, alcohol,
tobacco, coffee, tea, stimulants, depressants,...
R— Um. • • I can't say as I. . . seen any change in that area. , . I've never smoked,
and I don’t like to drink. . . and uh. . . I've never drunk a lot of coffee. . . um. .
.
so that was sort of already a part of my life. • • so I haven't really made a
lot of changes there. .
.
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I OK. How about in terms of your food habits, eating?
R-- Mmm.
. .no big change there either.
. .you know I.
. . before RC I watched
my weight.
. . controlled my eating to a certain extent.
. .and I. . . I haven't
needed to make any changes in that.
.
. area either.
.
.
yea.
.
.
I— Uh. . .the area of health and the way you take care of yourself?
R— Um...um. ..it’s had some affect the re... uh. ..uh. ..like in the last.. .about
2 years ago I had pneumonia.
.
.and um,
. . since that time I've had a lot of
colds.
.
.and.
. . about the only thing that I can pin down that might be causing
it is lack of sleep.
. . so I've tried to plan my day.
. .
uh.
. • so that I get 8 hours
every night. • . and. . . if I don't. • • get 8 hours. . . or if I'm not through with
what I'm doing. • . I try and go to bed. . . anyway. .
.
just being more aware of
that.
.
.and sort of taking charge a little more.
. .whereas I used to.
.
.oh,
I'm going to stay up anyway.
.
.
I— OK. How about uh...the way you use time, and organize your day?
R— Well that’s the whole trip .. • (laughter). • . well I just. . . didn't used to have
a lot of control over that at all.
.
. my life was very casual and. . .and if
things happened they happened. . . and if they didn't happen they didn't. .
.
(laughter).
. . and uh. . • I've really. . . tried to make a lot of, . . changes in that. •
.
one big area is school. • • it's like I used to get there when I got there. . .now. •
I try and get there at 7 :30. • . and work through. . . and leave by a certain
time. • • um, . . I used to not pay a lot of attention to, • . the things that I needed
to get done.
.
.um.
.
.housework, for instance... laundry. ..you know. ..and
now I try and spend a block of my time. • . doing that kind of thing. • • um. • •
those are the two biggest areas. • .um. .
.
just or. . .organizing my self, and
my life. . . sort of a necessity. . .kind of. . . uh. . . an area that I'm working on
right now. . . is deciding how much time I need for me. • • and. . .how much I
want to be with other people.. .because I’ve become aware that I really do
need some time just for me. • • and I tend. . .not to do that. • • you know. . . if
I'm invited to do things. • • I’ll go and do those. • . instead of saying no, I’m
going to spend some time for me... so that’s one thing I’m working on right
now. . . and I think that I will be changing. . . and I’m not really clear which way
yet. .
.
yeah. .
.
I— OK. . . How about uh. . . well you did speak about uh. . . sleep. . . that you get 8
hours... how is your energy? any changes in that?
R— I don’t know. . . I don’t see many really big changes. . . um. . . it’s hard to say
because um. .1 did a lot of counseling in the summer. • .but my life style
was so different because I wasn’t working. • • and. • • right now, I’ve just gotten
back to school. . .which means a whole other way of life again. . .and I’ve had
a cold since I've been back in school. • • (laughter). • .even with my 8 hours. • •
(laughter). • • so. • • you know. • • it's hard to say. • •
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I OK.
. . uh. • . creativity.
. . any changes there ?
R I don't think so.
. .no. • • I’ve always been fairly.
. . creative.
. . seen myself
as being that way.
. . and.
. . if anything.
. . the effects.
. . that RC had is in
terms of organizing myself.
. . more. . . and less in terms of creative kinds
of things.
. . I feel at this point.
. . urn. . . I was meditating for awhile.
. . and. .
.
uh.
. .that had more of an impact on my creativity. ..although., .that's really
hard to measure.
. .but at this point I don't think RC could ( ) that to any
increase.
. . I haven't been focusing on it. • •
I Um. • . how about. • • study, scholarship, learning.
. .
any changes there ?
R— hm. . . I've been learning about myself a lot.
. . and uh.
. . I haven't been
enrolled. .. uh. .. in any formal learning situation.
. .while I've been in RC
... um. . . I've learned, I think a lot.
. .of significant things about myself.
.
.
while I've been in RC. . . and also . . I would have to say.
. . that' s about it in
that area. • • yeah. .
.
I— Uh.
. .how about your buying habits, your use of money, attitudes towards
money? Any changes there ?
R— No. • . I don't think so. . . no.
I— Um. . . in your. . . I have child care. . . so I guess in this case it would be like
your uh. • .the kids you teach. • •
R— Yeah. • . I think it's had a lot of affect there. . • um. . . one thing is the importance
of validation.
. .
and um.
. .
the use of that. . . um. . . with the kids. . . and. . . sort
of a shift in my attention from. .
.
you know. . . corrective sort of. . . responses. .
.
to. . .like I really. • . try and relate to them always in a positive. . . vein. . .you
know. .
.
generally along that vein. . , um. . . I do much more in my classroom
to help them pay attention to um. • .the positive things in their life. • . and
last year RC was so new to me. . . that um. . . I was very hesitant to integrate
much of it. • . the theory into my own classroom. . . um. • . this year already,
I have started ,to do more with it. . . um. . . starting the day with new and
goods and. . .and introducing some of the theory. . .you know the lighter
stuff. • • um. . .not being so rattled by their distress. • .and. . .you know. • •
being. • .aware that it was that. . . and um. . .with one child last year who was
particularly. • • um. • • depressed. • • the knowledge, . .that I gained from RC. • •
enabled me to help him a lot. . .he was really shut down and um. . .you know.
... It got to the point where he was. . .you know. • .able to cry. . .or storm. • •
if he needed to um. .
.
you know in the classroom. • • and feel that that was
relatively safe. . . and I was not. . . I could see the process go through you
know. . • I wasn't alarmed by it. . • I could see his. • • I would actually help
him, you know, cry and do everything. . .that he needed to do. • • and then
he'd be OK afterwards. • • so. . . it's had a lot of affect. • . so. • •
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I OK. • .how about the area of. • .love and sex?
R (laughter)., .oh. ..this Is probably the area where it's had the biggest
affect.
. . cause.
. . uh.
. . I had a little trouble with men.
.
.
(laughter).
. . um.
.
.
oh lots of things. • . um. • .well one.
. . one big thing that I was.
. , I was afraid
of men.
. .which goes back to the old dad.
. .and some of the ways that he
treated me. •
.
(cough).
. . and it took the form.
. .
of.
. .you know, not looking
at men.
. . uh. . . mmm.
.
.
you know, when I was involved with a man.
. . uh. .
of not asserting myself.
. . uh. . . in any way.
. . um. . .not asking for what I
needed.
. . um. . . it really shut down my ability to express affection.
. . to
men. • • and uh.
. . I've started to make changes. • . in. . . in those areas. • . um. •
.
for one really important thing.
. . was that I love **** a lot.
.
.
(crying).
.
.
and.
. .
and he was really running the whole show as far as he and I were
concerned.
. . and. . . I told him.
. .
uh. » . I was supposed to go with him this
one time.
. . and I was pretty clear.
.
„
prior to that time about telling him
some things that I needed.
. 0 in our relationship.
. .
and he.
. . didn't hear me
... so I just. .
. ( ) I wasn't gonna come and see him. . • and uh. .
.
(laughter).
.
.I'm on his shit list as a result of it because he uh. ..not writing
anymore.
. . but uh.
. . I really. . . feel good about what I did.
. .
and I was really
going against a pattern
. .
.
(crying).
. . it was the hardest thing that I've ever
done.
. .
um.
. . I've realized that a lot of men in. . . my life set me. . . remind
me of my father., .and my father always used to force me., .to be affectionate.
• .
.
you know. • . to kiss him and stuff like that when I really didn't want to.
.
.
and so. ..the result is that I have difficulty expressing affection to men who...
you know set that off.
. .
and.
. . so I've become aware of it and. . . only that
1 or 2 men in particular. . . I've been able to be affectionate and to relax with
them.
. • and to be aware that they're not dear old dad. .
.
(laughter).
. .
um.
.
.
I've learned.
.
. how special. • . a relationship with a man can be. . . in which
there is no sex. • . and I have. . . a co-counselor In particular who. . . is just a
really beautiful man.
.
.and I love him a lot and I've had a lot of sexual feelings
for him.
. .
and.
.
.
you know. .
.
previously.
. . I probably would have slept with
him.
.
.
you know. . . that. . • that hasn't happened. . . and. . . I wouldn't let It
happen. • . at this point. . . it. . . it's just become such a really special kind of
relationship.
. .
and I wouldn't want that changed. . . um. . . the safety that I
feel with him and. . .um. . .the ease with which I can express affection to
him.
. . I feel relaxed with him. . . it's just. . . something I've never experienced
before. . . um. . . it's enabled me to. . . work through relationships with people. .
.
one I can think of in particular that was a sex relationship. .. and then I decided
to change that. . • and it wasn't like the relationship ended. . . it just sort of
evolved into a really nice. • .um. . .loving affectionate relationship. . . in which
there wasn't any sex. • • and. • . the guy involved uh. . . it was hard for both of
us but. . . I think when it was all over. . .he knows. • • that I still love him a
lot. • . um. . . what else. . .feel good about um ( ). .
.
I— A lot of work. •
.
R~ (laughter)... yeah...
I— OK.
. . the next area is. . . related to the area of friendship
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• • •
R— Um. . . I. . .1 have more friendships, clearly.
. .with people.
. .there are
more people in my life.
. . men. . . I didn't have a lot of trouble.
. .you know.
.
.
striking up and maintaining friendships with women.
. .but there was. .there
was no men in my life... for me... except for ****... like he was. ..an
exception.
. .
and there just were no men in my life.
. . and now it's really.
.
.
out of control. •
.
(laughter).
. . it's become a problem.
.
. and of course there's
all the distress. .. I don't even know how to handle it yet.
.
.
(laughter).
.
.
but you know, now.
.
.there are more men in my life.
.
.than I can possibly.
.
.
you know.
. .
deal with.
.
.
(laughter).
. .
and um.
. .
they are friendships.
.
.
you
know I've decided that.
. .no sex is a good direction for me until I. .
.
get some
of it sorted out a little bit. . . and uh. . . I'm really valuing the diversity.
. .
of
the people that I've met.
.
. and um. . .enjoying uh. . .you know, the companion-
ship. . .there was a point that I went through in which um.
. . I. . . really had
to assume some initiative. . . in relationships with people. . . and. . . I did
that.
. .
and now. •
.
people are seeking me out.
. .
and so it.
. .
like I no longer
have to push in that direction. . .but, you know. . .I'm sure that I will again. .
.
you know, like rightnow it's.
.
.you know, like that song. . . it's easy right
now. • . and you can always take it for granted. .
.
yeah.
. . Oh. . . one. . . I have a
real. .deep meaningful relationship with a woman who's outside of RC. . .and it
was good before RC. . .but it's gotten better, and deeper, and stronger, and
I'm able to be. . . affectionate with her. . • it's really nice. . . she was always, .
that way to me. . .but I had difficulty reciprocating it. ..and we've gotten
closer. ..and that's maybe RC...and maybe just the natural process of our
relationship. • . but. . . it's been maintained for sure. . •
I— Um. . • in terms of your family. •
.
R— Hmm. . .uh. . .especially my father. . .cause of that. . .having worked a lot in
the area of love and sex, and he was tied in with that a lot. . .um. . .I've gotten
a lot of insight. . into the affect that he' s had on me ... and um. . . it' s. . . I need
to be lots more loving with him. • • and to be, . , at times in touch with the loving
feelings that I have with him. • .before it was just. • .there weren't any of those
feelings there as far as I was concerned, .. it's enabled me to be affectionate
with him. . • um. . . at times. . .whereas before I just wouldn't go near him. .
um.
. • it's enabled me to be more honest with my parents. • • uh. • . there was
never much communication between us. • . and uh. • • and it's enabled me to
listen to them. . .especially. . .whereas before, I would just shut them right
off. . • and uh. . . I sort of understand where its coming from and I sort of
accept that. . .but at the same time to know where I stood and. . .1 was me
and. .
.
(laughter). . . stuff like that. . . uh. . . I have a brother who's really very,
very quiet. . . and. . . I've been able to enjoy him much more and be much more
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validating with him, , .whereas before I didn’t inter-react with him much
at all.
. .urn. , . I live with my sister and.
. .we’ve always had a good relation-
ship.
. .
the problem we've always had is housekeeping.
. . and I tend to be the
housekeeper and.
. . she the not housekeeper.
.
.
(laughter).
. .but I’ve been
working on that problem in counseling.
. .and things are better. . really
trying.
.
. at least in the last month.
. .to help with the housework. • • and. .
.
things are Improved around the house.
. .
it makes things much easier.
.
.
yeah.
. .
so.
.
.
I— Um. ..how about in your relationship to work? You spoke about the kids
a lot. Is there anything in the work that has changed for you?
R— I'm much more confident.
.
. uh. . . much more. . . sure of myself.
. .
and sure
that what I’m doing in my classroom is good.
. .
and.
.
.not intimidated by
the principal., .um.
.
.I’m much more relaxed and able to enjoy the people
that I work with.
. . um. . . much more able to um. . . laugh with them and um. •
.
in my school I’ve always been an isolate because., .there are norms about
spending time in the teachers lounge before I get to school and I prefer to
work at those times so that when I can go home, I go home.
. .
well, my
principal's been giving me feed back that. . .you know. . I shouldn't be doing
those things, I should just.
. .
socialize. . . and so I’ve always. . .been considered
you know, on the outside of things.
.
.but this has been my choice. . . and I
haven’t been.
. .
upset about it. . .but I just feel much more relaxed and much
more comfortable ... with the faculty when I spend time with them. . . I feel
more accepted by them. and. . . I think a lot of that is my own relaxing. .
.
I think I was defensive before because I wasn’t agreeing to some of their
norms and uh. . .now I think I'm much more relaxed around them and uh. .
.
as a result they can sense that I think, and I can enjoy them more. . .and
I'm more open to that. . . and not so. . .you know, condemning them. .
.
yeah.
.
.
I— Uh. . .uh. . .what you were just talking about a little bit. . .uh. . .your relation-
ship to beauty and order and your environment. •
.
R— Uh. . . I've really worked on that. • • (laughter). . . a lot. • . I can remember
times last year when I would. . .getting to school and my shoes wouldn't be
tied... or comb my hair... and I was just really horrible things I can remember
happening. .
.
(laughter). . . and uh. . . I've uh. . . really been working at getting
my clothes in order. . . so that they're ready to wear when I get up in the
morning. • .um. • • getting up at a certain hour. • • curling my hair. • .now, I
never curl my hair. .
.
(laughter). • .you know. • • putting on makeup. . • things
in the house are much cleaner and much more in order. ..and the dishes are
done. • • and the bed gets made. • . you know, the floor gets swept. • . my plants
are taken care of. • .you know regular , • • the cats get. • . ( )• • • paid
attention to. . . and. . . in the environment generally, I'm much more. . . aware
of the things around me. • . I've really gotten very excited and very much
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involved in nature.
. . I've been learning a lot about it in the last year or two
from different people.
. .
and uh.
. . that' s really been neat.
. . I just have a
real appreciation of the things around me.
.
.and seeing things.
.
.I'm getting
excited about them.
. . much more awareness of the sunset.
. . or. . . a flower,
,
... or. . . a start of a different thing. • • yeah. .
.
I— OK. • . how about uh. . . recreation ?
R— Yeah uh. • • I got a canoe this summer. . and um. . .that was a big change. •
.
you know, I wasn't sure I wanted to do it. . .wanted to invest the money, but
... I did it. • . um. . . I've always been pretty active. . .but um. • . that was a
whole other thing because it meant like going out on my own, and going to
places I’ve never been before. . . um. . . I've been going out. . .you know, out
socially. . .to see people and uh. . .as far as activity. . . I've always been very
athletic . • . and that. . .that hasn't changed much. . . um. . .but those areas.
.
like going out and meeting people. . . and uh. . .just risking more that way. ,
.
doing new things, I guess. • .hestitate. • •
I— OK. • . uh. .
.
politics. . •
R— Hm. . . I don't think so. • .no. •
.
I— How about . . religion ?
R
—
(laughter) no. . .no. • . I was. . . stopped going to church before I went into
RC. .
.
(laughter). .
.
I— How about the area of racism?
R— I think maybe um. . .I've allowed myself to be more aware of the pain. .
.
of being a minority person. • . and uh. . • I've been. . . in touch with, you know,
the grief that I have about that. • .but so far. • • it hasn't gotten to the point
of action. • •
I— Uh. . . what about the area of sexism, sex roles, society. . . ?
R— Um. . . I’ve become increasingly aware of. .. of being a woman and. . . and. .
.
what that means in this society. . . um. . . and it's happened in the last. . .
year. .
.
that I’m. . . coincidentaUy, I’ve been in RC about a year. . .but I think um. .
.
the RC has helped in. . . me. . . in terms of defining my relationship to a man. .
.
and making the changes there. . . (tape ends. . . cut off here) that's
transferred
into my relationship with the people around me and. . . um. . . like I'm
aware o
"sexism" when I encounter it in people. ..um. ..I'm aware of it
educationally...
with children. . . and in the ideas that they have in the books
that we read. .
.
and um. • .um. • .you know, just. • . at all levels, audio visual, ( )
areas
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like that. • • urn. • • it helps me help explain how I feel about sexism to my
children, I think in a less defensive way.
. .you know.
. .this is where I am
and.
. . the way I feel about it. . . and. . . and theyfve come.
.
.
you know, I
think.
. .1 think I'm more at peace because I could tell by their reaction.
.
.
you know I think.
.
.the first year I was there I. . . I had done a couple of
things. • . and boy. . .they were really unaccepting.
. .
they were really defensive
about it.
. . so now I feel that my understanding more of it or something.
. . is
better, • • .because I could tell by the way they're responding.
. . and. . . so I
guess it's helped. ..RC's helped me... think about. ..what it means for me
to be a woman.
.
.and it's helped me be aware of some old ideas. • .that I have
about that. . .and it's helped me be aware of how I want to change that. •
.
and it's helped me reach some action decision., .decision making about
that.
.
.you know, in order for you I've got to change that. • •
I— Uh. • . how about the way you decorate yourself.
.
you did talk about change • •
.
anything else, now?
R— Uh. ..I think I'm leaning more towards a simpler style of dressing. ..and
I think that's because I'm becoming aware of my own physical beauty. .. when
which I never before was able to. . . to be aware of. . .and so I'm realizing
that I don't need to get. . .you know, dressed up to make myself, you know. .
.
appealing. • . and uh. . .1 don't like to use the word appealing, but. . .you know. .
.
it's that idea. . .1 think it. . . uh. . . it's affected me in that I'm dressing more
neatly. • . and uh. . .paying attention to how my clothes look. • .tending in the
direction of dressing more simply..
.
I— Urn. . . in terms of your thinking. . .has there been any change in that?
r,
—
pve spent a lot more time just thinking. ..um. . .1 used to think rational
thinking was uh. • • you know, just a real pain in the ass. • • it still is. • •
(laughter)
. .
.but I guess now, I'm aware that it really is. • .the best way to
think. . • and to think. • . to be thinking clearly. • . um. . • I am aware of. • • the
fact that my feelings do cloud my thinking. • .whereas before, I would have
just completely rejected that idea, • .you know., .my feelings are there, and
all that shit. .
.
(laughter). . . uh. . . my thinking is more related to my actions. .
um. ..there's more can go into there... I've come to rely more on...
the
correctiveness of my own ability to think. . • and I. . .think I. . .1 used to go
about problem solving by calling my friends. . .and saying what do you think. .
.
(laughter). . .and sometimes I would get good insight. . .but I know
now, in
relating to my friends. . .less of my time is spent. . . in you know, this is
bothering me, that is bothering me. . .you know. . . and more
in just you
know, relaxing and enjoying them. . .you know, it's like I do my
thinking
and my problems solving on my own time. . . uh. . . and uh. . . you
know,
actually taking time to sit down, and do problem solving. . .
and thinking, ,
,
you know, setting times like., .you know in a new. ..new
thing. ..I suppose 1
did. . . it before, you know, haphazardly. . . and uh. . .
you know, actually
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carrying it.
. . my thought to the point of.
. .
of action.
. . OK. . . I’ve thought
this out.
.
.now what am I going to do about it.
. . um. . . it probably happened
before.
.
.but again, it was more.
. .
much more haphazard.
. .yeah. .
.
I— OK. ..how about... your responsibility for yourself, your feelings, other
people, the world, whatever?
R— Um. • . I'm much more responsible for my own feelings.
. .um. . . and
owning them.
. .
and.
. .being aware of how. . . lilce I. . . will my feelings affect
a situation. • . like. . . school. • • you know. • . I guess previously I would say,
you know, what’s going on there. . . it's all their problem.
.
. and I’m getting
to the point where I pretty much see that. . .feelings in the way I was
responding. . . uh. . . uh. . , I knew that before, you know, that I. .
.
you know. •
.
that I was in the situation.
. • and I had an affect on it. . .but. . . uh. . . I guess
I tended to see that sort of thing in operation. . . when I had more of a
positive affect. . • and. . . that has allowed me. . .you know. . . my defensiveness
or whatever at that time. . . to. . . to just be aware of that feeling. . . um. .
.
um... being aware that other people have feelings, and that they are their
own. • . and uh. . . it's ok for them to have them. • • and I don't have to. . . to
do anything about them. . . uh. • • you know. . . to. . . yeah. . . it' s given me more
peace to just allow them to be. .
.
yeah.
.
.
I— How about discharging in your daily life. . .that's outside of session.
R— It happens, but uh. . . really infrequently uh. . . there are times that. . . it
happened. • . on and off with my family. . .but uh. • •
I— Are you talking just about crying?
R— Yeah. . . I guess I am. .
.
I— OK. . . take a larger look. .
.
R— I do a lot of yawning. • .uh. . .when I'm with uh. • .people that I feel comfortable
with. . .laughing. . I guess I've always laughed a lot. . . well you know the. . . uh
... anger I really. • .don't do a lot of, I don't think. • .outside of session. • •
crying I do out of ses. . .uh. . . it happens in. . . with my family, because there
I feel safe. . . other than that it' s pretty much controlled. . . yeah. . . uh. . .
yeah.
.
.
anger is pretty much. . . it's something I still have trouble with. . . it's
confined to my sessions. • • uh. • • yeah. • •
I— That's all of the questions that I have. Do you have anything
that you want
to add ?
R— No. . • that's pretty comprehensive. . . (laughter). .
.
I— Thank you.
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3 years and over Co-Counselor
Interview (female)
I— Now, what I'm going to do is ask you this main question first, and then
I have a whole list of uh, areas to zero in on so that, you know, you just speak
as little or as much as you want to and then thik'll fill up quite a bit more time
(laughs) so don't worry about it... the main question is: how you see, how you
understand the theory of re-evaluation counseling, in terms of how you see it
operating in your life.
.
.
R— oh, (laughs) that's an easy one (still haughing)
. . . how I understand uh,
yeah.
.
.urn.
. .how I, um. . .how I see the theory of counseling as it applies to
my, how it's operating in my life.
.
.um.
.
.well, I-I see it as ok.
. . I see it as
a frame of reference.. ,uh, I see, the metaphor I always use is a tennis game
where, uh, in order to do what you want to do, what you need to do, you have to
draw lines, uh, and and uh, set up boundaries and uh, uh. ..of agreement, these
are boundaries of agreement you have a net, you have two racquets and a ball.
It's very hard to play tennis without lines, nets and balls and racquets (laughs)
.. .so it's like an agreed upon uh, frame of reference that.. .not only I agree
on for myself, but that it's a communicated agreement with others, and uh. ..
I chose this particular frame of reference over any of the others, maybe that's
another question—no that's not another question (I: whatever you want to put in
it) o.k. yeah, because it, uh...it answered uh, uh primary question that I
had that other therapies or, you know, human potential things didn't answer which
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was, uh.
. . what do you do with a hurt. ..you know, I can analyze and I can
figure out and I could see and I could observe and I could react—I could do all
those things but if none of the others answered the question "what do you do with
a hurt" uh, ... so. • • ah. • . it's a yeah, it’s a frame of reference. It's a structure.
I’m a very disciplined person in the sense that I. ..that I understand that I have
to draw boundaries in order to do what I need to do and what I want to do, but
that those boundaries are flexible and that they’re um. ..that they're really
temporary arrangements for where I am at the particular time. The thing about
the, uh.
., re-evaluation theory is that I find that so far, as long as I've been
involved in it, uh, the.
. .the theory seems to unfold as I grow so that what I
thought originally were boundaries.
. .or felt were boundaries or decided were
boundaries were not..
.
so as my uh, so as I become more aware, the theory
itself seems to, uh. • . seems to expand. . .and, uh, so far, I haven't bumped up
against any. . . any, um, unexpanding edge of it. . . so far it's all. . .the only
—
the only one I can think of is that the uh, the ultimate hurt is that we need a
theory. So, uh, but that in itself works within the theory. . . so it's like, uh,
uh, it's like the theory is a complete circle. which exists in four dimensions,
I don't um. .
.
(laughs). .
.
(I-- very funny) yeah, I like it— I could quit (laughs). .
.
I rest case. • • did you want specifics or. •
.
X— well, uh, we'll get to (R— ok) that's a beautiful., .uh. ok. lemme, lemme
ask you the areas that I've got, then you can go at great length on that. . . um,
this is in terms of of—the operation of the theory as you see it as your life has
changed.
., you know, through it...uh, from when you came in, was there any
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difference in your use of stimulants, depressants, alcohol, tobacco, drugs,
coffee, tea all those kinds of things?
R yeah, let's see, when I came in, I was still—I had quit smoking before
I came into counseling.
. . I was still using, um.
. . it seems to me I was still
smoking marijuana. I have a buddy who's now a ( ) we used to smoke pot
together (laughs).
. . I stole her from an old encounter group. I raided it,
. .
.
and stole her from the old encounter group that we were in together.
.
.and, uh,
we used to.
. . I was in counseling.
. . she was still in the encounter group.
. . I
still hadn't made, you know, whisked her away yet. She- she used to come from
out of town so I would—we would meet afterwards and smoke pot together.
.
and
that didn't last very long because we were both scared to death (laughs). • . so th-
but. . .yeah, that didn't- I never did very much of that in the first place so it
wasn't a problem. It was more like a d- sneaky, you know, uh, it-that kind
of thing. .
.
(laughs). . . and, um. . . alcohol.
, ,
I used to drink a little i- uh, my
husband is an alcoholic—my ex husband is an alcoholic and I lived with it for
sixteen years, so, the more he drank, the less I drank so by the time I got
into counseling I was drinking very little... and, uh, never drank wine, always made
made me sick. . . so. . .the hardest thing I gave up there was margaritas. I was—
I really liked margaritas. . .but I that was no big deal. . .and, um. , .didn't
drink coffee ever, but was really addicted to tea. . .which I think is higher in
caffein than coffee is. • • really addicted to tea and , uh, drank that up to about,
uh. . . I think I drank that up till last summer, so I hung onto that the longest. .
.
I'm now in the process' ofbreaking my. • . addiction to sugar. • .and, uh, carbohydrates. • •
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in general, uh, which is, uh, really hard to do, but, urn, I have a lot of food
addictions that I’ve been working on now.* .1 don’t know where you draw the line,
but, what else did you mention, uh, (I—that was most things...) R— was
it ? (I yeah). • . so, uh, my awareness has grown tremendously on.
. . to the
point where I’m working very and reading a lot on-on, sugar, what sugar does,
uh , . . . what carbohydrates do to your body so I’m working now on food.
.
.
addictions.
. •
I—o.k. that is another area, is the area of food.
. . what are the changes.
. .yes. .
.
R— oh, you mean a whole separate.
. .oh, (laughs). . •
I
—
you've lead right into tt. .
.
R— how nice.
.
.
(laughing).
. . well I started this whole community here on
weight watchers.
. •
(laughs) and we’ve lost a lot of weight, I've lost a lot—I-
well I lost sixteen pounds and I've put eight back on because weight watchers is
limited in its way of dealing with it, but it did—bring a new awareness on food.
Let's see, one of the food, the biggest thing on food I've done is to stop cooking
and my children do all their own cooking. That was my first step in counseling.
I just remember standing on the top of the stairs and just telling them, "I quit."
(laughs).
. • and, uh. . . I don't buy any about the only other c- only canned goods
I buy now are occasional canned soups and fish, like, uh. salmon and and tuna,
so canned goods, the whole idea of canned goods has dropped way down—buy
lots of fresh fruit and fresh vegetables. I used to use almost exclusively canned
and frozen, uh, I don't eat— I eat a minimum amount of beef. It seems too
heavy. • .and too expensive. . .uh, and irrational because it takes 21 pounds of it
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takes 21 pounds of protein to produce 1 pound of beef.
. .in other words, 21 pounds
of soybeans and com and all that sort of thing to produce one pound of beef—
that didn’t seem to make much sense to me... so I’ve stopped eating beef and I
eat almost strictly fish and chicken. .. and, uh, raw vegetables, uh. ..fresh
vegetables, I cook some of em but fewer and fewer do I cook. I’m cooking
less and less and my thinking is turning toward anything man-made., .like
bread, any pastry, cereal. ..uh, even grain, I'm beginning to question as being
irrational. ,,um,
. .I'm beginning to think of myself as a hunter and a picker rather
than a cultivator (laughs).
. .hunting and picking (laughs). . . so I- I’ve got a lot
of, I’ve still got a heavy bread addiction. .. which I'm doing a lot of work on) I sit
in the kitchen during my sessions with a piece of bread in front of me and cry. •
.
(laughs) weep into this soggy piece of bread... (still laughing)... have a lot of
sessions in the kitchen. .. food is-is the what I'm beginning to feel for me is the
—
is one of the big chronics. • . and I'm working on it from the point of view now of. • •
how it' s tied in with touch, and of course, with sex, and. • . um. • • the whole,
it's opened up a whole, uh, notion of, uh, different notion of how to. ..how to
communicate correct information on a sensual level. •• rather than always on a
verbal level as we tend to do in counseling. New information tends to come in
on a verbal level without an emphasis on really receiving information on a
sensual level. .. correct information to counter the misinformation that's being
discharged or has been, .or as acts as an input so food is lias been a big big
change since I've come into counseling. . .we still eat a lot of junk foods. .
.
I don't eat any candy anymore unless I'm really distressed. I mean, it
takes
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a real super distress to eat candy.
. . urn. • • questioning any kind of. • .questioning
the addiction to sweet and salt. ..um. . noticing salt has sugar—has dextrose in
it.
. .
did you know salt has dextrose in it ? (I—yeah. .
. ) it. . . acts as a . . . agent
for uh poor. • . sugar is in practically everything now. .which it was once used
as a spice like., .you know, very sparingly, and now it’s used as a preservative..
.
and it’s just I think, probably the most damaging chemical that we taken in. .
.
more so thah cyclamates or any of the other stuff... uh, so I’m I’m just...
doin a lot of—I’m doin a lot of it in my workshops on food. On having people
touch each other while they eat. • . which is changing eating habits and doing a
lot of rethinking on eating and I hope to have this pattern in myself cracked by
the end of the year. . .1 work on it, this is my main direction right now. • •
(laughs). ..and, in fact, I’m hungry right now. .. (laughs)., .and, in fact, I'm
hungry right now (both laugh). . . why'd you bring it up? (both still laughing). .
.
I was doing fine till you came along. . . I'm salivating (still laughing).. .d*-did you
want to know more about the kinds of things I eat versus the things I eat now. .
.
I— Well, I think that covers it pretty well. .
.
r
—
Well, you know, fritos and potatoes and fried foods and beef and I was
just, you know, steak was the ultimate, you know, all that kind of stuff. . . it's
gone now (laughts) kaput. • •
I— Uh, the area of studying, or scholarship or anything related to that. • •
r Well that's interesting cause I've gone thfe other way, I think, um. . .1
got
my master's degree... I went back to school after I, uh, moved here and I got
my master's degree about 196-. • • I want to say 67, I think it was 67. • • ah, you
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know, and, um.
.
.taught for 2|-3 years at the city college and so forth.
.
.
used to read about five books a week. I was just an avid reader, you know,
newspapers, magazines and all that kind of... and, uh...once I got into counseling,
I quit. .. realizing that, uh, there was so much distress in there, in the first
place, the reading, the live books a week, uh, was a kind of an escape.
.
.away
from people was something to do while I was alone, uh. ..I having separated
from my husband at that point before I came into counseling, he was at the
u- I'd always been with a university, I mean he was, worked for a university
so... all our friends were intellectuals and uh, once I broke that tie, then there
wasn't the emphasis on, you know, who has more information than anyone else
and could communicate it better and the one upsmanship that goes on in the
academic circles. . .the talking about rather than doing kind of thing. I became
so caught up in the doing and the being able to relate directly to. . .to human
beings that. . .even though there was a lot of joy in reading and doing things
I had done, it was like I reacted, you know, it was an overreaction against it...
uh. • • and turned away from it. . • and only in the last oh. • • six months have I
begun to read again. . . with ease. . .without the. . .without going to it out of
compulsion. • . like feeling like I had no other choice. ..I'm going to it now out
of choice and pleasure, so it- it's you know, I haven’t rejected it, it's just that
I. . .it’s just that I, uh, go-t, see, I’m just beginning to turn back to it. As far
as going back to school I've dickered with the idea of going back and getting a
counseling degree. • .but, uh. • • I decided not to do that at least now. • . I ve
opted for other. . . other pathways. . . my my whole bade ground has been academic. .
.
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has been un university. I didn’t know people didn’t go to college until I was a
senior in high school. That's when my friends were gonna go get jobs (laughs)
I never dreamed people didn’t go to university. My father had been a professor
and, you know, it was just assumed we would all go to college so.
. . uh. . . in all
my married life I was involved in either universities or colleges.. then I taught
college. I didn’t even dream of teaching grammar school. ..or high school..
.
mainly because I wouldn't be able to smoke (laughs).
. . it wasn't an optional that
threw me, you can’t smoke in the classroom., .uh, let’s see. ..have I answered
all of that question. • • scholarship school.
I— I think so.
. .
uh huh. • • uh, the next area is your creativity. • •
R
—
yeah. • • (laughs). .
.
glunk ! . .
.
just whatever that means, huh. • . well,
that's lotsa diff— that's multi-layered. . • multi-leveled. , my whole orientation
my whole discipline has been as a painter. . .1- my masters degree is in fine
arts and, uh, I quit painting (laughing) when I got into counseling. . . mainly
because I was uh. ..that's not fair, I stopped before that, but I really I really
stopped in my in my feelings being a painter. My identity was. simultaneous
with with with there was synonymous with my painting. .. it was me. 1 didn't see
any separation. • • and I had a lot of compulsions. • .about my eyes and my. • •
and about uh, not having just one tube of white paint but having fourteen because
I might run out. . .urn. • .having a complete studio a lot-of a lot of patterns which. •
.
a lot of fear of losing my identity because I might not be able to paint. . .or
have the, um. • .have the supplies with which to do that. • .was involved in it
professionally. . .was showing was having one man shows in galleries and doing
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all the, you know, the selling and competing and all that kind of thing.
.
.and,
uh.
. .1 quite doing that before I came into counseling but I hadn’t really.
.
.
when people asked me what I did I always said I was a painter.
. .It was and now,
uh, I don’t even mention it.
. . except very casually.
. .
and, uh.
.
.
yet I have done
a little painting. I painted about. • .five little watercolors I guess in the last
year... .completely disbanded my studio, gonna get rid of all my paintings um. ..
and I’ve got my supplies down to an area of about uh, oh 2 square feet, just
watercolors and about that thick,
. . .
and that’s it. . .that’s gonne be. . . figure I
can do any size.
.
. anything I want with material that big. . .and my goal is to be
able to sell a painting on a street for ten dollars, um. ..and the last painting
I sold, I sold for $450 so it’s uh, I’m thinking of it in an entirely different way. ..
it's a reversal., .as far as creativity goes, uh. ..my creativity is just incredible
in all areas, uh, I don’t have any. . • I don't seem to have any. • . distress. •
.
probably because I was always encouraged. .. I always had a tremendous amount
of validation before uh, through art. . . and, uh. . . my thinking is extraordinarily
far out, • • you know, I project it way beyond. . . it’s part of my the freedom that
I had jist by having the edges of the canvas to deal with and anything within it
was game-fair game. . . so it’s like my thinking has. . .has edges which expand,
but, uh, again like a frame of reference, but within it, I'm so -i-incredibly free
(tape ends)... I mean just thinking takes, is very creative and I’m constantly
coming up with new. • • new ideas. • • new forms, new uh. • • new directions in
which to go on-on all levels, not just for myself, but I can... I have an amazing
ability to synthesize and to bring together what my whole thrust in painting was
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to take what seemingly were opposites mid contradictions and to bring em together
so they would work.
. . what most people would consider, you know, op-contradictions
and... the. .the world we describe it in is the simultaneous coexistence of
contradictory evidence. •• well, you know, of course, no evidence is contradictory...
uh, but to bring it together and synthesize it and make it work is very exciting
and to me that’s creativity.
I— Was that present before counseling. • •
R— Yes. . . was. •
.
yes. . • i-in the form of painting. I’ve always been aware of
it uh. ..and it came out in other ways, too. ..but it’s it’s like uh, counseling
has, un, not painting and.
. .thinking about theory. . . I mean I used to do incredible
things as a child and-and, uh. . .there were no bounds to my thought my—I was
never told I was stupid or uh in fact I was always told that I was bright—so I
have very little, uh, distress in that area, it feels very free. • .um, the only
d istress would be the other patterns which hold it back, feelings about myself. ..
uh. . . in other ways, but I don’t feel like. . . my thinking has really been occluded
in a direct form. ..in a direct way... by direct invalidation or suppression of
any kind. .
.
I— Then, actually, uh, RC hasn’t really. .
.
R— Only in, uh, no, only in awareness., .and counseling has changed it in a
sense that uh, the other patterns, that, uh, held me back, the shyness or the fear
of-of presenting myself, or talking went through college never asked a question...
uh, . . . that kind of thing, um. . . in that way, it’ s freed me. . .but it’s. .. I see
it as more of the same... I don’t see it as-as really, uh...well, everyone has
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it of course, but I think I was less occluded perhaps than most in that area.
.
.
and of course, the painting, I was completely free and nobody told me what to
do or, I would was completely in charge. It feels like I’m completely in charge
of it and that- that I question everything, I always question—always turn it upside
down and inside out and, uh, play with it... and I think the playing with it is the
key. . .uh, it’s not serious and it’s not, uh.
. .uh. . . rigid, it's I play with it.
.
it’s like a lump of clay. .
•
yeah. ..I don’t know if that’s it. •
.
I— Yeah, that’s fine.
..
R— But, do you want to know about music and writing and other things.
.
.
I-- Uh, if... it’s...
R— Well, I started playing the piano again.
. . L .
.
played the piano for years. .
.
again alone., .uh, all these things I used to do alone, so people have made a big
influence.
. .the big the big change in my life has been people.
.
.but I started
playing piano last Sunday, sat down and just rippled through a piece.
. . sight
read it. ..used to have an awful lot of distress sight reading. .. and, uh. ..oh,
at a workshop I took my flute., .hadn’t played the flute for years either., .took
my flute and jammed with Ken Pasmanic > do you know him? He’s the first
bassoonist of the, uh, of the uh, Washington national symphony orchestra and
we jammed. • • this has been a year ago. • • that that-that was very—I felt so free. • •
in that workshop. . . th- I hadn’t jammed in years. . . and always jammed with jazz. .
.
of course, we really had a good time. • • and, uh. • 0 it felt like it just flowed out. . •
it was much freer and it was in front of a large group so there were a lot of
other things operating. • • and it just felt wonderful. . .uh, writing. • • poetry. I’ve
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written some very nice poems.
. .always wrote nice poems... that really hasn’t
changed, that’s just— I would consider it natural growth just with age and
experience and awareness, but. ..you know, it seems to come uh, it always
came kind of easy.
. . All those things I always did fairly easily because I spent
a lot of time by myself.
.
.
you have to do somethin when you’re by yourself.
.
.
(laughs).
. . masturbation only goes so far.
.
.
(laughing).
.
.
you gotta do somethin
with your time (still laughing) I’m trying think any.
. .basically the thinking is
the creative.
.
.
yeah.
.
.
I Ok, um.
. . in the area of uh, your general health, your sleep, your rising,
your energy, stuff like that.
.
.
R— Ok. ..uh,
I— Uh, you know either how you apply theory or how it’s changed.
.
.
R— Uh huh, ...sleep. .. was. ..I was very addicted to sleep! ...couldn’t
get up in tie morning. • .needed tremendous amounts of sleep. • • slept a lot in
the afternoon. ..I need about, uh, five, six, seven hours of sleep. .. uh. .. it,
when I’m into something, you know, I’m hitting a chronic or something like
that. ..I’ll sleep, uh.. .maybe less and I’ll wake up earlier, uh. .. I’m getting
up. • • uh. . . I have more time, the more time I counsel,
,
• the more time I have. • •
I’m aware of that. . . uh. . • have a tremendous amount of energy, I feel healthier. • •
um. . . I see. • • did you ask about health, sickness. Like. . • sickness. • •
I— Uh huh. .
.
R- I don’t have any—I haven’t had any colds. I get sore throats but I know
that I need to cry and, uh, I take vitamin C . . .1 still take vitamins. • • un. • •
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which I'm questioning but I'm still doing it. . . urn. . .let's see. . . sleep. . . energy,*
.
I don't even think about.
. . I realize the last two mornings.
. .yesterday and the
day before yesterday I've been waking up at five thirty in the morning, going
to bed at midnite say.
. .waking up at five thirty. . .that's five and a half hours
sleep... the re's there's an old res-there's a residue of- I'm not gonna make it
through the day because I haven't had enough sleep. . .the old programming is
still there to some extent. But I don't it doesn't dwell on me—I don't think Mgee,
what am I gonna do today, I haven't had enough sleep" you know and I used to
dwell on it a lot, uh, I still don't remember my dreams I haven't moved on that
at all. . . I know that there are ways that you can dream so that you remember
them. . .1 have very few dreams that I remember when I do, it's usually, I can
tie them in immediately to what happened during the day. I sleep very solidly, um. • •
wake up with very few aches and I really don't have any problems. ..I don't feel
like I have any problems in that area. • • energy. • • sleep. . • what else did you
mention ?
I— That was it. • •
R— Energy and sleep, yeah, so that' s changed, •• radically. .. I used to get
lots of sinus trouble. • 0 and I don't get that anymore. • .uh, cramps, did you
wanna know about those, does that fit in this category.. •
I— hmmm. • . sure. • •
r Uh, t . i»ve almost eliminated them totally. • . uh. • • I used to have
them. • •
used to have to go to bed for a day. ..take medicines all kinds of things. .
.lots
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of depressions.
.
.
pain.
. . that’ s all.
. . almost gone
. . . urn. . .My posture has
c hanged. I stand more erect. I’ve taken up tennis, is that, that maybe a.
.
.
I— Exercise is part of it.
. .yeah. .
.
R Oh, exercise is part of it? I do Canadian Air Force exercises every
morning.
. .not every morning, but most mornings:,.. I'm a, I’m almost to
age twenty-six (laughs). .. my muscles are almost to age twenty-six (laughing)...
ready to move on to chart four. ..uli, I play tennis about, when I'm here and I’m
not on a heavy workshop schedule, I play tennis at least twice a week.
. . some
times three times a week... nh, just love it and am getting pretty good at it. ..
and, huh, I have some goals in there but that, you probably have goals listed so.
.
.
I— I don’t have goals listed.
.
.
R— My goal is to, oh, another health thing is I’ve started taking, um, ending
my shower with cold water. . • cold showers. I yell a lot. . • and, uh. . . trying to
b reak my addiction to warmth. . . and, uh. • • my goal is to start swimming in the ocean
every day. ..I mean I’m gonna start gradually, but to regardless of the temperature...
to go in daily which has to do with another goal I’m involved in, but. . . uh. •
.
c onsider to be help, uh, my teeth, I’ve started taking care of my teeth in an
entirely different way. ..with flossing and and, un, massaging my gums so that
I won’t ever have to have them cleaned. • .again. • .the whole you know plaque
program. • .breakdown. I don’t brush them with toothpaste any more. • • uh,
my skin has completely changed. • .1 realizing I had been told all my life I had
oily skin and was treating it as such. • • realized what I needed to do was put
moisture on my skin and to, uh, get moisture into it and since... came to a
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point of re-evaluating that and began to to to and my skin is completely
cleared up.
.
.
just a complete switch of the information I have been given.
.
.
that’s been a big thing.
. . uh. . . skin. . . muscles.
.
.
(laughs).
. . uh exercise,
. .
.
um...I can’t think of anything else.
. I know there’s some others in there.
,
0
eyesight, um.
. . urn.
.
. um. . . don’t wear my glasses as much. I still wear them
for foreign movies, and, uh.
,
and uh.
. . I know who that is, that’s Jim.
.
.
about lunch (phone ringing)
I— Do you wanna answer it?
R— No. • • I'll call him back.
. .um. . .but that's a next step and I don't know
how far I'll be able to go with it cause I have an eye injury that's so not just
distress I mean that’s a., .that's a permanent kind of thing.
. .1 don't think I
could ever.
..
(giggles) re-regenerate my iris (laughing)., .really, no, uh. ..
still need to move on my feet. .. that' s the an area of distress. ..I-I guess that's
it.
I— Ok, uh, terms of your, you did mention this just now, use of time,
organization of the day. • •
R— Yeah. I'm very scheduled. . .um. . . I- my morning— it takes me about an
hour to do my exercises, to do my teeth, to eat my breakfast, to take my shower
and get dressed. That's about an hour. • .and, uh. • • I counsel quite a bit. . . it
varies. • . I teach four classes a week and, um. . so I a lot of students want to
counsel with me, and I coul I always try to stay open to counseling with my
students. . .uh. . . and because I do teach four classes I need to schedule every-
thing so I'm scheduled, my scheduling's getting closer and closer in that there's
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less time in between events. «. and, uh. the more I discharge, the more aware
I become the easier it is for me to handle without un.
.
.
you know. I get my
car fixed I’m I don't get up tight about things.
. . so it's easier for me to do and
I do them more quickly. ,.um. . . I was always disciplined.
.
.but it was gr-
with tremendous tension and then I would flip over to the other side and be
immobilized for weeks, you know and then I’d have these tremendous spurts of
e nergy. .and then I get, you know, it was like a cyc-cyclical thing.
. ,uh, now
it’s much evener, I still have little, uh, bits and pieces of those ups and downs
but it's getting less and less. . . so I have a great deal of time and as I give up
more and more of my patterns. ..what scares me is, what am I gonna do with
all that time (laughing). • • Last night I became aware if I give up . . ok.
Last night I became aware if I give up looking for my mother to be there then
I'm gonna have a tremendous amount of time (laughs). . .and it just overwhelmed
me (laughing)... So I’m gonna-Ive got some thing lined up that's gonna take a
lot of time so, um, . . so I d- I really don't need to worry about that (laughs). .
.
it just hasn't jelled yet so it doesn't feel it isn't there well, it isn't it's
just looming on the horizon. It hasn't really come close. . .yeah. •
.
I— Uh, in terms of consuming, buying, use of money...
R~ Ooohh ! what good questions these are... you've, uh, you've come a long
way (laughs) you've done a lot of discharging yourself, I mean, to even have
thought of those questions (laughing). ..consuming and buying. .. well I used to
have an awful buying pattern. . . (laughing). . . right now when when I left my
marriage uh, I had a lot of debts and, uh. . .bought-had a heavy clothes pattern
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and, uh, buying clothes when I felt bad and buying if-if-l couldn't justify buying
them for me, I'd buy them for the kids (laughd
... or I would buy things,
. . . uh. .
.
yeah, things, just buying... it didn't matter really much, what it was...uh, I
bought a lot of things.
.
.
(laughs).
. .
and, um.
. . I haven't.
. . I haven't bought any
clothes for a long, long time... in fact, I'm going the other direction because
of the particular goal I've set for myself, my whole- my lifestyle has to change
in every single area. .. um. •• and clothes, my whole, uh. 0 .1 haven't worn a
dress since I got my divorce and went to court (laughs).
. . so I haven't bought any
. . • um, I still love beautiful things and the things that I have bought are- I'm
starting a mini art collection. . . real tiny little things that I- the last thing I
bought was in Seattle. I bought an eskimoe sculpture from a reindeer antler...
um. . .the things I'm buying are much more expensive., .and there are really
much fewer of them and I-I don't owe anybody any money. .I've no debts, uh. .
.
I have no credit cards. . .no charge accounts. I pay cash for everything. . . and,
uh, I used to have just a bulging wallet full of credit cards and bill. . . um. . . what. .
.
money?. ..
I— Money, buying, consuming. . •
R— and consuming. • my consuming seems to sort of center in on food. • • (laughs)
... sort of a direct consumer. •
.
(laughs). . • consuming. • • I'm thinking of consuming
less and less an less, uh. • • I’m gonna. • . is it consuming like fuel. • .and. • •
I— However you wanna talk about it. • •
R— O. k. . . uh, doing away with my car- almost to the point of doing away
with - I have a motorcycle that I ride. As soon as my daughter goes to college
I'm gonna the car I'm gonna drive till it stops. It's that kind of car and uh. .
.
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then it'll just disappear.
. . and I'll just be left with a motorocycle.
. . so I
want to consume less fuel.
. . I'm, uh, I'm gonna do away with the house. I'm not
g oing to . live in a house anymore.
. . uh. . . I'm gonna live in a boat.
. . uh.
. . so
I m gonna consume less space.
. .um. . .consuming fuel. ..energy consum-consuming
energy uh...I do less cooking- eating more raw foods, of course, that's part of
it... let's see, consuming money, energy, time... uh... well I consume less time
because I don't try to grab sessions from everyone I meet— informal sessions.
I have formal sessions which take care of my distress so that when I am with
s omeone I'm not consuming their time.
. .
uh.
. . I can't think of any.
. .
what was
the first part of that question. • •
I— consumption, money, buying...
R—buying and money.
.
.yeah, uh I have a lot of- still got a lot of fear about not
having a regular income. . .and, uh. ..making, you know, earning for myself,
taking care of myself, lot of female stuff there, uh. . .but. ..com but always when
it comes up I can re go back and rely on the fact that I have so many incredible
talents and abilities. • • you know, and actually. . . in this society I also have
certifications and licenses and. ..diplomas and, you know, all that kind of, you
know, stamp of society's approval (laughs) stamped me ok... (laughs). .. and I
have some permanent job offers. • .uhhhh. . .that are always open to me. • .and
I forget about them when I get into my money thing, you know, like what am I
gonna do. • . um, I'm slowly giving up my money fears. . . and, uh. • • I think the
last one is, you know, the food thing. . . if I can it all ties in with, you know,
surviving, food that kind of. • • changed entirely ...everything’s changed. ••
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there's no.
.
.
part of my life that hasn't changed.
.
.
(laughs).
. . what' s next
?
I can hardly wait. •
.
I— child care. • •
R— Child care ? (laughs). • . well, I quit. .
.
(both laughing).
. . I quit by-by I-I
resigned as mother. ..I'm no longer called mother— haven't been for three
years. • .1 insist on them calling.
. .unless they want me to call them sonny and
daughter(laughs).
. . uh. .
.
gave up. . . doing things for them uh. . .the house is
divided into work areas which rotate so that each.. each of us equally shares in
the work of the house, um. . .and I rotate and I don't even I'm not even in the
position of being overseer. . .the overseership also changes so if someone's not
doing their job I don't I'm not always the one telling them to do it, uh. . .that's
completely changed. I was doing it all before, was doing everything and,
you know. . .that thing, it was a mess. • • don't cook for them any more, they're
learning how to cook themselves d-doing a beautiful job of it. • .1 don't do their
washes any more they do they're responsible for that. This has been going on
f or some years now. • • um. • • this was something I became aware of very early,
I think, in counseling, uh...ha don't give them money. They’re responsible
for earning money and buying a lot of the things for themsd vs«: my daughter is
at the point now where she's buying almost all of her clothes, only a very few things
do I like underwear I'll still goes halfsies on...uh. ..not protecting them and
providing for them. ..in the traditional ways any more and as a result feel
freer
to provide attention for them, support for them, uh. • . in other ways,
uh, I
never was into a heavy dependent thing with my kids... never really locked me
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em In dependently.
. .and as a result, there's some unfortunate things that go
along with that because also there's a kind of a distance which comes along with
that.
. . um. . I discharge in front of them which is taking care of them.
. I consider
that taking care of them.
. instead of sort of presenting myself as a, uh.
. .a
parent. ..don't think of myself as being a parent and very often I don't think of
myself as having children.
. . I forget.
.
.that I have children.
. . in the sense
that, you know.
. . oh, I have children.
. . that kind of thing so that's a different
way of thinking. • • uh. , . child care, I've uh.
. . I did something that was very
difficult for me to do and that is I had my older boy go live with his father.. •
because he couldn't.
. . it wasn't just him.
.
.but the situation here was the boys
could not get along together.
.
.and I-I couldn't interrupt it seem to get to em
because of where I was. . . so I had him go live with his father which - felt very
bad, felt like I was not caring- was abandoning him, you know, all those old
feelings.
. • and did it anyway, and it was just superb. It was the best thing I
ever did. Th- both the boys are uh growing and flowering and, you know, getting
much more attention and-and time from each of us than they ever did when we
were together. ..and now when they're together they're just so, you know, they're
just so excited about each other, well, they still get into stuff but it's nothing
like it was.
. . so that's very exciting, uh, taking care of my kids in a way that
I was not taught to. . .or had no model, really doing a lot of clear thinking and
new thinking in that area. ..for me... so that's uh, that's different. Really
realizing that to care is to foster in them the responsibility of taking care of
themselves and, uh...you know, that's the biggest thing, I guess. ..and they're doing
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just beautifully.
. . I'm very pleased with them. I mean, they 50tta, they
gotta, they're gonna have to start doin somethin about their feelings, but I'm
not even taking responsibility for those anymore. ..just letting em have em.
..
(laughs).
. . They can have em (still laughing).
.
.yeah.
.
.
I— OK the next area is love and sex.
.
.
R— Oh wonderful! (laughs).. .1 have the best news. I have the best news for
you. ..Uh, oh yesterday, this was an awareness yesterday of giving up the whole
concept of love as a distress pattern.
.
.
(laughs).
. . and thinking about giving up
the word (laughs) and being totally distressed and, uh. ..ah., .love... uh, how
has counseling changed that, well it's gone through an evolution uh, really, of
feeling very unloved, a feeling of being very unloved.
.
.to the point where I am
now of it sounds like a reactive thing if you jump from one to the other of saying
"I'm doing away with love" the language sounds angry and reactive but in between
there, of feeling unloved.
. . I went through a process of, uh. . . doing a lot of
thinking. .. that love is a distress. ..the concept of love is a distress pattern.
That came yesterday. And that's come from someone who loves me and can't
stop telling me, you know, I love you, I love you, I love you and it's driving
me up the wall... (laughs). . .because it's, uh. 0 *it's an expression of his
feeling. . . it's feeling. . . it's not thoughtfulness. . . I'm really beginning to feel that
it's love is a feeling that needs to be discharged. • .as it's uusually defined and
expressed, . . uh, (laughs). • • I think we ought to do away with it (laughs). • •
and before counseling I thought it was just exactly what I wanted (laughing). .
.
but never had had (laughing). . . and the more I see of it the less I want it (laughing). .
.
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what I guess I really think of is what maybe people think about it being love is,
uh, thoughtfulness, thinking. thinking awarely, but it's not the uh, expression
of feeling.
. . uh,
. . . and I'm beginning to think that all feelings, feelings of love
need to be discharged. I know I brought this up at the women's workshop and
Harvey jumped out of his seat. I was on to it even then and I got scared and
backed off.
. . but, urn.
. becoming more and more convinced of that.
.
.
(laugh s)
... I had my I had a last sex class meet last night and, uh.
. . had them all sing
a love song, we had a songfest. Everyone sang a love song. I've been doing this
in the sex workshops too, and you know, every one of them is just laden with
distress.
. .every single song is just pattern.
. . so either uh.
. . so I think the whole
concept of love may be, uh. distress.
. . we either have to.
. .1 think we have to
c ome up with a new word.
.
.and sex, let's see, sex.
. . well, uh, just all kinds of
things have changed there, of course.
. • uh. • • how much detail do you want. •
.
just as much. •
.
I— Whatever you want.
. •
R—OK. • . um, . . I had a very. . . sexually distressed marriage and, uh.
. . was in
counseling when I met a man who did not have. ..who was a complete opposite
of my husband and had a had a sexual relationship with him, we still do, by the
way, have a sexual relationship with him and it was so different, that, uh, I
began thinking in counseling terms about sex., .you know, the theory and practice
and all that kind of thing, and. . . uh. . .never really felt cared for at all sexually
by my husband, and never had any other experience. • • uh. ... .people find
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this out from a sex teacher (laughs) I've told this before in workshop,
. . . uh. .
.
had several other experiences, uh... having begun to think of sex in counseling
terms—had several other experiences, uh...with sex, not with... not directly
with intercourse but with sexual things, with sex being the subject and so on and
just came to the realization that there that it was com it had completely permeated
the distress patterns— it completely permeated all aspects of our culture and
society.
. .was overwhelmed absolutely overwhelmed by the uh, by the degree
to which it had permeated it. ..our language, the way we dress. ..uh.
.
.the way
we treat men versus women, uh. • .the fact that women behave differently towards
men, towards men towards women, you know, the difference in behavior, uh. ..
the language, the kind of work we do, uh, the advertising, everything (tape ends)...
uh, transportation that we have, I mean, it’s, it’s uh. ..it's just incredible.
It was overwhelming to me to have this insight, and, uh.. .needed to work on
the distress that was coming out and, didn’t have any one. I was working with
the most experienced people here in Santa Barbara ..had some personal experiences
that I needed to work on too. . .uh. • • and that’s how the. . .had the insight that. . •
you know, my counselors couldn't listen to me, I know, they used to give me
weird directions, .weird directions. . .um. . .had the insight to realize that
the distress is usually laid in one to one... and, uhthat the group would offer
support in this area versus the fundamentals class which was the reverse. The
one to one was the safe place and the group was the scary thing. And it worked.
Set up a class. .. didn't tell anybody, just people was a lot of distress
amongst leaders about it and did it and, uh, as I. ..you know, I was just way out
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in left field with it. ..I had had a, uh, very positive sexual experience from this
man. With this man and, uh, felt very cared for, had had orgasms for tto first
time during sexual intercourse, you know, was just fine... with this... with this
care and was with a man whom I could touch who didn't respond sexually.
. .all
t he time. , . and it was a, you know, it was a it was just a revelation to me to be
with a man and not be afraid of being raped... which was, as I re—evaluate my
m arriage. That was my basic fear.
. .
was, uh.
. . came from way way back,
. .
.
um.. o so a combination of events and setting up the sex class not because I was
clear. • • in this area, but because I had started doing some thinking.
. .
and for
some reason or other was able to.
. .put it in, I've always been able to put it into
prafctice.
. . uh. . . my creativity was always. •
.
painted, you know, it was always
s omething tangible. . . so I put it into practice in the form of a class and this
has been two and a half years ago.
.
.and the process of teaching and having to
move on it myself cause when you teach, you know, it brings up everything.
. . so
having to counsel on it myself all the time, didn't really intend for any of it to
happen this way.
.
.and it just sort of snowballed and the classes became a term,
you know, just got more and more successful and-and, then I ende-I started
with one, then it started, then it divided into two and so now I'm working on two
levels. .. I've got a chronic sex class which is a direction only class. It's been
going on for almost a year and then a beginning class runs every eight weeks and. ••
the. • • results are just incredible. • .and of course, the workshops and w- each
one, of course, I re-evaluate all the time and my own sex life is-is changing uh..
.
I have not had a lot of sexual experience with a lot of different men which is th- what
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I thought I'd probably do in the beginning.
. . my thinking has completely reversed,
to the point.
. . well it's just incredible. Everything has changed.
. . everything
has changed.
. .and what I'm doing now is the sexual relationship I have now
which is with the same man. • , we lived together for two years.
. .we parted, but
w e still la ve a relationship which is a I*m very proud of.
. . uh.
. . is that we now
plan sex—we set up an appointment.
. . separated it from the nighttime.
. .no
longer have sex and.
. . sleep be confused.
.. only have sex during the day.
.
.kinda
separate it from the bed,
.
.and get it out of the restimulation of bed-nighttime.
We talk about... we have sessions during sex so we divide up the time, we take
directions and discharge all the way through and, uh.
. .
it* s very light and playful
uh. ..it's happening less. I have less and less sex. It's more intense when I have
it and more satisfying as a result so I guess I need less.
.
.as far as re-sexual
re stimulation, this last workshop I ran with**** . . I was aware for the first
time, I was not sexually restimulated by any man. There were fifty-people
there—fifty-three and there wasn’t one man who restimulated me., .you know,
that I kept looking at and checking with, you know, hugging more frequently than
anhone else and there was a man there whom I had felt tremendous sexual
restimulation with three years ago, and I didn't even recognize him (laughs)...
he looked like a stranger. . . and interestingly enough. . .there was no women there
who restimulated me either. There's always a sensual woman there... or more
that I will also be drawn to. . . who is very attractive for some reason or other and
I'm sure it has to do with my programming from my culture. . . There weren't
any women there that I was not drawn to any one person. • .and I'm sure that that's
not gonna be true, I still will be re stimulated but the awareness that that could
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happen made me realize how much I had grown, whereas before I used to get
terribly visual restimulated. Being visually oriented I would, you know, just
clunk ! I would just fall totally visually in love.
. . over and over and over again,
on the street, everywhere.
. . urn. . . sex has has really become no big deal.
.
.
for me.
. .used to be a very important, you kno w, vital.
.
. dressing less re-
stimulatingly.
. .uft^ hopefully by the end of the year I’ll have a uniform, not
a uniform in the sense of a bus driver, but, a ...basic way of dressing that
is not going to that is comfortable attractive, but not sexually.. 0 it won’t
have that in mind and I’ve got a ways to go on that still. ..feelings about my own
body. . . um. • • much. . • just love women. • • just having a lot of close physical
contact with women. ..uh, not afraid at all to feel their bodies... have grown
tremendously in the area of touch, and I’m beginning to separate touch from
sex and yet still maintain a sensual.
. .
aspects of it without having it be sex.
.
.
really separating sensations from feelings. • • is what it amounts to. • • and it’s
happening. It’s a gradual process.
.
.just huge awarenesses and re-evaluations
all through.
..
(laughs). . . well, I, you know, I could go on forever on that
subject. • • but (laughs). .
.
just that.
. •
(still laughing). . • I get on the subject of
sex uh.
.
.the direction I’m moving is to. . . is to. . . make sexual appointments with
lots of different men to talk about sex with them. ..and I’m gonna do this with,
uh, my husband, my ex-husband, and with ***** ...and, uh. .. with the men that
approach me uh...you know, like with Eddie, the drummer (laughs).. .and a
man that calls me a lot I need to make an appointment to talk to about it and
exactly what-what his expectations are.. .and, uh, to tell him where I stand
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about it and to clear the air. This is what I'd like to be able to do with every
new man I meet is to say "hello, how do you do. I don't want to have a sexual
relationship with you, but I would like to bla, bla, bla, bla, bla, urn, cuddle
all night with you and, you know, whatever or I'd like to say I would like to
have a sexual relationship with you but first of all this is what I would like to
do.
.
.
"
you know, to remain flexible.
. . to be able to to to clear the air on that
right away and not have it louse up a, it all intermixed with the other stuff..
.
keep it separate. .. so that's the direction I'm going in my own life... and, um. ..
yesterday had a nude session in a sauna bath (laughs).
. . with an old old friend.
.
.
uh . . and that was just delightful. • • moving on my own feelings about nudity and
so on.
. .
very slowly.
. .very that I have plenty of time on that to do it all at
once.
. . that' s good. .
.
I— OK my next area is related to that somewhat. It's friendship.
.
.
R— Friendship. . . how. • .has that changed. . . well, um. . . really th uh. .
.
thinking that I had no friends at all.
.
. and, uh. . .didn't need friends was my
position before.. .just considering myself a person who did not have friends
and one who did not need them. . • right. . . um. . .never saw really much evidence
that I wanted friends., i laughs). plus my own, my own distress, of course...
my own hurts. . . at the point now. • .uh. , don't have a lot, what I would call
a lot of friends. . .but, uh. . . don't feel I need them. . . I seem to I what I'm doing
is I'm having a lot of, very, of vi a of what I'd call little vignettes of of relation-
ships of all different kinds. • .uh. • .you know I'll sit next to someone in a plane
or meet em somewhere at a lunch counter or while I'm traveling, know I'll
never see em again, be with him twenty minutes and it'll be just choice.. and
delightful.
. . and 1*11 do everything that I need to do.
. . and move on.
. .and then
I have, you know, friends in the sense that I consider my children friends at
a certain level.
. .and not friends at another level.
. .you know, there's a level
which we aren't friends.. uh, the man that I'm having a sexual relationship with
I consider my friend., .but that's a d again a different, you know, it's manifested
in a different way.
.
.and I have a a rela friend, uh, I'm friends with him, but
a Iso I have a sexual relationship so I'm wearing, wearing different hats with
different people and different combinations of hats.
. .with my children I wear,
uh, you know, a stack of hats and friendship may be in there somewhere but
there's a different one on top, same would be true with Gary. . • um, . . I have
friends.
.
ok yeah, I have maybe. . . four or five friends who I would consider I could
ask money.
. .
a good sum of money from. I could ask if I could move in with em
because I needed a place to live. ..uh, I could call them anytime day or night. . •
um. • • and that I feel completely free with them. • • um. • • to sleep with them non-
sexually. . . to be nude with them. . . um. . . to, uh. . . share not only my my body
but my not afraid just to tell just anything., .to. .there're probably four or five
people and some of those are growing, you know, I mean. •• some of those I maybe
wouldn't feel completely free in all those areas with but, it's growing. ..plus
the fact that I've become very good friends with my ex-husband. . .and I think
I could do that with him. . .1 wouldn't feel--see I wouldnt feel safe with him in
the. ..nude or see, I it's interesting (laughs). •• so I guess, uh, friendship
is something that, uh...and those people are persons I've brought in to counseling.,
they're not persons who I've met counseling. . .1 think that's separation. . .however I
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consider all my sounselors friends.
.
.and whom I could ask for some of those
things.
. .but whom I wouldnot socialize with.
. . I would not go to the movies with
o r do these other things with.
. . like the man yesterday with the nude session I,
you know, he's never been in a class I've had counseling with him for two years,
teaching him during my time.
. . so that's uh. . . I guess that's it. uh, don't
really. • • it just sort of happens, it's a growing thing don't think of it.
. . sometimes
I think I've gotta get more friends.
. » I need more friends.
. ,uh. . .think more in
moving on men.
. . and clearing the air and saying no sex. • .uh. . .uh. realizing that
friends. •• have a lot of dif yeah, I have friends on different levels, like I have one
woman I play tennis with, but try to expand that relationship. It hasn't worked
too well cause she-she gets into her stuff and I'm not gonna counsel her, so, uh. ..
trying to relate to people who are not in counseling in those areas they're clearest
and where we share the clarity. • . rather than trying to do the whole thing. • •
and so as a result there are lots of things. . .that are growing and changing. .
.
you must have another appointment is this going longer. • •
I— No, this is fine I've uh, the next one's with Jenny and I told her it would be
somewhere around elevenish or whatever..
.
R- OK um. . •
I— Uh, the next area is your parents, brothers, sisters, family...
r— Oh, yeah. . . well that's just really neat. I'm getting to know my sister
(laughs) that’s started before counseling, but it's really grown since then... and
I've chaired chaired with her for a lot of things. • .I've. • .I've crossed over
beforehand I felt completely alienated from my family. I was the youngest child
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and my brother and sister were pretty lumped in together.
..when I was bom
t hey were much older and, uh. ..my family’s never been close., .very seldom
did we write or speak or anything, it's sort of like the apron strings were untied
with the umbilical cord (laughs).
. . so, urn. . . I've moved on my sister and my
brother in law. ..and, uh...made some very close contact there. My daughter's
gonna be spending a lot of time with her when she's in college and I write her
and she's very helpful and I'm letting her help me and that's big, big growth.
.
.
my brother, uh felt, a lot of fear with him.
. .no communication at all.
. .
and
when I did this last workshop in Madison uh, about a month ago.
. . set as,.. I told
him I wanted two days with him. He was to not work he was to take time off
from work that I expected that from him. I mean this is a complete reversal.
.
.
he was always my big brother, you know, he knew everything, he was smart, but
I was nothing. I had to listen to him and all this stuff. • .was able to tell him.
I hugged him. There's no touch in our family. No, I can't remember ever
being touched, um.
.
.hugged him every day that I was there. • told him I loved
him and I have never ever said that to him before in my whole life. . . so I
actually moved on him, validated him totally for two days. ..and uh, just, it was
just marvelous. • • cracked through a whole lot of stuff by counseling on it before
hand and then actually doing it uh, my parents, uh. . .what I'm doing right now
is I've tried going down they live just very close to here. They live in San
Clemente, but I don't hear from them or see them or communicate with them
much at all. . . There’s still a lot of distress there and, uh. . . always had been,
it's not changed. In fact its probably a little less now than it was before- -although
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the communication isn't any better um.
. .I've gone down there, uh, told them
a little bit about what I do not much.. .mean to write them, my goal is to write
them each a validating letter and tell em how much I appreciate what they've done
for me* That's still hanging on th.
. . clothesline, I haven't brought that in..
.
(laughs).
. . still whipping around in the wind out there (laughing).
. . uh. . . really
at the point of giving up on my mother.
. . thinking that it's that the allocation.
.
.
that it.
.
.that there's so much hurt there and so much want.
. .the feeling like.
.
.
um. • . maybe I oughtta allocate my time better elsewhere.
. . and that' s what I
meant by giving up the.
. . the idea. . . so I may be doing that. • . I don't know. • . um,
and if there is, you know, it may be that she'll try and do something and, but.
.
.
it may be a reactive thing, I'm still uncertain about it, so my parents are
still, uh. . .I'm still gonna write them the appreciation letters. • .but I think after
I do that I gotta there's gotta be some feedback from them and there's not much
ever coming back. . . it feels like I have to do it all and, uh. • • I'm uh, I'm
realizing that I'm trying to do too much, maybe. . .thinking in terms of doing too
much, not doing anything as a result, • .and need to do just, need to reach out to
them. • . lightly. . . so that' s when I* m. • • that' s kind of a goal. • . ok. . •
I— Um, in the area of your work, you talked quite a bit about it, if you have
anything more you want to add. • •
R— Yeah, um, well, I'm gonna. ..give it up (laughs). . .I'll be quitting (still
laughing). • • I'm gonna quit ! (laughing). • • my work. • • uh. • 0 my work is counseling
and it involves teaching classes, uh... doing some private counseling one
way counseling. • .and, uh. • • leading workshops, , , and I figure I'll do that maybe
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for another two years, three at the utmost and then I'm going to set sail, I’m
gonna.
. sail around the world on my boat.
. .
and, uh. it’ll be an entirely different
life so, uh, what will happen with that, I don’t know.
. .
uh, I think I'll always
counsel in some form, but my plan now is to, uh, that it's a temporary arrange-
ment.
.
.
(laughing) that' s just my plan now. . . it may change. . . uh, I did turn down
a position as one of the P.C. staff so I was aware of it then that I didn't that I
don't want to make a career out of it, right now, at least... I've given up dreaming
and decided that if I have an idea that seems like a dream there's no reason it
can't be real, so I'm turning a dream into a, what was a dream into a reality.
.
.
painting, uh, I may go back to it eventually. . .as a livelihood as a form of work or
teaching art. I still teach an art course for the university occasionally, through
extension, I have one coming up this June. • . uh. • • that may be something I'll
go back to. . .I've a lot of options, so uh, don't really consider this work, some-
how, I-I have an awfully good time doing it. . . The concept of work is beginning
to. .
.
you know, th-that word is beginning to disappear from my language, .and
b ecause I'm enjoying what I'm doing so much. ..it -enrages my husband
(laughs) my ex-husband says to me, says you oughtta go to work (laughs). ..I'm
not supposed to enjoy it! supposed to feel bad. •• and it doesn't, so, uh...work...
I don't know what that is. • • yeah. . •
I— uhj a lot of these you've already touched on. • • recreation. . . in case you
want to add more you can.
R— Recreation. • .yeah. • .well, I don't make any separation any more...
I don't think of recreation and-and, uh. . . work. . . I had an awful
lot of fun at
workshops. . . and, uh, I have as much fun direction setting as I do playing
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volleyball (laughs).
. .they're just a ball.
. .both of them.
.
.
(laughing).
.
. and
sometimes tennis is work.
..
(laughing).
.
.and counseling's a a a gas.
.
•
(still
laughing)... uh... Let's see, uh... recreation. ..well this boat, for instance,
might seem like recreation, but I see it as a.. .way of life.. a lifestyle and a
whole new discipline . . a whole new language. . . a whole new set of skills.
.
.
uh. • .you know, having to change my whole.
.
.whole way of-of dealing with my
day, really. ..uh... hopefully those two are so intertwined. .. on the boat, wh-
they're beginning now-now, I really, uh. . .1 don't think, you know, I gotta go to
w ork or I gotta do this or I gotta
—
yeah, there's really not much separation there. •
.
recreation. • • recreation. • .wonder what. . • I ride my motorcycle, you know, but
I go somewhere to do something. I'm riding my motorcycle, I'm just tripping
out. •
.
you know, (laughs). .
.
just whoooooo (laughing). . . I-I seem to be doing things
that I have to do. . . in such a way that they're enjoyable. . . so, uh. .
.
I— Um. • • politics • • •
R— Politics. . . uh, that' s something I haven't really moved on yet. . . um. .
.
moving on it. ..within our community. .our counseling community.. .there's a
lot of politics. • • in our counseling community (laughing). • • if you haven't noticed. • •
and doing that and I consider, for instance, uh, you know, I’m alternate area
reference person... and on the reference committee and I go to the reference
workshops and do all that kind of stuff and I. • • inter-act with Harvey in stuff. • •
and there is. . . my notion of politics there is something there. . . in the notion of
politics. . . it's setting policy. . . it's trying to find correct policies. . .
setting it. .
.
trying to resolve the differences that the tensions that arise,
try to figure out where
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the distress is.
. . in setting a policy.
. . dealing with that.
. . that’s all politics,
uh ..as far as moving into it a formal sense all I’ve really done is support it
financially.
. . I, uh.
. . and I don’t I don’t I haven't moved into a party particularly,
supporting it financially, but like I, uh.
. .1 give money to the ACLU and I give
money to Common Cause and, uh, support them, financially. I haven't been
able to do anything as far as... I haven't done anything, I should say... I've been
able to. ..of course I've been able to. I haven't done anything as far as moving
actively in the community with politics.
. .
and that may or may not be a.
.
.
I look on it in a very broad sense in that.
. . in that. . . uh. . . uh. . . well, I've got
a list on my bulletin board that, uh, of people to call in congress and I was
g onna do that. . . I haven't moved on that yet. •
.
you can call for ninety cents if
you call before eight o'clock. .. and if you call it counts as so many constituents
with that view. I don't know if you knew that. • • if you call your congre ssman in
Wadiington, they a phone call means more than a letter., .you know, it, they
figure that that represents a certain percentage..
. so I was gonna set aside like
every Monday morning before eight I was gonna call a congressman or senator's
offiee and tell em what I thought of whatever was going on—haven't done that
yet, but that's a goal. • . and I'm thinking in those directions at least. • • I vote. •
.
I do that. . . I didn't used to vote. . . I vote now. • • um. . . Is ..frm . .that' s a family
pattern, not to vote.. .not to care. . .not be involved so that's gonna that's an
area I really need to move in. • • I'm looking foward to doing that, too. • . somewhat. • •
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I OK. • . uh. . . religion.
.
.
R~~ ^ • religion.
. .never had one (laughs).
. . used to say art was my
religion um, • • religion.
. . um, • • used to say art was.
. . I suppose counseling comes
the closest to, uh. .. religion being a discipline., .a-s- a framework, that’s what
it is, a structure framework.
.. and that's what counseling is. ..that's what art
was for me.
. . it was a framework that didn't include people um.
. .not at all
interested in it except as a sort of a intellectual exchange or ideas or comparison
or something like that.
. .used to go to the Unitarian church cause my husband
felt that the children should have something (laughs) he'd been raised as a Jew.
.
.
so, um.
.
. don't do that anymore.
.
.doesn't interest me.
.
.no..
. .fine.
I— Uh, in terms of your relationship to your environment, housekeeping,
uh, you know, beauty and order.
R— Oh. . . was always. . . I'm much less compulsive (laughs).
.
. used to be very
compulsive about cleanliness, waxing, cleaning. ..now... with the kids, you know,
I just, I do less of it. ..and it—it's overall better and everyone feels better about
it. Always have been extraordinarily aware visually. .. and, uh. ..have come
much more out in color. ..and, uh, ...not, so concerned about things like
modernness or things like that. ..don't get disturbed if there's stuff on the floor...
that's ok.
. .
someone else will clean it up. . 0 it's their job. • . who has that job
(laughs). • • that'll get swept up on Saturday (laughing). . . I don't need to worry
about it.
. .
much more relaxed about beauty and order. • . sharing the responsibility. • •
not feeling like it's totally mine, • • .you know, all mine. . . I should say, • . always
my responsibility. • .need to move more in. . . in ecology things. • . like uh, • • you
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know, taking care of my waste. I don’t don't have a lot of awareness on my
waste., .need to start thinking and moving there, taking care of the.
. .news-
papers, recycling them, and-and aluminum, you know, all that kind of stuff I need
to think more in that.
. .area. ..how’s it changed. ..don't have a garbage disposal...
that* s kind of neat.
. . uh. . • using less water, uh.
. , beauty and order. • . beauty,
beauty.
.
.
just a change in style, I guess.
. . more casual.
. . cheaper.
. . of course
I'm gonna get rid of all my things.
. . so that, • • everything' s gonna go. • . it'll be,
I'll have a great back yard... the living room's a little small (laughs).. ..un.
..
order
. . . used to be terribly ordered.
. . orderly.
. . I mean really, uh.
. . I can't
think of anything else in that area of beauty and order.
.
.uh*.
.
just color has
become more important, as to live in color. .. uhm. .. collecting mini-art...
mini-art collection for my boat.
. . um. . . beauty. .
.
yeah, I. . .
.
I— Um.
. o terms of your relationship to other races, your own racism.
.
.
R— Well, my, now, my husband was f-dean for foreign students, so we constantly
had people in from all over the world. Uh, Indians, Africans, Chinese, uh, Jap-
uh, Orientals, Koreans. . . so any. . .of that was pretty much taken care of over
the sixteen year period of my marriage.
. • my mother was a is a total bigot. • .
I
mean she's the only person, the people she never put down were Jews and so I
married a Jew—that's interesting. She had also married a Jew. I didn't know
that though, cause that was kept a secret, incredible. .
.
(laughs). . .but having put
down everyone, sort of, I took everyone's side, kind of thing, was a reactive
thing. . .uh. . . I couldn't believe anything she said. . . and. . . I guess since I've
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been in counseling.
.. I’ve had-had one black man in my class which-which I, who
I took through, uh, a very critical thing.
. , felt very good about that.
. . I'd played
the racist.
. .1 mean it's playing right into the hottest issue with him. And I
played—I role played the racist., and he took a and he demolished the
chair with the it fell apart, it was just hanging.
. .he was so enraged.
.
.
and I stood right behind the chair and just fed it to him, you know, fed the
racist, stuff to him.
. . so in order to do that, I felt I must have had.
. .you know,
we’re very close.
. . I must have had some attention on it. . .as far as reaching out
into the community, what I've done for our community is to get the ...community
to stop to stop having events in the middle class sections of town... and to start
having the events in.
. .
the chicano and black areas to rent.
. • space there instead
of thinking of renting space in the churches in the middle class areas. ..so I'm
thinking that way and of course, Eddie the drummer, I forget Eddie the drummer
(laughing). . .1 go into I have gone into bars a lot. . .and, uh. , .asked men to
dance, it was a direction I took for a while and I go into mixed bars.. .1 don't,
uh, I don’t have much outreach in the community, doh't have much contact. •
.
which I feel is unfortunate, „ .but when I do, I don't seem, I seem to be very. • •
same is true I have two chicano women students that I'm very close to... spent
a lot of time in Mexico and enjoy it. . .don't seem to have a lot of distress in that
a rea. • • other than the cultural stuff that's been thrown at me. • • uh. • • just the
I - I’ve had tremendous amount of contact., .during my marriage with all different
kinds of people, so, um. •• and I've made some fairly close friendships with
with many of the blacks, orientals people whom I’ll go visit when I go to those
countries. • .yeah, • •
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I— Uh, you've talked some about this also, but, uh.. .the sex role as being a
woman, you know, the cultural thing.
. .how has that changed.
.
.
R~ Well, just breaking the marriage was a huge change.
... urn. .. was enraged
before the marriage, uh, had a constant argument with my husband on whether I
was a human first or a woman first and, you know, that kind of argument, uh.
.
.
really quit teaching at city college because of the woman thing., .they were paying
me on a part time basis, and.
. .working me on a full time basis. • .paying me on
the basis of hourly, but working me full time.
. .I’ve been aware of it for along time.
.
.
uh.
. .
. really never considered it a drawback.
. .basically, inside of myself.
.
went back to school. . . became a painter which is a very male field.
. . it's very
threatened by any female, because it's considered to be a female thing, you know,
sissified or queer, so the men in painting, are super-chauvinistic. ..and, uh...
was quite aware of it for a long time and only signed my first initial and lot of people
n ever knew I was a woman, who say my paintings, uh.. .always did things. My
mother set an example for me.. She started flying in 1939, ...there were very
few men flying. She always did a lot of physical things... she's a athlete, and
uh, so I followed in her footsteps. I had a model of a woman who was not afraid
to do things physically. And I think that's a big, big item. . • she was very
much female to in not working and not taking care of herself, uh. . . in the home,
you know, my father was responsible for that. • .but as far as doing things
physically. • she was an incredible tennis player, athlete, uh, did scary things. •
.
uh, physical things which pushed against female patterns. I've always done that...
started riding motorcycles. • . went off on a two week trip by myself long before I
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was in counseling.
. .always done a lot of things like that.
. .what’s changed now is
realizing I can be strong and that started before counseling..
.but I'm started to
do pushups and and building up my muscles which I never would’ve dreamed of
thinking about.
. . even though I knew it felt good.
. . I wouldn't 've admitted it.
.
.
um.
. . don't really feel any.
. . don't really feel like there's anything I can't do.
.
.
because I'm a woman.
. .uh, am very very pleased that I've had the experience
of having children.
.
.
going through the birth process and nursing.
. . was a very
big high point... uh, how's it changed since counseling. .. it hasn't changed a great
deal. I always took. • . always took responsibility. • . always felt I could do things,
uh.. .the difference being maybe that.
.
.the direction I took for a while was I'm a
leader of men. ..um, maybe that's shifted. ..to becoming more of the feeling
catching up with the reality, , .uh. • .never thought of myself as working as a
waitress or a secretary or a filing clerk. ..or any of those things. ..never, never
dreamed that I would work as in those capacities. ..never even thought in those
terms. • . though somehow I was not programmed. . . certainly I would do it if I
was, if I needed to. . .but never thought of that as as really ami alternative. .
.
it would be a last ditch stand. .1 would do any kind of things, you know, sit
on a comer and paint. . .1, oh. . .would do all kinds of things rather than. .
.
go in that direction. So I'll always have a resistance in there. . .can't think of
ways that counseling has really changed that. • I need to, I'm gonna take some
navigation courses and, and, uh... gonna start an aikido course, self
defense. . . um. . . so that I will be able to. . . defend myself physically if I need
to. •• have a direction I'm safe anytvhere in the world... need to prop that up
a
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little bit with just the differences in in my sizes, you know.
. .that's part of that,
um. ..I don't support, I mean I don't support by my, I support what they're doing,
but I don't support with my money or my actions any women's groups.
..I don't
like the anger and the retaliation and the revenge that surrounds a lot of them,
urn.
. . and the huddling. I don't like the huddling.
. . really feel the need for, for
us to. ..to be, uh, very intermixed with men, but in a very different way... I'm
teaching a women’s class... finding it very easy to do, have become closer to
women, I think.
. . closer to women.
.
.
physically and emotionally.
. . through
counseling.
.
.
yeah. I can't think of anything else.
.
.
I— Um...well, you talked at some length about the difference in the quality
of your thinking, .which really was not very different but just using different
areas. ..uh, another question is about responsibility, change in that.
..
quality
of it, different areas of it... for yourself, your feelings, your your world...
R— • • . . well, just the idea that, I always knew I was totally responsible. .
.
always felt it—always felt it, uh. . • didn't know what to do about it. • • scared me. .
.
un, now feeling like uh, knowing that I'm am still totally responsible for everything
b ut that. . • that I can decide what uh, uh. . .how to allocate my time. . . that's a
big difference. . .not and not blaming myself or others and a new thing is not
blaming the environment. • . in other words. • • if I'm cold, it's not the environment's
fault. • . it is not cold out. • .and that's been a big shift. • .taking responsibility
totally for my own feelings. • .and more and more letting other people be
responsible for theirs. . .uh, not taking the responsibility for their feelings. .
.
for feeling like it's my fault and I have to do something about it. ..urn. ..and of
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course, guilt.
. . the whole notion of my feeling bad about my feelings.
• ,um, ..
is just beginning to disappear.
. . still have some guilty feelings.
. .but they’re
beginning to disappear. • • I would call that all in the area of responsibility.
.
.
I— OK the last one is, uh, the discharge in daily living.
.
.
R— I discharge all the time. I discharge while I am a counselor and while and
while I-while I’m while I’m workshop leader. • . and I discharge on the
*
phone
and I discharge in the store.
. .and I discharge all the time.
.
. and I choose the
appropriate discharge. . I mean, I yawn. • . and I laugh and I shake a little
bit, you know, shudder a little bit. .. so I’m um, I don't cry, however. Oh, and
I have temper tantrums on the tennis court. When I 1 have a temper tantrum
or miss a shot that.
.
.yeah, I have temper tantrums there. It seems safe to
have them there.
.
.um.
.
.where else do I discharge. . ,1 guess that's all. . .there
must be more places, but I believe in that discharge is spontaneous and I don't
believe that a workshop leader, for instance, should not discharge with—they
should not discharge and take over the discharge of whoever they're working
with, th- but we must discharge. , .yeah. • • I have a different a little different
view than maybe what most people do. • • about that. • I discharge all the time. • •
(laughs). Yeah, that's it! How would you like some time (both laugh). ..
APPENDIX B
EXCERPTS FROM INTERVIEW
CO-COUNSELOR, THREE YEARS AND OVER
(FEMALE)
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Excerpts from 3 years and over
Co-Counselor (Female)
I—um—the area of love and sex.
.
.
R~uh, It's been kind. mice to know finally that this is uh, you know, Important
that we do this, again, in my own family, you know, being loving was very
important, that uh you did care, and even the siblings, I remember my mother
often saying, you know, we’d get into uh, fights and everything else as children.
Each one of us, a disagreement of some kind, and my mother would let you
tell her, you know, what happened. You’d complain to her and cry and everything
else and she'd listen to you. She’d say well, you have every reason to get good
and mad about it, you know, and so-and-so shouldn’t have said that, so-and-so
she has no right to do that, or he hasn’t any right to do this, but she said, but
she did it but she said if you know better then just keep in mind that, you know,
uh, you do know better than she does or he does fine. Act that way, and secondly,
that uh you know, you are to care about her. Or you are to care about each
other all the time. That was always in there, so that good but that uh, uh, in our
c ulture I felt very divided always that at home you could act this way, but out
there it wasn’t ok. It was an embarrassing thing. So there was always that
dichotomy of feelings uh, that you knew that in one place it was ok but in the
other place that you acted differently. It was expected that you act differently,
so that when, uh, in RC, you know, when we began to, uh, we recognized that,
you know, particularly in our culture that the communication of caring has
been so badly interfered with that uh, it was as if someone gave you the go sign,
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you know, to act like a human being, and that was great, that's never been
difficult.
.. uh, on the question of sex again, a great relief there too, that, you
know, we are on the right track and uh, you know, the question of shame and
so on that uh, the culture imposes the kinds that the culture imposes on men and
on women uh, you know the phony things that uh, have been put on us again, is
is, you know, has just been, sad, even though, again at home, you know, you were
taught that, you know, that sex was part of human behavior of a part of your
natural function of human behavior and uh, the distress was not implied there as
it was again on the outside, so that again you, uh, felt very (laughs) you are on
t he right track kind of thing and I think um, that uh, you know as time goes by,
as people do discharge and discharge and discharge that more and more,
certainly uh, younger generation, I think, they already have begum to act against
the uh uh, patterns, the inhibitive uh, restrictive patterns of the culture, uh,
and some of them, you know, they don't know what they're doing really simply
because they haven't been encouraged and don't know how to do it other than by
e xpioration but I feel that's better than this other thing that says, you know, shame
on you, kind of thing. And I think that at some point uh uh after humans have been
able to discharge a great deal of their tensions and can be loving and caring about
each other I think that in the future, that at some point that the question of
sex is going to be just a very, human kind of uh, uh of act that we enjoy with each
other with all of us, uh, simply because it's one of the functions th-that we have
uh one of the uh, means of expressing you know, closeness or uh enjoyment
with each other. I- 1 think that this will happen, you know, it's not going to be
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just a matter of that you’re married to somebody and this is the only person, but
we will, that sex, you know, even very early will be understood that it’s another
ability that you have in communicating, another level of communication that
you have with with a human being, you know one that is to be enjoyed and I-
uh, you know, feeling wise, as well as an expression of, you know, like being
with you, kind of thing, so. And I see it uh, you know when when you are with
people uh, the few people that you can see and they’re usually the younger ones
who uh, feel good about themselves and this I think is the major thing that human
beings have got to shed a lot of the feel-awful feelings they have about themselves
before they can move on someone, you know, who is, wants the caring and the
sexual, but there's so much of this garbage of. , .being very possessive and clingy
and.
. .you know, you and me kind of tiling attached to it that I think it'll be some
time before that can happen, but it sure is much healthier, I think amongst a lot
of the people. . .uh, younger people who are beginning to shed their tensions and
are beginning to express uh caringness for for each other, closeness, being able
to touch each other. • . again at home for for us you know, we. . . we always touched
each other. We liked touching each other. . . always embraced, always cuddled. .
.
there's just love for each other there. • . There was never any question in our
minds, including my brother that that th there was anything wrong you know,
sleeping all together or whatever, never that kind of thing and uh never learned
anything about that, in fact, until, you know, when we began to go to school and
so on and. . .and to hear about the the sexual question. . .ok.
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I— o.k. what have—what have you learned abou t the sex role aa a woman, you as
a woman in this society.
.
.
R uh, 1-1 feel that our society uh, has imposed some pretty awful things, you
know, on women, but I was kind of aware of that, you know, a long time ago,
but I feel that uh, if any i-if any-anyone. can make real inroads in it, we in
RC are and making women, because of the discharge process, making women
feel better about themselves, just as well as men, you know, but women, I
think, are beginning, just beginning to have some sense of who they are, just
some sense th- and I think they have a long long ways to go, but I sure am
glad to see what’s happening with women in RC. I just delight in seeing, you
know, what. • .that women are getting some idea of, you know, who they are as
a human being. It's so great to see, but I don’t see anywhere like I see it in
RC. I've seen the women libbers struggling, you know, if anyone is struggling,
certainly they are, you know with all the best intents and so on, but I don't see it
happening there like* I see, you know, I—I—I certainly feel that in women's lib
there are certain women who are, you know, politically, you know, much more
uh knowledgeable I think than most of our women in RC are uh, but that, uh, uh,
what they're doing though, uh, you know, where they themselves are, you know,
they're not moving much and they don't know how. And I think that our women in
RC are certainly getting their way faster and uh, and again I, you know, I look
to women from RC as being the ones who are going to take, you know, uh, the
uh uh are going to move into positions of urn, of a playing vital roles in-in our
society and go about uh ha, going to have even some, tremendous, they are
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already are In their own lives uh they are having a real impact uh i-in their
own communities in their own families it to start off with. In their own relation-
ships with others that our RC women I feel, are shedding the stuff as fast as
tfhey can, but they’re the ones, I think, that are going to make the real difference
out there and that just just pleases me to learn (laughter) just pleases me to
learn, I just to get so tickled when I see those people, you know, like yourself,
you know, just really getting some idea of, you know, h- you know, you really of
your own elegance, of your own womanliness, of your own person. It’s just so
great just tickles the socks off me (laughs). . . I think the boys might be lucky,
yeah, at some point in life they're left behind a little, but on the other hand, I
don’t know. Our RC women are learning how to handle men, too, but that's,
I think there in lies the biggest fear yet women, in their relationship with men,
that women are still terribly afraid to be themselves because of the fear of
rejection by the male. I think I think that’s the biggest deal, with women. . • and
I, women aren't going to be helped by men. They’re not., .uh, men can be very
supportive of you in many ways and certainly I have found them to be very
supportive, I think, uni, always, th th that, you know, if— if—if—if you care at
all about them of if you treat them, uh you know, with intelligence, I think,
always just somehow being able to discern what's pattern and what's the guy, uh,
that that, uh, you can always, you know, have the best of all possible worlds with
him, and certainly, I for one, you know, enjoy knowing men, I think. I love
men. . .but I take the patterns that uh, have been put on them and and where
women have been kept you know, some of the sharpest or loveliest is, uh, through
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the sex thing and the question of economics, both those have been laid on women
so thoroughly, so subtly, not by the men necessarily, you know, men keep it
in place there. But I mean, this is the way we grow up this is the way—we
learn very early that we’re supposed to be nice. And you'll notice that women
are always smiling at men and being nice. Men don’t feel that way. You know,
there's still this thing that, uh, you know, make me feel good. And if you don’t,
of course, you know he's going to say the hell with you. And you don't buy
that. • .ever, but now, 1—I just delight in all of that. 1— I feel so great about it
(laughs) e-every time I see, you know, that gals at uh, workshop, "wow"
hurray for you! (laughs) You've come a long way baby (laughs) I do treasure
that. I really do (laughs) and I feel so good about, you know, the fact that, uh,
they are emerging, you know, that uh, they do have the tool, do have the tool,
and if it it’s a matter of supporting each other well being very supportive with
each other, instead of uh, being scared of each other, which still comes
through. I was terribly surprised that women, that women, uh didn't like each
other, and that that state was with me even after I was in RC (laughs) or or
we’re afraid of each other. That’s k-kind of a, it's one of my childlike
again, you know, presumptions I have. Of course we’ll all be children. Well
it’s been allowed for women anyway more than it has for men, that you know,
you can express liking for each other without uh, trouble in the last so many
years, that uh that immediately it seems to me that there's much in the fore front
of being labeled that there’s something wrong with you as has been the, of course,
homosexual. But in the last several years, more so, it seems to me that, they
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tend to label, uh, women seem to look at each- at each other as being, uh, just
because they like each other more now that there's. ..they're fearful of lesbian
tendencies and everything... (laughs).
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208 Montague Road
Amherst, Mass., 01002
March, 1974
Dear
I m writing you to ask for some help, either from you or from someone else
you think would be suitable. I’m a member of the Amherst, Mass. R. C.
Community, and am an R. C. teacher. I'm in the process of doing a dissertation
at the University of Massachusetts on Re-evaluation Counseling and the research
involves interviewing members of the R. C. Community in your area.
I'm looking for volunteers who have heen in R. C. for the following time slots:
16 weeks, 32 weeks, 2 years, 3 years, 4 years, and 10 years and over. The
requirements are just that they have attended classes regularly and counseled
at least one hour each way each week regularly— in other words, the basic
requirements of any community member. I will need 2 volunteers in each time
slot. Hopefully there will be more, so that (with your help) I can select a fairly
equal number of men and women, across a fair age span, and including some
teachers.
The research question is: How does people's understanding and application of
R. C. theory change over time? My procedure will be to 1. offer a mini-counseling
session as my exchange for what is being given to me 2. coUect some personal
and community data 3. ask the major question, which is, ,rWhat is your under-
standing of the theory of Re-evaluation Counseling in terms of how you see it
operating in your life?", followed by a series of more specific questions. This
will be recorded on tape.
Harvey Jackins has read my proposal and given me full support and approval in
my research. My next step, hopefully, is to get your support and help, too.
Specifically, could you ask your teachers to find volunteers from their classes
and from amongst themselves who fill the aforementioned requirements, and
who will be available on the days I am able to interview. I would appreciate it
enormously if you (or another appropriate person) could then select the 8 volunteers
for me, on as diverse a basis as possible, and put their names on the schedule
according to the times they are free. If you don't have the time to organize this
procedure yourself, you might consider turning it over to someone in R. C. who's
in Social Science or Education and who would find the research of sufficient
interest to warrant the extra effort involved.
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I hope I am not imposing on you too much. I dooply appreciate whatever help
you will be able to give me. I look forward to mooting you in a month, and hope
you will be one of the volunteers.
Sincerely yours,
Marianne Simon
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PERSONAL DATA
Name
Sex Religion
Marital Status (or partnership^
Occupation
Politics (general classification)
Prior exposure to psychological or growth experiences
_
Age
Race
How did you get into R.C. ? (friend recommended, read about it. etc.)
Is any of your( family involved in R.C. or has it been?2
( Partner
)
If so, who and how?
Comments on the make-up of your town (class, education, racial and religious
balance, occupations, rural or urban or suburban)
How often do you counsel per week ?
How long has your teacher been teaching?
Who is your teacher?_____
Are you getting psychological support (friends, family, spouse) for attending
R.C. ?
Approximately how many people have you introduced to R. C. ?
Any other comments:
Town you live in —
Have you been to any national workshops ? How many ?
Are you teaching, ass't teaching, wanting to teach?
~ Fhank you!


